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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1-1. Purpose following international standardization agree-

This manual provides guidance on the organi- ment, which is indentified by type of agree-
zation and operations of the support brigades ment and number at the beginning of each ap-
in a field army. It is intended for use by per- propriate chapter in the manual: STANAG
sonnel concerned with the operation of the sup- 2014, Operation Orders, Annexes to Operation
port brigade headquarters and its principal Orders, and Administrative/Logistics Orders.
components. This manual should be used in
conjunction with FM 54-3, FM 100-10, FM
100-15, and other appropriate manuals listed Users of this manual are encouraged to submit
in the appendix. recommended changes and comments to im-

prove its clarity or accuracy. Comments should
1-2. Scope be keyed to the specific page, paragraph, and

a. This manual prescribes doctrine and prin- line of the text in which the change is recom-
ciples for planning, organizing, and operating mended. Reasons will be provided for each
the support brigades in a field army. Emphasis comment to insure understanding and complete
is on staff functions, headquarters operations, evaluation. Comments should be prepared
and management of brigade units. The manual using DA Form 2028 (Recommended Changes
also describes the organizations and procedures to Publications) and forwarded direct to the
for combat service support provided by the Commanding General, U.S. Army Combat De-
support brigades of the field army support velopments Command Combat Service Support
command (FASCOM). Group, Fort Lee, Virginia 23801. Originators

b. The contents of this manual apply to- of proposed changes that would constitute a

(1) General war, to include a considera- significant modification of approved Army doc-
tion of the employment of, and protection trine may send an information copy, through
from, chemical, biological, and radiological command channels, to the Commanding Gen-
(CBR) munitions; and operations in CBR en- eral, U.S. Army Combat Developments Com-
vironments. mand, Fort Belvoir, Virginia 22060, to facili-

(2) Limited war. tate review and followup.
(3) Cold war, to include stability opera-

tions. 1-4. Impact of Nuclear and CBR
c. The combat service support doctrine pre- Operations

sented in this manual requires the availability The impact of possible nuclear and CBR opera-
of automatic data processing equipment tions has been considered in the preparation of
(ADPE) and associated communications sys- this manual. The combat service support sys-
tems to permit its full application. Many of tem described herein takes into account both
these items are under development; therefore, the threat and the limited use of such weapons.
those tasks described in the manual to be per- The possibility of nuclear and CBR operations
formed by ADPE, require a transition period has affected the composition, deployment, and
during which current methods will be replaced mobility of units discussed herein. Other sig-
as equipment becomes available. nificant factors have also been considered. The

d. This manual is in consonance with the protection of facilities and installations and
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the flexibility of the combat service support installations also invites biological or chemical
system (and the mobility of its units) are em- attack. Proper planning for, and execution of,
phasized. Large combat service support instal- defensive measures will lessen the effects of
lations are prime targets for nuclear attack. such attacks.
The concentration of personnel to operate such
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CHAPTER 2

ORGANIZATION

2-1. General b. Responsibitities. In general terms, the
a. The theater army commander allocates army group commander has the following com-

combat service support to the army groups or bat service support responsibilities. He-
field armies to support the plan of campaign. (1) Establishes priorities for supplies and
The army group commander recommends allo- credits for assigned and attached units.
cations and priorities to the theater army com- (2) Establishes priorities for movements
mander for use by the field army. The field and insures adequate movements control and
army commander further allocates most of highway regulation.
these means to the field army support com- (3) Establishes priorities for the alloca-
mand (FASCOM) that uses them, based on the tion of replacements to major subordinate com-
recommendations of the corps commanders, to mands.
support the corps and divisions in furtherance (4) Allots available combat service sup-
of the field army plan of operations. port troops to major subordinate commands.

b. In planning the operations of larger (5) Normally controls the allocation of
units, the capability to furnish logistic support ammunition to major subordinate commands.
for a particular course of action may be the He may also control the allocation of other
controlling factor in the commander's decision. items and services in accordance with assigned
Once the decision and the commander's concept tactical missions.
of operation have been announced, the field (6) Insures that subordinate units are ad-
army headquarters staff develops the field equately supported.
army plan. The tactical plan must have ade- (7) Estimates the overall combat service
quate logistic support. Such support includes support requirements to support army group
the allocation of combat service support units operations and recommends to the commander,
and the establishment of priorities for combat Army combat forces, the allocation of appro-
service support adequate for the accomplish- priafe means.
ment of the tactical mission. Thus, combat ser- (8) Assigns territorial responsibility to
vice support and combat support are used to his major subordinate commanders.
weigh the main tactical effort. (9) Plans and coordinates civil affairs op-

erations, as directed.
2-2. Army Groups
Army groups are primarily tactical units. As 2-3. Field Army
such, they do not normally control combat ser- The field army is the largest combat organiza-
vice support units or operate combat service tion of the U.S. Army that can sustain admin-
support installations. istrative and tactical operations. The field

a. Composition. The army group consists of army directs the tactical operations and pro-
a headquarters and those units necessary for vides for combat support and combat service
command, communications, and administrative support of its assigned forces.
support; two or more field armies; and, in a. Composition. The field army contains a
some situations, separate corps and/or separate headquarters, certain organic army combat
divisions. support and combat service support troops, a
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FASCOM headquarters to which are assigned for the following combat service support func-
most of the combat service support troops, a tions:
variable number of corps, and a variable. num- (1) Establishing priorities and alloca-
ber of divisions that normally are attached to tions for combat service support, as required,
the corps. For the purpose of this manual, a to include allocating ammunition and regulated
typical field army has two corps of four divi- and command-controlled items.
sions each. The field army may operate under (2) Assigning territorial responsibility to
a theater commander, a theater army command- subordinate units.
er, an army group command, or a joint force (3) Ascertaining that subordinate units
commander. are adequately supported.

b. Responsibility. Depending on the organi- (4) Supervising and coordinating the
zation within the theater, the field army com- civil affairs activities of subordinate or sup-
mander is responsible to the army group com- porting elements.
mander, the theater army commander, the (5) Recommending to the corps support
commander of a unified command or a joint brigade commander (and to commanders of
task force that responds to the theater com- elements of the army-wide service brigades
mander, or the theater commander for the tac- designated to support the corps) measures con-
tical and administrative operations of his cerning support of units attached to the corps.
army. He is responsible for providing combat (6) Exercising territorial responsibility
service support to U.S. Army forces and, in ac- for the corps rear area and allocating area to
cordance with agreements and as directed, to the corps support brigade and to elements of
other U.S. and allied forces and civilians in the the army-wide service brigades operating the
field army area. The field army commander and corps rear area.
major subordinate commanders are assigned (7) Planning for highway regulation and
territorial responsibilities and are responsible traffic control in the corps rear area.
for planning, coordinating, and executing rear (8) When the corps is on an independent
area protection (RAP) activities in assigned operation, becoming a self-contained unit, the
areas. corps commander is responsible for the combat

service support of the corps. A support bri-
2-4. Corps gade, supplemented by army combat service
The corps is the largest tactical unit subordi- support elements, then becomes a corps sup-
nate to the field army. The corps headquarters port command (COSCOM).
normally is a tactical unit only.

a. Composition. The corps contains a head- 2-5. Field Army Support Command
quarters, certain organic combat support, at- A FASCOM, established as a major subordi-
tached combat service support troops, and a nate unit of the field army, commands assigned
variable number of attached divisions. The or attached field army combat service support
typical corps has four divisions. Its organiza- units and other types of units and controls
tion provides for maximum flexibility to meet their operations.
varying combat conditions. The variety of mis- a. Composition. Figure 2-1 shows the units
sions assigned to corps requires different types and teams included in the FASCOM. These
and numbers of combat units for their per- units vary from small teams of a few men to
formance. The mission dictates an increase or brigades of thousands of assigned troops. FM
a decrease in the number of combat elements 54-3 contains details of the FASCOM organi-
of the corps. zation and operations.

b. Responsibilities. Corps are primarily tac-
tical units. As much, they do not normally con- b. ResponSibility. The FASCOM commander
trol combat service support units or operate is responsible for the provision of combat ser-
combat service support installations. In gen- vice support (less the supply of water and
eral terms, the corps commander is responsible maps and less construction) to the field army.
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Figure 2-1. FASCOM supporting a two-corps field army.

He is also responsible for the command, con- mary staff interest is in combat service sup-
trol, and supervision of combat service support port, whereas at field army or corps headquart-
units plus those combat and combat support ers the interest is in the tactical aspects of mis-
units that may be attached for RAP. He nor- sion accomplishment.
mally exercises territorial control over the field (2) Once the field army commander and
army service area. His interest in tactical oper- his staff have decided on a course of action and
ations is limited to RAP and a general knowl- have developed the broad concept of opera-
edge of the overall operation necessary for tions, the FASCOM commander and his staff
day-to-day combat service support. further develop the detailed plans for combat

c. Staff Requirements. The FASCOM corn- service operations. This planning includes-
mander is provided staff assistance in these (a) Determining specific quantities of
eight activities: personnel; comptroller; secur- supplies and equipment as the numbers and
ity, plans, and operations; services; supply; types of combat service support units required.
maintenance; movements; and civil affairs. Fi- (b) Determining their dispositions or
gure 2-2 shows the organization of the FAS- general employment.
COM headquarters. (c) Coordinating with supporting eche-

(1) At FASCOM headquarters the pri- lons.
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Figure 2-2. Typical staff, FASCOM headquarters.

(d) Preparing and publishing neces- cleus for the necessary command organization
sary plans and orders. for a COSCOM for independent or separate

(3) The balancing of workload between corps operations. In such cases, the headquar-
brigades is a major function of the FASCOM ters must be augmented, particularly when it
staff. The realinement of support missions, assumes control of units of the armywide sup-
transfer of workload, and, when required, port organizations.
transfer of units are routine. b. Responsibility. The support brigade com-

(4) The medical staff advice required by mander is responsible to the FASCOM com-
the FASCOM commander will be provided by mander for specified combat service support to
the medical branch, ACofS, personnel, in coor- designated elements of the field army and oth-
dination with the medical brigade headquar- ers, as directed. The support brigade com-
ters. mander and the FASCOM commander have

generally parallel missions, responsibilities,
and functions in the areas of supply, mainte-

2-6. Support Brigade nance, and some services. These are, however,

The support brigade, a major subordinate unit reduced in scope at the support brigade level.
of the FASCOM, commands assigned and at- c. Staff Requirements. The support brigade
tached units and controls their operations. commander and the FASCOM commander re-

a. Composition. A support brigade contains quire similar staff assistance. The support bri-
support groups and other specialized elements. gade staff must coordinate continually with sup-
The support brigade headquarters and the ported commands and FASCOM headquarters
FASCOM headquarters are similar. The corps in providing combat service and installation se-
support brigade headquarters provides the nu- curity.
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CHAPTER 3
SUPPORT BRIGADES

(STANAG 2014)

Section I. GENERAL

3-1. Introduction 3-2. Organization
a. Mission. The support brigades provide a. The organization of a corps support bri-

combat service support to divisional and nondi- gade varies with the assigned mission and the
visional units. A support brigade may be- units made available by FASCOM. This bri-

(1) A corps support brigade. This bri- gade normally includes a headquarters and
gade, assigned to a field army support corn- headquarters company with associated func-
mand (FASCOM), supports divisions and non- tional control centers (stock, movement, and
divisional units located in a corps area. maintenance management), an automatic data

(2) An army support brigade. This bri- processing center (ADPC), two support group
gade, assigned to a FASCOM, supports units headquarters, an ammunition group, a person-
located in or in transit through the army ser- nel and administration battalion, a military po-
vice area. It also provides backup support, as lice battalion, and motor transport battalion.
necessary, to corps support brigades. The number of supply and service battalions,

(3) A corps support command (COS- petroleum supply battalions, and maintenance
COM). This brigade, assigned to a separate battalions assigned to the support groups and
corps headquarters, performs the functions of the number of units within all battalions will
a FASCOM for all units assigned and attached vary according to workload.
to the corps. When assigned to an independent b. Figure 3-1 illustrates the differences be-
corps, the support brigade is responsible for all tween the corps support brigade and the army
combat service support to include theater base support brigade. These differences include the
activities. Chapter 12 contains additional de- following:
tails. (1) The corps support brigade is orga-

(4) A division support brigade. This bri- nized to provide military police, transporta-
gade, assigned to a separate division, performs tion, and movement control services. In the
the functions of a FASOM in providing to the army service area, these services are provided
separate division assigned and attached units by commands subordinate to the FASCOM .
the support that is beyond the capability of the (2) Ammunition service is provided by
organic support elements of the division. When the corps support brigade for corps slices of
assigned to an independent division, the mis- the field army.
sion of the support brigade is comparable to (3) Aircraft maintenance general support
that of a COSCOM supporting an independent (GS) battalions are in the army support brig-
corps. Chapter 12 contains additional details. ade because of the greater workload in the

b. Functions. Depending on the capabilities army service area.
of units attached, the support brigade can fur- (4) A number of specialized units may be
nish personnel and administration, mainte- added to battalions assigned the army support
nance, transportation and movements, military brigade to provide backup services to corps
police, and supply and services support, which support brigades.
are explained in subsequent sections. (5) A rear area operations center
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(RAOC) is assigned to each support group in and equipment (TOE) units. These separate
the army support brigade. units, or sublements, with proper adjustments

(6) Four Finance DS companies are as- to insure self-sufficiency, can support forces
signed to the corps support brigade while three less than division size. Battalion and group
are assigned to the army support brigade. headquarters are added as the support force

increases. Principles of brigade flexibility fol-
3-3. Command Relationships low:

a. With Fascom. The support brigade is a a. A part of FASCOM, the brigade can be
major subordinate command of the FASCOM. organized to support less than four divisions

b. With Corps. The corps support brigade by decraesing the number of units required to
supports corps units and maintains close coor- support the typical four-division force (fig.
dination with the corps headquarters. It prov- 3-1).
ides a highway traffic headquarters which car- b. As a COSCOM in support of a separate
ries out highway traffic priorities, assists the corps, the brigade assumes the role of a FAS-
corps in RAP activities, and provides military COM by adding medical, civil affairs, addi-
police units for employment in the corps area. tional transportation and military police, and

c. With Other FASCOM and Field Army specialized units of the army support brigade.
Units. The support brigade provides combat c. As a division support brigade in support
service support within assigned capabilities. of a separate division, the brigade may be

3-4. Operations, Organization, and structured for support of a division operating
Capabilities separately by reducing the number of units re-

quired as a COSCOM.Support brigade operations, organization, and ued as a COS uOM.of. the c a d. As a division support brigade or COSCOMcapabilities are composites of the combat ser-
vicasuppablt areivties c otestthein support of an independent division or corps,vice support activities that the separately or-

ganized units may be assigned to perform. Sub- the brigade is structured to include required
field army support units and theater base unitssequent sections describe these units. In gen-

eral, each of the headquarters, detachments, of the communications zone (COMMZ)
e. In support of a task force, the brigade is

companies, and cellular organizations can per-
structured to provide the required combat ser-form a given workload in specific areas of com- vice support. The brigade is assigned to the

bat service support. Their organization is on a task force commander and receives its direc-
"building block" principle; they normally are ti f hi
self-sufficient as separate tables of organization

Section II. SUPPORT BRIGADE HEADQUARTERS
3-5. General (b) Plans, coordinates, and supervises

a. Mission and Functions. physical security and RAP activities when em-
(1) Mission. The support brigade head- ployed in the army service area and assists the

quarters commands, controls, and supervises corps in RAP activities when employed in sup-
all assigned and attached units that provide port of a corps.
combat service support to units in the sup- (c) Provides staff advice and planning
ported area. assistance to the FASCOM and supported tac-

(2) Functions. The support brigade head- tical commander on combat service support ac-
quarters- tivities.

(a) Plans and directs the provision of (d) Determines and coordinates the
specified combat service support, through its combat service support requirements for sup-
functional control centers and subordinate op- ported forces.
erating commands, to Army forces in the field b. Organization. To facilitate planning and
army service area or corps area and to other operations, the organization of support brigade
forces as designated. headquarters is similar to that of FASCOM
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Figure 3-2. HHC, support brigade.

headquarters; however, the support brigade (4) With functional control centers. The
headquarters has no assistant chief of staff support brigade headquarters coordinating
(ACofS), civil affairs. Therefore, the ACofS, staff exercises operational control over the sup-

security, plans, and operations, staff section ac- port brigade headquarters functional control
complishes the normal functions of that sec- centers. Functional control centers at support
tion. Figure 3-2 shows the organization of the brigade headquarters conduct interchange of
brigade headquarters. information with the functional control center

c. Command Relationships. at FASCOM headquarters. This interchange
(1) With higher commands. The support facilitates and expedites the management of

brigade is under the command of and receives routine actions by the functional control cen-
policy direction, broad guidance and planning, ters and the identification of problems that
and general supervision from FASCOM head- must be referred to the appropriate headquar-
quarters or, when appropriate, other control- ters for resolution by the commander and his
ling headquarters such as corps or division. staff.

(2) With parallel commands. Normal
staff relationships exist. 3-6. Operational Concepts

(3) With subordinate units. The support a. Support Brigade Headquarters. The sup-
brigade headquarters exercises management port brigade headquarters-
control of the missions of subordinate units (1) Operates similarly to FASCOM head-
through command channels. Technical liaison quarters in that it engages actively in opera-
is maintained directly by the coordinating staff tions. It performs the normal staff functions of
with subordinate units and with the staff of a higher headquarters such as development
support group headquarters. and provision of policies, planning guidance,

3-4 AGO 7658A
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priorities, and allocations to its subordinate istrative actions that by regulation or policy
units. require action by the support brigade com-

(2) Develops overall plans for providing mander.
support to a corps or army service area to in- (4) Provides a liaison capability for indi-
clude estimates, orders, and analyses. vidual personnel actions of members assigned

(3) Computes requirements for the forces to the headquarters.
that it supports, manages assigned stocks, (5) Exercises coordinating staff responsi-
coordinates movements and throughput with bility for postal and special services activities.
FASCOM headquarters, develops and manages (6) Exercises general staff supervision
the maintenance plan, balances resources, and over the adjutant general's office.
maintains central control of personnel manage- (7) Directs and supervises the operations
ment and records. of the personnel services center attached to

(4) Accomiplishes much of its centralized support brigade headquarters and establishes
control, evaluation, and management through policies and criteria for its management and
its functional control centers: stock, mainte- operation.
nance management, and movement (corps sup- (8) Develops the portion of the command
port brigade only). Personnel services are pro- operation and administrative/logistics orders
vided by the personnel and administration bat- for those functions over which it exercises
talion, which manages this function through staff supervision.
its organic personnel service center. All four (9) Develops and makes recommendations
control centers function under the direct oper- for the troop basis and changes to TOE per-
ational control of the pertinent coordinating taining to the units over which it exercises
staff sections of support brigade headquarters. staff supervision.
In effect, they are an extension of the coordi- (10) Coordinates personnel movement re-
nating staff sections. The combination of func- quirements with the ACofS, movements.
tional control centers and automatic data pro- (11) In the corps support brigade-
cessing (ADP) facilities reduces the require- (a) Plans for military police functions
ment for clerical, technical, and routine man- in the area of discipline, law and order, pris-
agement personnel at the headquarters staff oners of war and civilian internees, criminal
level. There is a requirement, however, for investigation, confinement, and rehabilitation.
technical personnel to determine requirements, He also coordinates and supervises these func-
develop service-wide plans, and evaluate per- tions.
formances. (b) Develops plans and policies for pro-

cessing internment and evacuation of prisoners
b. ACofS, Personnel. The ACofS, person- of war and civilian internees.

nel- (c) Develops and supervises the com-
(1) Develops personnel policies that in- mand's crime prevention and criminal investi-

clude promotions, appointments, demotions, gation policies and programs.
classification, assignments and reassignments, (d) Establishes basic confinement, re-
decorations, awards, separations and rotations, tention, and evacuation policies for military
and administrative policies to include forms prisoners.
management, records disposition control, and (12) In the army support brigade, plans
publications control. for requirements for military police services

(2) Maintains a continuous personnel loss with FASCOM headquarters, coordinates
estimate and obtains from the personnel ser- them, monitors effectiveness of services pro-
vices center summarized personnel information vided, and advises commander on military po-
for use by support brigade headquarters in lice matters.
preparing support plans. He recommends indi- (13) Coordinates the activities of the staff
vidual replacement allocations and priorities. chaplain. The staff chaplain-

(3) Processes those personnel and admin- (a) Develops and coordinates an overall
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area and denominational religious coverage (h) Develops plans, policies, and pro-
plan for the command. grams; coordinates and supervises finance ac-

(b) Exercises ' technical supervision tivities; and performs technical inspections of

over chaplains of the subordinate command finance direct support (DS) companies.

and provides them professional assistance in- (i) Administers the brigade reports

eluding preparation and supervision of the control programs.

technical and professional training program of (j) Exercises technical control and su-
instructions for chaplains and chaplain assist- pervision over brigade finance functions and
ants. finance DS companies supporting the brigade.

(c) Develops plans and recommenda- He resolves technical matters pertaining to

tions for integrating chaplain support into ap- brigade finance functions.
propriate command plans and operations. (k) Analyzes currency and funding re-

quirements and the need for and utilization of
(14) Monitors the adequacy of medical ser- ents and the need for and utilization of

vice support to the command and advises the banking facilities and recommends appropriate
commander accordingly. He coordinates this action. He monitors savings bond and life in-

function with the commander of the medical surance programs. He recommends action on
group providing medical staff advice to the requests to keep or increase cash on hand or to
gsrup port brigade. ical staff advice to the appoint deputies to disbursing officers. He es-

tablishes, as authorized, imprest funds or rec-
(15) Coordinates and consolidates military onmends action to be taken on such requests.

and civilian labor requirements of the com-n
mand and develops policies governing use of lie reviews reports of investigation of loss of
mand and develops policies governing use of
labor. He coordinates indigenous labor require- ar ated or nonappropriated funds and
ments with ACofS, security, plans, and opera-
tions. (1) Is responsible for internal review of

appropriated fund activities, as required, to in-
c. ACofS, Comptroller. sure accuracy of records and proper safeguard-

(1) The ACofS, comptroller- ing of assets.
(a) Conducts management surveys and (m) Identifies essential elements of the

special project studies. command's management information system.
(b) Analyzes budget guidance, recom- (n) Develops a responsive data flow

mends courses of action, coordinates a com- that allows the ACofS, comptroller, to make a

mand budgetary position, and prepares budget- vertical and lateral review of management in-

ary reports. formation.
(c) Performs periodic analysis of fund (o) Interprets statistics and converts

utilization. them into meaningful information for the com-
(d) Reviews established ADP systems mand.

and monitors equipment utilization. (p) Advises and assists members of the
(e) Coordinates changes in ADP re- staff in the achievement of effective manage-

quirements with FASCOM comptroller. ment.
(f) Maintains inventory and operating (q) Assists members of the staff with

status reports of automatic data processing compilation of statistics and coordinates pre-
equipment (ADPE) assigned to command and sentation of formal review and analysis.
subordinate elements. (r) Reviews reports of survey and the

(g) Conducts internal reviews, audits reports of boards of officers in lieu of reports
nonappropriated funds, interprets regulations of survey.
and directives governing nonappropriated (2) In stability operations and peacetime,
funds and indoctrinates responsible personnel, the ACofS, comptroller, performs these addi-
and forwards internal review reports to FAS- tional functions:
COM comptroller. (a) Conducts organizational studies
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and develops required organization and func- tical or administrative headquarters. He coor-
tions manuals. dinates and supervises physical security within

(b) Performs a continuing analysis of the command and provides policies and overall
fund utilization, develops trends, identifies plans.
problem areas, and recommends solutions both e. ACofS, Services. The ACofS, services-
to his commander and to the FASCOM comp-
troller. (1) Prepares policies and plans for-

(c) Coordinates the development of re- (a) Activities in the areas of construc-(c) Coordinates the development of re-
quests for new or additional ADPE. tion and communications as they apply to oper-

(d) Conducts internal reviews involv- ations of the brigade in performing its mission.
ing all organization and operating procedures (b) Chemical, biological, and radiologi-
adopted to safeguard assets to insure the accu- cal (CBR) services, field services, post ex-
racy and reliability of records, to promote change, graves registration, food service, and
efficiency, and to insure adherence to pre- repairs and utilities. He also coordinates and
scribed regulations and guidance. supervises these activities.

(e) Disseminates information identify- (2) Develops the services portion of the
ing areas of command emphasis. command operation and administrative/logis-

(f) Plans, schedules, and conducts tics orders.
work simplification training. (3) Develops and makes recommendations

(g) Administers that portion of the for the troop basis and changes to TOE per-
Army Cost Reduction Program that pertains taining to service units.
to technical data and reports, management im- (4) Develops and recommends priorities,
provements, and data processing systems. in conjunction with other coordinating staff

(h) Develops performance standards sections, for the services provided.
and norms for controlling and measuring pro- (5) Develops and coordinates require-

ments for real estate and field installations for

d. ACofS, Security, Plans, and Operations. the command and prepares plans for their ac-

The ACofS, security, plans, and operations- quisition, allocation, and use.

(1) Prepares policies, plans, and pro- (6) Implements policies of FASCOM
grams pertaining to command organizations headquarters in developing plans and proce-

operamtions, and functions. commandorganizadures for evacuation of remains and personal
operations, and functions.

(2) Develops and maintains the troop effects and for hasty burials, if required.
(7) Develops plans for provision, loca-

bchanges. and coordinatesandrecommendsTOE tion, and use of laundry and bath facilities and
chang(3) Develops and coordinates the co criteria for establishment of clothing exchange

mand operation and administrative/logist is operations in consonance with the policies of
mand operation and administrative/logistics FASCOM headquarters.
orders. FASCOM headquarters.orders.

(4) Develops policies, programs, and (8) Develops plans for post exchange ser-
plans for the training of the command and vices and for gratuitous issues in consonance
evaluates the training. with the policies of FASCOM headquarters.

(5) Coordinates displacement of subordi- (9) Develops and coordinates activities
nate command and locations of facilities. pertaining to repairs and utilities and firefight-

(6) Develops plans and policies for collec- ing services for the command.
tion of information, counterespionage, counter- f. ACofS, Supply. The ACofS, supply-
subversion, and countersabotage and dissemi- (1) Develops policies, plans, and pro-
nates intelligence within the command. grams and coordinates and supervises supply

(7) Coordinates RAP plans and explosive activities including salvage and property dis-
ordnance disposal (EOD) activities of the cornm- posal.
mand internally and those of the adjacent tac- (2) Develops the supply portion of the
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command operation and administrative/logis- for the troop basis and changes to TOE per-
tics orders. taining to supply units.

(3) Directs and supervises the stock con- (18) Develops plans, policies, and pro-
trol center (SCC) and establishes policies and grams and coordinates and supervises the sup-
criteria for its management and operation. ply and maintenance activities of all class V

(4) Establishes supply levels based on items with the exception of maintenance of
directives of higher headquarters. missile nonexplosive components and equip-

(5) Recommends policies, priorities, allo- ment.
cations, and criteria for controlled items. g. ACofS, Maintenance. The ACofS, mainte-

(6) Determines supply requirements for nance-
the corps or army service area, as appropriate. (1) Develops plans, policies, and pro-

(7) Balances supplies among GS storage grams and coordinates and supervises mainte-
locations in consonance with requirements of nance activities.
the tactical situation. (2) Develops the maintenance portion of

(8) Implements local procurement pol- the command operation and administrative/log-
icies and plans of higher headquarters. istics orders.

(9) Develops plans for implementing pol- (3) Directs and supervises the mainte-
icies of FASCOM headquarters regarding ap- nance management center (MMC) attached to
plication of scheduled or automatic supply, as support brigade headquarters and establishes
appropriate. policies and criteria for its management and

(10) Coordinates throughput policies and operation.
plans with the ACofS, movements. (4) Implements policies of FASCOM

(11) Coordinates supply plans and require- headquarters and develops plans for the collec-
ments with the ACofS, maintenance, pertain- tion, analysis, reporting, and presentation of
ing to use of reparable assets to meet supply maintenance management information and for
plans and requirements. purposes of the army equipment records sys-

(12) Reviews supply activities on the basis tem.
of summary management reports (computer (5) Develops policies and plans for the
printouts) and reports of commodity managers collection and/or evacuation of materiel to in-
to evaluate efficiency of supply functions and to elude evacuation instruction and condition
insure that policies, plans, and programs are standards.
carried out effectively. (6) Establishes maintenance standards

(13) Reviews and approves application and for inspection in consonance with policies of
local modification of supply procedures per- FASCOM headquarters.
taining to requisition, storage, issue, and ac- (7) Develops policies and plans for evalu-
counting. ating, presenting, and making recommenda-

(14) Develops and promulgates criteria tions for improvement of the materiel readi-
and processing procedures for emergency re- ness status of the command and maintaining
quisitions. cognizance thereof.

(15) Reviews and approves proposed (8) Establishes and reviews, in coordina-
stockage lists for subordinate storage units in tion with the ACofS, supply, support brigade
consonance with policies of FASCOM head- headquarters, priority schedules for repair of
quarters. materiel to insure that the maintenance effort

(16) Implements policies of FASCOM is in consonance with supply requirements and
headquarters regarding determination of re- items in short supply.
quirements and consumption factors, analysis (9) Develops and makes recommendations
of demand data, and development of stockage for the troop basis and changes to TOE per-
lists. / taining to maintenance units.

(17) Develops and makes recommendation (10) Develops policies, plans, and proce-
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dures for balancing maintenance resources as program and coordinates throughput policies
required and for providing technical assistance and plans with the ACofS, movements, FAS-
and data to maintenance units. COM headquarters.

(11) Reviews summaries of equipment im- (h) Develops requirements for trans-
provement recommendations (EIR) and devel- port and terminal transfer operations.
ops recommendations, policies, and plans rela-
tive thereto, to include staff recommendations of FSC headquartes with ther sup-
for action on EIR submission. of FASCOM headquarters and with other sup-

(12) Coordinates maintenance plans with port brigades regarding policy and plans for
(12) Coordnates maintenance plans wt the employment of the resources of each oth-

the ACofS, supply, support brigade headquar- s transport, establishment of interrelated
ters, to insure timely availability of parts and movement procedures, and coordination of
assemblies for scheduled programs. movement plans in support of future opera-

(13) Develops plans, policies, and pro-plans in support of future opera-
grams and coordinates and supervises the

(2) Army support bvigade--maintenance of guided missiles and their re- (2) Army support brlgade-(a) Develops plans, policies, and pro-
lated equipment (less explosive components). grams for movement activities and coordinates

(14) Coordinates evacuation of materiel and supervises these activities.and supervises these activities.with ACofS, movements.wth. ACofS, Movements. (b) Recommends movement priorities
and mode allocations.(1) Corps support brigade- and mode allocations.(c) Establishes policies and criteria for

(a) Develops plans, policies, and pro- development of the movement control plan and
grams for movement and transportation ser- program and coordinates throughput policies
vice. He also coordinates and supervises this and plans with the ACofS, movements, FAS-
service. COM headquarters.

(b) Develops the transportation por- (d) Coordinates with the staff elements
tion of the command operation and adminis- of FASCOM headquarters and with other sup-
trative/logistics orders. port brigades regarding policy and plans for

Directs and supervises the move- the establishment of interrelated movementment control center (MCC) attached to sup- procedures and coordination of movement
port brigade headquarters and establishes pol- plans in support of future operations.icies and criteria for its management and oper- (e) Plans for requirements for trans-
ation. portation services with the ACofS, movements,

(d) Develops and makes recommenda- FASCOM headquarters; coordinates these re-
tions for the troop basis and changes to TOEtions for the troop basis and changes to TOE quirements; monitors the effectiveness of thepertaining to transportation and movement services provided; and advises the commandercontrol units. on transportation matters.

(e) Recommends movement priorities
and mode allocations. i. Adjutant General's Office. This office per-

(f) Develops policies and criteria for forms the usual duties of an administrative
the activities of traffic headquarters to include office. It is not an adjutant general special staff
provision of policies and criteria concerning section for the command. Its functions in-
the traffic circulation plan, traffic control plan, clude-
and route classification. He coordinates and su- (1) Provision of internal administrative
pervises these activities, reviews the traffic cir- services to the headquarters including distribu-
culation plan and traffic control plan, and rec- tion center, reproduction facilities, central
ommends priorities for use of controlled classified document control and repository, and
routes. library service for headquarters correspon-

(g) Establishes policies and criteria for dence and publications.
development of the movement control plan and (2) Coordination with the servicing
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Army Post Office for receipt and dispatch of these actions are referred to the functional
headquarters official mail. control centers for individual management ac-

j. Staff Judge Advocate. Legal services for tion.
the support brigade are provided by the staff 1. Functional Control Centers. The support
judge advocate (SJA). His functions are listed brigade headquarters receives support from
in FM 101-5. The brigade commander exer- three functional control centers: stock, mainte-
cises general court-martial jurisdiction, and nance management, and movement (corps sup-
the judge advocate section is staffed accord- port brigade only). Each control center uses
ingly. the computer capabilities of the ADPC at the

k. Automatic Data Processing Center. A sin- support brigade headquarters, and each func-

gle automatic data processing center (ADPC) tions under the operational control of the per-
is provided at support brigade headquarters to tinent coordinating staff section.
service all appropriate combat service support m. Other staff elements that may be pro-
functions. It is established by an assigned ADP vided or assigned to a support brigade function
unit and operates under the staff supervision as outlined in FM 101-5.
of the ACofS, comptroller. The ADPC has no
involvement in the management of the combat 3-7. Capabilities
service support functions--it simply provides
machine services. The ADPC uses computer a. Assignment. The support brigade head-
programs developed centrally in continental quarters is normally asis of one per supported
United States (CONtIS) based on centrally de- headquarters on the basis of one per supported-Jnited States (CONUS) based on centrally de-
veloped functional systems. Only minor modifi-
cations can be made to these systems and com- b. Capabilities. This unit provides the organ-
puter programs locally. Therefore, only a lim- izational structure to command assigned com-
ited requirement exists for programers and bat service support troops and other desig-

systems analysts. The ADPC uses the centrally nated units operating in the corps or field
developed computer programs and processes army service areas.
actions against the programs within parame- c. Support Requirements. The support bri-
ters established and maintained by the func- gade headquarters depends on other organiza-
tional control centers attached to support bri- tions for the following support: transporta-
gade headquarter. The computer rejects ac- tion, communications, personnel services, health
tions outside these parameters; therefore, services, and military policies services.

Section iii. SUPPORT GROUP HEADQUARTERS (CORPS OR
ARMY)

3-8. General (b) Develops and supervises the execu-

a. Missions and Functions. tion of implementing plans to carry out as-
(1) Mission. The support group head- signed missions.

quarters commands, controls, and supervises (c) Coordinates local security and dam-
assigned or attached units employed for the age control activities of subordinate units.
provision of combat service support to specified (d) Provides cryptologistics support.
forces. b. Organization. Figure 3-3 shows the or-

(2) Functions. Support group headquar- ganization of the support group headquarters.
ters-- c. Assignment. The normal assignment of

(a) Commands and controls assigned the support group to support brigade head-
and attached units, except technical mission quarters is on the basis of two per corps sup-
operations, which normally flow directly from port brigade when supporting four divisions
the brigade functional control centers to the and two per army support brigade.
operating units of the group. d. Capabilities. The support group headquar-
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Figure 3-3. HHC, support group, corps and army.

ters commands and supervises those units that curity plans and coordinates these with the
provide direct and general support supply RAP of adjacent tactical headquarters.
maintenance, and field services. (5) Exercises technical supervision over

e. Command Relationships. designated mission operations of subordinate
(1) With support brigade headquarters. units within parameters that support brigade

Normal staff relationships exist within areas headquarters establishes.
of assigned interest. (6) Except as indicated above, does not

(2) Internal. Normal coordination exists exercise those management functions that the
within particular spheres of interest. functional control centers at support brigade

(3) With subordinate units. Normal su- headquarters perform.
pervisory staff relationships exist within area (7) Has no requirement for the function-
of assigned interest. Formal directives will be al-type coordinating staff found at support bri-
through command channels; informal liaison gade headquarters. A standard unit staff is ad-
within spheres of interest may be direct equate for support group headquarters.

b. The S1, adjutant performs, in general, the
(4) Wth support brgade fctional COn- functions of the secretary of the general staff,

trol centers. Direct relationships exist only on the person officer, and the commander's per-
those matters where technical supervisory res- sonal staff, and such duties as may pertain in
ponsibility has been assigned to support group adjutant general (AG), inspector general
headquarters. (IG), military justice, provost marshal, and

special services functions. He provides internal
3-9. Operational Concepts administrative services for the headquarters.

a. Operations. Support group headquarters- The Si also coordinates headquarters person-
(1) Engages primarily in supervising the nel services and support requirements with the

accomplishment of assigned missions and tasks support brigade personnel and administration
by its subordinate units. battalion. He analyzes personnel management

(2) Coordinates activities among the sub- data received from the personnel and adminis-
ordinate units within the scope of its authority tration battalion and recommends appropriate
and also coordinates the use of resources and actions to the group commander. The S1 in-
requirements for outside support. sures adequacy of special services and postal

(3) Assigns available operating locations support to the group. The S1 section includes a
and facilities. chaplain element, which provides chaplain sup-

(4) Directs the development of local se- port for the group headquarters and attached
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subordinate elements not having assigned (c) Organizational maintenance sup-
chaplains. This section also provides assistance port to approximately half the units of a corps
in religious coverage to attached subordinate area having no organic cryptographic mainte-
battalions having assigned chaplains. It prov- nance capabilities, excluding units assigned to
ides technical supervision, staff coordination, the corps signal battalion.
and professional assistance through command (d) An office of record and issue for
channels for all chaplains assigned to subordi- supported units.
nate units of the group. (2) The cryptologistics platoon assigned

c. The S2/S3 performs duties related to the to a support group of an army support brigade
functions of intelligence, operation plans and provides-
orders, training, RAP, and displacement. (a) GS to approximately half the army

d. The S4 performs, in general, the duties of service area including units assigned to the
the logistics officer including supply, mainte- army signal brigade.
nance, acquisition, and assignment of facilities (b) DS to approximately half the army
and locations, field services, transportation, service area, except for the units of the army
and communications within the command. Fi- signal brigade.
refighting and repairs and utilities are also his (c) Organizational maintenance sup-
responsibilities when applicable teams are at- port to approximately half the units within the
tached. army service area having no organic crypto-

e. The communications platoom provides or- graphic maintenance capabilities, excluding
ganic communications service for the group units of the army signal brigade.
headquarters. (d) Storage and maintenance of a pro-

f. The cryptologistics platoon provides cryp- portionate share (one-half) of the field army
tologistics supply and maintenance support, in- cryptographic reserve stocks.
cluding paper aids and repair parts as follows:

(1) The cryptologistics platoon assigned (e) An office of record and issue for
to a support group of the corps support bri-
gade provides- g. Labor supervision units may be attached

(a) GS to two divisions and approxi- to support groups and may be further attached
mately half the units of a corps area, including to supply and service battalions. They provide
the corps signal battalion. command, administration, and labor supervi-

(b) DS to approximately half the units sion of non-U.S. labor elements. Employment
of a corps area, except units of the corps signal of these units will depend on the feasibility of
battalion. such labor utilization in forward areas.
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CHAPTER 4

PERSONNEL AND ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT

4-1. General matters on a scheduled basis or as requested to
Personnel and administrative support, using units served. The battalion acts on personnel
automatic data processing equipment (ADPE), and administrative requests received from
is centralized at the support brigade to provide units assigned to the field army or corps and
services on an area basis for all nondivisional support brigade as prescribed by the policy of
troops. The support brigade personnel and ad- the particular headquarters to which the re-
ministration battalion executes the personnel questing unit is assigned.
and administrative policies established by the
headquarters of the units supported. Finance 4-4. Operational Concepts
support is provided by the Finance Direct Sup- a. The Personnel and Administration Battal-
port (DS) Companies assigned to the support ion. The personnel and administration battal-
brigades. ion-

(1) Operates the personnel service center
4-2. Organization of the support brigade.
The personnel and administration battalion is (2) Uses the ADPE of the support bri-
organized along functional lines and is a subor- gade to maintain personnel and administrative
dinate unit of a field army support command data from which personnel and administrative
(FASCOM) support brigade. Figure 4-1 shows reports are furnished to all units and head-
a typical organization of a personnel and ad- quarters supported by the brigade (less divi-
ministration battalion. sions) and higher headquarters.

(3) Within the policy of the respective
4-3. Command Relationships headquarters, acts on requests for personnel

a. With Higher Commands. The personnel action or administrative action or both on ei-
and administration battalion and its assigned ther a unit or an individual basis. Exceptions
and attached units, through the support bri- to the policy on an administrative or personnel
gade, provide personnel, morale, and adminis- matter are directed for action to the headquar-
trative support directly to the following higher ters establishing the policy.
headquarters: field army, FASCOM, corps, and (4) Operates a records library for main-
support brigades. The personnel and adminis- tenance of all authorized publications and for
tration battalion executes the personnel and correspondence and documents that the units
administrative policies of the headquarters of and headquarters located in the supported area
units supported in the name of the commander create.
concerned. (5) Provides direct support personnel, ad-

b. With Lower Commands. Through the as- ministrative, replacement, special services,
signed personnel and administration battalion, band, and postal services on an area basis to all
the support brigade provides personnel, mor- supported units.
ale, and administrative support directly to all (6) Operates under the staff supervision
nondivisional units assigned or attached to the and direction of the assistant chief of staff
corps or field army (as appropriate). The per- (ACofS), personnel.
sonnel and administration battalion provides (7) Establishes liaison between all major
information on personnel or administrative headquarters being supported to facilitate com-
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Figure 4-1. A typical personnel and administration battalion.

munication regarding personnel and adminis- nel management actions such as requests for
trative policy. reclassification in military occupational spe-

(8) Normally locates a personnel service cialties (MOS), reassignment and appoint-
company, replacement regulating detachment, ments, and personnel actions such as adminis-
and an army post office in the same general vi- trative boards, separations or releases, and rec-
cinity to provide support for an assigned area ommendations for awards. These actions are
based on the troop density. sent directly to the support brigade personnel

b. Personnel Management and Action. A service companies of the personnel and admin-
command personnel record is maintained on istration battalion for action. The support bri-
magnetic tape for each individual assigned to gade personnel service companies takes action
nondivisional units in the support brigade area based on personnel policies established by sup-
of responsibility. Personnel information con- ported headquarters.
tained on the command record is furnished to c. Personnel Replacement. The PAC, person-
the units being supported. Summarized person- nel support command (PERSCOM), based on
nel strength and status information for local theater army policy, assigns unit and individ-
personnel management action and for deter- ual replacements throughout the theater. The
mining priority of assignment of replacements support brigade personnel and administration
is furnished to subordinate units as required. battalion, by means of assigned replacement
Companies report an individual's status change regulating detachments, assists replacements
directly to the personnel service companies from their arrival in the area until their as-
personnel and administration battalion, to up- signment. The theater army commander re-
date the command personnel record. The per- tains assignment control of the replacements
sonnel service company transmits or causes to (to include personnel being returned to duty)
be transmitted necessary changes to the per- until they arrive at their designated unit of as-
sonnel and administration center (PAC) to up- signment. The replacement regulating detach-
date the administrative record. Battalions and ments provide encampment and messing facili-
separate companies, whether assigned as corps ties, if required, for unit and individual re-
or support brigade troop units, process person- placements. The replacement regulating de-
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tachments report status of replacements Post Office. Undeliverable mail is dispatched to
through the personnel service center, support the PAC, PERSCOM, for locator service.

brigade, to the PAC, PERSCOM. Replacement g. Special Services. The special services de-
regulating detachments receive personnel re- tachment of the support brigade personnel and
turned to duty from medical and military po- administration battalion operates rest areas,
lice facilities and request assignment instruc- when established. These areas provide rest and
tions from the PAC. The detachments coordi- relaxation facilities for units located in the
nate with a designated transportation move- support brigade area. Units regularly receive
ment element of the support brigade for trans- paperback book kits and art and craft kits di-
portation of the replacements to the unit of as- recly from CONUS. Athletic equipment is

signment. The replacement regulating detach- available to units and is also supplied regu-
ments process personnel rotating from the sup- larly. Units schedule athletic events as condi-
port brigade area for rearward movement. tions permit.

d. Administrative Services. The personnel h. Band The personnel and administration
and administration battalion centrally moni- battalion has a band for the use of the major
tors reproduction and publications control, rec- commands supported.
ords disposition, and forms management func- i. Finance Services. Finance services in-
tions for the support brigade area. A central clude-
records library stores, retrieves, and disposes of (1) Preparing and submitting prescribed
all unclassified documents (correspondence rec- financial reports.
ords, reports, and publications) that must be (2) Computing and disbursing pay and
retained longer than 30 days and have been allowances for U.S., local hire, civilian, and
generated by units in the support brigade area. prisoner of war personnel.
All documents are maintained on computer (3) Processing, computing, and paying
random access magnetic storage or on micro- travel allowances to U.S. personnel and foreign
film. Units or individuals request information nationals
or copies of documents from the library via or- (4) Processing and paying commercial ac-
ganic communications. counts.

e. Printing and Publications. Reproduction (5) Establishing, controlling, and fund-
of documents in a theater of operations is ac- ing forward service teams and class B agent
complished either by organic unit reproduction officers.
equipment or by reproduction equipment avail- (6) Providing foreign currency to autho-
able to the support brigade personnel and ad- rized personnel in exchange for U.S. dollars or
ministration battalion. On a predesignated, military payment certificates or both.
scheduled basis, continental United States (7) Funding imprest fund cashiers.
(CONUS), using postal facilities, supplies De- (8) Providing finance support to depen-
partment of the Army, Department of Defense, dents in emergencies.
and other Army-wide publications and blank (9) Providing technical guidance and as-
forms directly to units. sistance to serviced units.

f. Postal Services. Army Post Offices of the The finance services provided by finance DS
personnel and administration battalion provide companies are generally those involved in
postal service to units in the support brigade receipt, disbursement, and maintenance of cash
area. The personnel and administration battal- accounts for public funds. The finance GS
ion locates these post offices to service units lo- agency, PERSCOM, performs appropriation
cated in specific geopraphic areas. Bulk mail is accounting.
received from and dispatched to mail terminals
served by mail teams of the postal company, 4-5. Organizations and Capabilities
general support (GS), PERSCOM. Supported a. Headquarters and headquarters detach-
units receive and dispatch mail at the Army ment, personnel' and administration battalion
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(TOE 12-66), provides command, control, staff tration battalion, provides administrative serv-
planning, coordination, and supervision for as- ices to units through the following functions:
signed and attached units that provide person- (1) Maintains in the servicing computer's
nel, morale, and administrative service support random access magnetic storage or on micro-
to a support brigade and to nondivisional units film, selected publications and records prod-
(approximately 60,000 troops) being supported uced or required by units in the area being sup-

by the brigade on the basis of one per support ported and provides a "hard copy" retrieval ca-
brigade in FASCOM. The detachment depends pability.
on the personnel service company/detachment (2) Provides centralized automated means
for mess and supply. for monitoring the functions of records man-

b. Personnel service companies/detachments agement, to include forms management and
(TOE 12-67) provide centralized personnel files disposition.
service support to a support brigade and to (3) Provides volume reproduction ser-
nondivisional units being supported by the bri- vices to supported units when the page quan-
gade on an area basis. The personnel service tity exceeds the capacity of reproduction equip-
companies/detachments, assigned to the per- ment or personnel within the requesting unit.
sonnel and administration battalion of the sup- d. Band (TOE 12-107) provides music for
port brigade, provide personnel services military ceremonies and special services activi-

through the following support functions: ties conducted within the support brigade sup-
(1) Maintains and updates, using ADPE, ported area on the basis of one per corps sup-

all individual command personnel records for port brigade. The band can provide music on
units supported. an area basis for major headquarters with a

(2) Prepares personnel status and total troop strength of approximately 60,000.

strength reports for higher, lower, and paral- The band is assigned to the personnel and ad-
lel headquarters from personnel information ministration battalion, support brigade, and
contained on the command personnel record. must be attached to a unit for mess, mainte-

(3) Acts on requests for reassignment, re- Dance, and transportation.
classification, and appointments based on the e. The Army Post Office (composed of teams
policy of the unit's or individual's assigned from TOE 12-550, Postal Service Organiza-
headquarters. tion) provides postal services on a basis of one

(4) Recommends personnel management Army Post Office per 15,000 personnel served.
action to the various commanders in the as- Postal services such as letter mail, packages,
signment and utilization of manpower. stamps, and postal money order are provided

(5) Performs personnel actions such as on an area basis to individuals and units. The
separations, personal affairs, and awards based Army Post Office establishes teams throughout
on the policy of the individual's assigned head- the area in troop concentrations to provide con-
quarters. venient postal service to units and individuals.

(6) Provides a single source for the prod- The Army Post Office is assigned to the person-
uction of special orders. nel and administration battalion. The postal

c. Administrative service detachment/com- teams must be attached to a supported unit for
pany (TOE 12-570) provides centralized ad- mess, maintenance, and transportation,
ministrative support to a support brigade and f. Finance DS companies (TOE 14-17)
to nondivisional units being supported by the provide financial services on the basis of one
brigade on a basis of one per support brigade company per 15,000 nondivisional personnel
in FASCOM. The administrative service de- served. Finance service is provided on an area
tachment/company is attached to a personnel basis to individuals and units. The finance DS
services company for mess and maintenance. company can furnish forward service teams to
The administrative service detachment/com- troop concentrations within the supported area
pany, assigned to the personnel and adminis- to provide more responsive financial service.
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The company or forward service teams, or rotating from the theater. Replacement regu-
both, when employed, will be attached to a unit lating detachments are assigned to the person-
for mess, maintenance, transportation, and ad- nel and administration battalion.
ministration. h. Special services detachment (TOE 12-18)

g. The replacement regulating detachment provides rest areas for supported unit's rest
provides control of and encampment and mess- and relaxation on a basis of one detachment
ing facilities to individuals and unit replace- per 60,000 personnel served. A rest area can
ments including theater-generated replace- provide facilities for the rest and relaxation of
ments and to personnel rotating from the the- units not exceeding 750 personnel at any given
ater. Each detachment can process from 100 to time. The special services detachment, assigned
400 replacements or rotates per day depending to the personnel and administration battalion,
on the number of teams assigned. The replace- commands rest areas. Other units must support
ment regulating detachment is established in the detachment to provide the following addi-
an assigned area for handling individual re- tional support: chaplain, finance, postal, ex-
placements, unit replacements, personnel re- change, bath, and medical.
turned to duty within the theater, or personnel
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CHAPTER 5

MAINTENANCE SERVICES

Section I. MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT

5-1. General tive maintenance management centers (MMC)
Maintenance direct support (DS) and general have staff responsibility for management of
support (GS) battalions accomplish mainte- DS and GS maintenance efforts within their
nance support within the field army support respective areas of responsibility. The ACofS,
command (FASCOM). The mission does not maintenance, staff functions primarily on the
include support of cryptographic, airdrop principle of management by exception. The
equipment, or equipment maintained by the MMC reports those actions that cannot be re-
medical depot and ammunition groups of the solved routinely to the ACofS, maintenance,
FASCOM. These battalions, containing a vari- for the support brigade commander and his
able number of maintenance support units in staff to resolve. Routine day-to-day mainte-
accordance with workload requirements, are nance management activities are accomplished
attached to support groups of the corps and by the MMC in accordance with guidance and
army support brigades as required. Figure 5-1 direction furnished by the ACofS, mainte-
depicts a typical FASCOM maintenance organ- nance.
ization. b. Maintenance and materiel status data are

b. All maintenance DS battalions within collected and analyzed by the MMC. Such data
the FASCOM provide DS maintenance and re- are used by the MMC in its maintenance man-
pair parts supply to equipment users on a func- agement functions and to provide the data and
tionalized basis. Maintenance GS battalions information required by the maintenance staff
also provide maintenance support on a func- section, other staff elements, the commander,
tionalized basis (except for the transportation major supported headquarters, and subordi-
aircraft maintenance GS battalion); however, nate units. For the most part, data are in a
these battalions have no repair parts supply summarized format and are provided by the
mission and they function, primarily, to per- supporting automatic data processing center
form GS maintenance on unserviceable compo- (ADPC). Such summarized data serve as a sig-
nents in support of the supply system. nificant management tool on which to base de-

c. In the army support brigade only, air- cisions and to provide information on mainte-
craft GS maintenance is provided by transpor- nance status and performance. They also prov-
tation aircraft maintenance GS battalions be- ide a means for the efficient and economical
cause of the increased workload of this nature management of the maintenance, for determin-
in the army service area. In the corps support ing the materiel readiness status of the com-
brigades, aircraft maintenance is provided by mand, and for forecasting maintenance re-
transportation aircraft maintenance GS com- quirements. In general, data required for main-
panies attached to GS maintenance battalions. tenance management are of the following
5-2. Maintenance Management types:

a. The assistant chief of staff (ACofS), (1) Current. These include density, sta-
maintenance, of the corps and army support tus, and factor data which are retained and up-
brigades, with the assistance of their respec- dated periodically; e.g., modification work
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Figure 5-1. Typical maintenance organization, FASCOM.

order control and equipment improvement rec- Data are provided, as required, to all elements
ommendation summaries. having a need for such data for management

(2) Historical. These include performance of their maintenance missions.
types of data that indicate the past mainte- d. Maintenance management detachments
nance accomplishments and repair parts usage. are assigned to FASCOM headquarters and to

(3) Operational. These include control each support brigade. Each detachment serves
types of data used in the management opera- as the MMC for the headquarters to which it is
tions such as control of workload, scheduling, assigned. The ACofS, maintenance, exercises
productivity, inspection, calibration, and qual- supervision and control of MMC operations
ity control. and provides the guidelines and policies within

c. Maintenance DS and GS units provide which it operates. Automatic data processing
most of the data required for maintenance (ADP) support for MMC operations is pro-
management at the brigade level. Data are also vided by the ADPC supporting the headquar-
provided by all other units having equipment ters. The MMC coordinates repair priorities
in their possession. Support brigade automatic with the stock control center (SCC) or inven-
data processing equipment (ADPE) is em- tory control center (ICC) of the headquarters,
ployed for the input of data from reporting as appropriate. Items repaired by GS mainte-
units, for the processing of data to satisfy and nance units are turned in to supply units or de-
report requirements of commanders and main- pots, as directed by the SCC or ICC; items re-
tenance managers, and for the output of data paired by DS maintenance units are normally
to the FASCOM, as required. Summarized data returned to users, placed in operational readi-
and printouts are furnished by the ADPC to ness floats, or placed in direct exchange stocks.
the MMC, higher headquarters, supported The procedures established by the MMC and
commands, and subordinate units in accord- SCC/ICC insure that data collected that high-
ance with instructions provided by the MMC. light maintenance operational and repair parts
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support problems are analyzed and used to im- e. FM 29-20 contains more detailed infor-
prove maintenance operations and equipment mation on maintenance management and the
readiness. functions and operations of the MMC.

Section II. DS MAINTENANCE

5-3. General not deprived of end items awaiting DS mainte-
a. At the DS level, repair of end items is nance in excess of established time periods.

based on the concept of replacement of unser- Using units evacuate items beyond their repair
viceable components with serviceable ones with capabilities to their supporting DS mainte-
most components being evacuated for repair at nance units. When DS maintenance units can-
the GS level. Maintenance DS units accomplish not repair the items for return to using units,
repair of equipment of units supported on a re- the using unit is directed to requisition re-
pair and return-to-user basis. Components placements through supply channels. Equip-
found unserviceable as a result of technical ment beyond the repair capabilities or capaci-
inspection or through use of diagnostic equip- ties of light maintenance companies, DS, is
ment are reported to support brigade MMC be- evacuated to the maintenance battalion's main-
fore evacuation to a GS unit or are evacuated tenance company, rear, DS. Equipment beyond
in accordance with previously established eva- the repair capability or capacity of the mainte-
cuation instructions. Maintenance GS units re- nance company, rear, DS and the transporta-
pair and return the components to supply tion aircraft DS company is reported to the
channels. support brigade MMC which provides disposi-

b. Elements of the maintenance DS battal- tion instruction. FM 29-20 provides additional
details.ions serve as the source of customer supply for

organizational repair parts. Recoverable repair 5-4. Maintenance DS Battalions
parts as established by applicable regulations a. Figure 5-2 shows the organization of the
are furnished to the customer on direct ex- maintenance DS battalion. The maintenance
change basis. Repair parts and direct exchange support units assigned to the maintenance DS
items will be furnished primarily by supply battalions are similar in organizational struc-
point distribution. Deadline and emergency re- ture to the maintenance support units found in
quests are filled on an individual basis, immedi- the division. Each battalion normally contains
ately on receipt and by the most expeditious a headquarters and headquarters detachment;
means. The maintenance battalion headquar- a maintenance company, rear, DS; two light
ters is not directly involved in repair parts maintenance companies, DS; and a transporta-
channels. All maintenance DS and GS units in- tion aircraft maintenance DS company. Addi-
itiate requests for repair parts and forward tional units may be assigned, depending on the
them directly to the support brigade SCC. Nor- mission.
mally, such requests are forwarded through b. The headquarters and headquarters de-
the ADPC. Repair parts will be supplied di- tachment, maintenance DS or GS battalion
rectly to the supported DS or GS unit by the (TOE 29-136), exercises command and control
supporting GS repair parts supply company. of all combat service support units attached or
Each maintenance unit of the maintenance DS assigned to the battalion. The maintenance bat-
battalion maintains an operational readiness talion headquarters is a managing and control-
float of combat critical end items of equipment. ling agency, responsible for furnishing DS
Theater army establishes policies for the con- maintenance and repair parts to nondivisional
trol of the operational readiness float. The op- 'units within its area of responsibility. The bat-
erational readiness float is not used as a supply talion, a major subordinate element of the sup-
source, but it is used to insure that users are - port group, can command, control, and super-
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Figure 5-2. Maintenance DS battalion.

vise technical operation of from three to seven pany, DS, consists of a company headquarters,
maintenance DS companies. a shop office, a supply section, a service and

.c. The maintenance company, rear, DS evacuation section, and a maintenance platoon.
(TOE 29-208), provides DS backup mainte- The company operates a small, direct exchange
nance to the light maintenance companies, DS, stock of selected items of repair parts. The
of the battalion and DS to users for heavy company provides for the receipt, storage, and
equipment. The company normally is assigned issue of repair parts for operation of its own
on the basis of one per maintenance DS battal- shops and repair parts for issue to supported
ion. The company maintains shop stock of re- units for organizational maintenance func-
pair parts for its operation and provides or- tions.
ganizational repair parts to users that it sup- e. The transportation aircraft DS company
ports. Recoverable repair parts are furnished (TOE 55-457) provides DS maintenance and
on a direct exchange basis. The company prov- DS maintenance supply support and field army
ides assistance for evacuation of heavy end recovery service for aircraft, avionics, and aer-
items of materiel. It also maintains an opera- ial weapons organic to nondivisional units in
tional readiness float of selected end items. The the field army. The company is normally as-
maintenance company, rear, DS, usually per- signed to the field army and attached to a
forms its mission at one central location, while maintenance DS battalion. At full strength,
the light maintenance companies, DS, concen- the unit can provide approximately 21,600
trate on use of mobile maintenance teams oper- man-hours per month of aircraft DS mainte-
ating "onsite" of supported units. Those com- nance, 3,600 man-hours of DS avionic equip-
ponents that are repaired by the maintenance ment maintenance, and 800 manhours of air-
company, rear, DS, are treated as "direct ex- craft armament systems DS maintenance. It
change items" and normally will be returned to maintains a 2- to 15-day level of repair parts
direct exchange stock of the company. for aircraft, avionics, and aerial weapons and

d. The light maintenance company, DS provides repair parts support to organizational
(TOE 29-207), provides DS maintenance, lim- maintenance elements of aircraft operating
ited evacuation, and maintenance supply sup- units. The company operates on an area basis
port for nondivisional units in the field army with as much repair being accomplished onsite
area. The company is a subordinate element of as practicable. The three DS platoons of the
the maintenance DS battalion of the army and company enable the company to perform onsite
corps support group. Normally, there are two repairs for three aviation units of from 12 to
light maintenance companies, DS, assigned to 15 aircraft concurrently. Repairs that cannot
each battalion. The light maintenance com- be made onsite are accomplished by the shop
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platoon at the company base of operations; or, per month of required DS aircraft mainte-
when appropriate, the materiel requiring re- nance. This basis of allocation normally leads
pair is evacuated to the supporting transporta- to the attachment of one of these companies to
tion aircraft GS maintenance companies. The each of the maintenance DS battalions of sup-
Transportation aircraft DS company is allo- port groups in the corps and army support bri-
cated on a basis of one per 21,600 man-hours gades.

Section III. GS MAINTENANCE

5-5. General of mixed, functionalized maintenance support
The maintenance GS battalions assigned to the units are assigned to each corps support bri-
corps and army support brigades provide gade. In the army service area supporting a
maintenance GS service and backup DS main- two-corps field army, three battalions of mixed
tenance to divisional and nondivisional mainte- functional maintenance support units, except
nance DS units. The maintenance mission of for aircraft support, are assigned to the army
the GS battalions is oriented toward repair and support brigade. Aircraft maintenance support
overhaul of major components of large end in the army support brigade is centralized in
items such as tanks, construction equipment, assigned GS aircraft maintenance battalions.
and materials handling equipment. Their mis- b. The headquarters and headquarters de-
sion is further oriented toward the repair or tachment, GS maintenance battalion, army
overhaul of smaller end items such as small (TOE 29-136), is responsible for command,
arms, instruments, power generators, portable tactical, administrative, and technical supervi-
flamethrowers, and mine detectors for return sion of attached or assigned subordinate units.
to supply channels. As an exception and as the The basic mission is to use and control person-
component repair or overhaul workload per- nel, materiel, time, and facilities for the ac-
mit, large end items may receive overhaul at complishment of the assigned GS mission in
the GS level when such items are combat es- accordance with directives and policies of
sential and critical to support operations. GS higher headquarters. The battalion headquar-
units employ production-line techniques, when ters can command, control, and supervise tech-
possible. To facilitate this practice, centraliz- nical operations of from three to seven mainte-
ing repair of selected components in specific nance GS companies.
units is necessary, and MMC's must control re- c. The light equipment GS maintenancepair programs. GS units maintain shop stocks company (TOE 29-134) provides GS mainte-of repair parts for internal work programs. nance for light end itms and componentsItems repaired at the GS level are normally thereof. The company is normally attached toconsidered as supply items and are returned to the maintenance GS battalion on the basis of

one per support group. The company can prov-
5-6. Maintenance GS Battalions ide GS maintenance on-

a. Figures 5-3 and 5-4 show the organiza- (1) Chemical equipment (except vehicle-
tions for the maintenance GS battalions as- mounted).
signed to support groups of the corps and army (2) Power generators, electronic devices,
support brigades. These battalions are orga- and instruments.
nized to provide maintenance support depend- (3) Items such as office machines, sewing
ing on the types of units and equipment to be machines, ranges, and heating units.
supported. Because the requirements differ in (4) Signal items of radio, teletypewriter,
the corps and the army service areas, the or- and electronics equipment to include avionics.
ganization of the battalions therein also dif- Major overhaul of end items is not contem-
fers. In the corps area, two support battalions plated in the combat zone. Repairs will be in
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Figure 5-3. Maint GS battalion, corps support brigade.

accordance with the inspect and repair only as received from the DS elements and collection
needed concept. and classification elements of the corps support

d. The heavy equipment GS maintenance brigade as programed and planned by the
company, army (TOE 29-137), provides GS MMC of the corps and army support brigades.
maintenance for components of wheeled and e. The transportation aircraft maintenance
tracked vehicles, artillery, heavy construction GS company (TOE 55-458) provides GS main-
equipment, heavy quartermaster equipment, or tenance for aircraft and aircraft armament
vehicle-mounted chemical equipment and end and backup DS maintenance for aircraft,
items in these categories, when required. In ad- avionics, and aircraft armament for divisional
dition, the unit provides GS maintenance for and nondivisional aircraft DS companies in the
small arms, instruments, and fire control field army. It is assigned to the field army and
equipment. It also performs GS maintenance attached to maintenance GS battalions of corps
on reverse stocks of end items supported and support brigades and to the aircraft mainte-
provides overflow and backup maintenance nance GS battalions in the army support bri-
support of items beyond the capacity of DS gade. It can provide approximately 33,000
maintenance units. The heavy equipment GS man-hours per month of GS and backup DS
maintenance companies are attached to the GS maintenance, including armament GS and ar-
maintenance battalions of the corps and army mament and avionic backup DS. It is allocated
support groups. The assignment normally is on on the basis of one company per 37,000 man-
the basis of two companies per GS mainte- hours per month of required GS and backup
nance battalion in the army support brigade DS aircraft maintenance. This allocation nor-
and three companies per GS maintenance bat- mally leads to the attachment of one company
talion in the corps support brigade. The major per GS maintenance battalion in the corps sup-
elements of the unit organization are a com- port brigades and three companies per aircraft
pany headquarters; a shop office; a supply, ser- maintenance battalion groups in the Army sup-
vice, and evacuation platoon; an armament port brigade.
maintenance platoon; two automotive mainte- f. The collection and classification company
nance platoons; and a special equipment main- (TOE 29-139) establishes and operates a col-
tenance platoon. The bulk of the workload lection and classification point for the receipt,
within the company normally is concentrated inspection, segregation, disassembly, preserva-
on automotive, combat construction equipment, tion, and disposition of serviceable and unser-
armament, and components that require over- viceable class II, IV, VII, and IX materiel and
haul. The company workload will normally be similar foreign materiel. When materiel is de-
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Figure 5-4. Typical maintenance GS battalion, army support brigade.

termined to be scrap, it is turned over to the The company is normally assigned on the basis
supply and service battalion for disposition as of one per field army and is attached to one of
scrap or for sale, donation, or destruction. The the support groups of the army support bri-
company will not handle items of crypto- gade. The company is so organized that one or
graphic materiel, class V including missile sys- more of its tire repair platoons may be at-
tems, and medical materiel. The company nor- tached to a GS battalion within the corps or
mally is assigned on the basis of one per corps army support group. The major elements of
and army support brigade and is attached to a the tire repair company are a company head-
maintenance GS battalion for administration quarters, a shop office, and three tire repair
and technical supervision of operations. All platoons. The company can perform approxi-
disposition of recoverable items and materiel mately 300 sectional and spot repairs on tires
to maintenance GS units for repair or overhaul and repair 600 tubes daily, operating on its de-
will be directed by the support brigade MMC. signed two-shift basis. The bulk of the tires
The major elements of the company are a corn- and tubes received by this company for repair
pany headquarters, a shop office, a storage and will be recovered through the collection and
shipping platoon, a disassembly platoon, and a classification company located in the army
heavy lift and evacuation section. The company area. Recovery programs will be directed and
can disassemble end items declared uneconomi- coordinated by the corps and army support bri-
cally reparable and can classify components gades. The collection and classification compa-
and assemblies for repair, return to stock, or nies will evacuate those tires that have been
disposal. It also can segregate, preserve, pack- segregated and classified for repair within the
age, and pack selected items of materiel for re- field army capability to the tire repair com-
turn to supply channels, for further evacua- pany. After the serviceable tires and tubes
tion, or for technical intelligence evaluation. have been repaired, they will be returned to
The company can operate a cannibalization stock as directed by the FASCOM ICC.
point, when authorized by higher headquar- h. The headquarters and headquarters de-
ters, for items processed by the unit. The com- tachment, aircraft maintenance GS battalion
pany is not designed to perform DS or GS (TOE 55-456), provides command, control,
maintenance. The company reports all materiel staff planning, and administrative and techni-
and its classification to the corps or army sup- cal supervision of attached aircraft mainte-
port brigade MMC for disposition. nance GS companies. It can command and con-

g. The tire repair company (TOE 9-117) re- trol from two to six aircraft maintenance GS
ceives, inspects, segregates, classifies, and re- companies. This detachment is allocated on the
pairs high density pneumatic tires of selected basis of one per support group in the army
sizes and all sizes of tubes for return to stock. support brigade.
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i. The transportation aircraft maintenance It collects, sorts, and analyzes maintenance

GS company is discussed above as part of the data generated by subordinate maintenance

maintenance GS battalion. In the army service elements. It is assigned in FASCOM on the

area, from two to four companies are assigned basis of one per FASCOM headquarters and

to the aircraft maintenance GS battalion. one per support brigade headquarters. When
operating at support brigade, the management

5-7. Maintenance Management branch strength is increased to accommodate
Detachment the increased maintenance management task

The maintenance management detachment per- due to the operating maintenance battalions as-

forms routine maintenance management on a signed to the support brigade.
day-to-day basis for the ACofS, maintenance.
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CHAPTER 6

TRANSPORTATION AND MOVEMENTS SERVICES

6-1. General personnel and cargo in accordance with the
a. The army support brigade provides no commander's instructions.

transportation or movements services and nor- (4) Determine requirements, develop
mally has no transportation units assigned. highway regulating plans, and implement the
Transportation and movements services for commander's priorities for the use of available
units that are in or transiting the field army road nets to support operations.
service area and that normally receive combat (5) Provide motor transport for the
service support from the army support brigade movement of personnel and materiel as di-
are furnished by the field army support com- rected by the commander.
mand (FASCOM) transportation brigade and 6-2. Employment
FASCOM movement control center (MCC). -FASCOM movement control center (MCC). The transportation and movements services in
This chapter deals primarily with the trans-This chapter deals primarily with the trans- the corps support brigade are provided, for theportation and movements services provided by, . ,AS most part, by two organizations employed
the crortips support brigade. The FASCOiM under the staff supervision of the assistanttransportation brigade is discussed in FM chief of staff (ACofS), movements: a move-
54_3 "chief of staff (ACofS), movements: a move-

ment control company and a transportation
b. The transportation and movements ser- motor transport battalion. Figures 6-1 and 6-2

vices in the corps support brigade provide an show the organizations of these units
area-wide service in support of the supply and a. The movement control company provides
replacement distribution mission of the bri- the teams necessary for planning and supervis-
gade and in support of tactical operations, ing the use of the available road net and the
when required. The transportation and move- employment of the transport capability of the
ments services are responsible for day-to-day motor transport battalion. These teams man
management of the transportation resources the support brigade MCC, the brigade highway
and road nets of the brigade and for providing traffic headquarters, field transportation move-
long-haul motor transportation and local deliv- ments offices (TMO), and highway regulating
ery of personnel and cargo. In carrying out points (HRP).
their responsibilities, the transportation and (1) Transportation movements offices are
movements services- located at critical points in the transportation

(1) Prepare plans and instructions for system to serve users of the transportation sys-
the movement of personnel and materiel. tem and to maintain effective liaison with the

(2) Coordinate and consolidate all move- other movements activities and, if required,
ment requirements and transportation capabil- with host nation or allied nation transporta-
ities of the corps support brigade. These in- tion activities. HRP are placed along the road
elude the requirement for requesting transport network to assist the highway traffic headquar-
assistance from the FASCOM when movement ters in performing highway regulation. Mili-
requirements exceed the capabilities of trans- tary police traffic control posts (TCP) can also
port assigned or attached to the corps support support the traffic headquarters by providing
brigade. passing and other types of reports concerning

(3) Implement priorities for movement of motor movements.
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Figure 6-1. Transportation movements control company (corps support brigade).

(2) The MCC is near the support brigade teams throughout the support brigade area,
headquarters and supports the activities of the the support brigade headquarters commandant
ACofS, movements. provides administrative and support functions

(3) The highway traffic headquarters of personnel, administration, mess, supply, and
supports the ACofS, movements; it is usually unit maintenance of that portion of the move-
located with or near the MCC. ment control company in the area of the bri-

b. Companies of the motor transport battal- gade while the teams receive this support from
ion are dispersed throughout the support bri- units they are supporting.
gade area at locations where their employment b. The MCC works closely with the stock
can best meet the motor transport require- control center (SCC) and with the personnel
ments of the brigade. services center (PSC) because these agencies,

(1) Companies of the motor transport through their supply and replacement actions,
battalion may be assigned missions in direct initiate most of the requirements for transpor-
support (DS) of supply and service battalions tation. The MCC coordinates directly with the
that have shipments of such regularity and FASCOM MCC on shipment entering the corps
volume to warrant the full-time use of a truck support brigade area and on retrograde ship-
company. ments entering the army rear area. The MCC

(2) Companies not attached to other units supervises directly the activities of its assigned
are retained under the operational control of TMO's. Automatic data processing equipment
the motor transport battalion. Their capability (ADPE) is used by the MCC throughout its
is committed by the MCC for the use of all operations.
units having recurring, but not constant, re- c. The corps support brigade highway traffic
quirements for transportation. headquarters works under the staff supervision

of the ACofS, movements. It maintains close li-
6-3. Relationships aison with the corps staff, the support brigade

a. The motor transport battalion and the staff, the MCC, the support brigade's motor
movement control company are both subordi- transport battalion, and military police units.
nate elements of the corps support brigade Technical advice and assistance are provided
commander. However, because of the small by the engineer and military police staff ele-
number of personnel assigned to the movement ments. Routine operations are accomplished
control company and the dispersion of its through the use of the support brigade's
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Figure 6-2. Transportation motor transport battalion (corps support brigade).

ADPE. Mainly, it plans the use of road space the commander's priorities, the MCC balances
on the highway net in the corps area and allo- the requirement against available transport ca-
cates time for its use. The traffic headquarters pability and alocates the capability to meet re-
coordinates with the FASCOM traffic head- quirements. If necessary, the MCC requests
quarters on highway movements either enter- transport assistance from the FASCOM.
ing or leaving the corps area. Similarly, it (3) Since the corps support brigade has
coordinates with division traffic headquarters no organic army air transport capability, the
on all movements entering or leaving the divi- FASCOM may give to the support brigade allo-
sion area over controlled routes. The traffic cation authority for an aviation medium heli-
headquarters has direct supervision over the copter company, or part thereof, normally lo-
HRP team. It receives from military police cated in the support brigade area. The MCC
traffic control points appropriate reports -per- commits this air transport capability like that
taining to highway regulation. of the motor transport battalion.

d. The motor transport battalion has normal (4) The corps support brigade MCC coor-
command relationships with its attached or as- dinates the receipt of shipments by division
signed truck units. It works closely with the and units in the support brigade forward areas
MCC and the highway traffic headquarters of to insure that the receiving and unloading cap-
the support brigade in the commitment and abilities of the consignees are not exceeded.
routing of the battalion task vehicles. For example, a division support command

6-4. Operations theater Air Force aircraft, communications
a. The MCC. zone (COMMZ) motor transport and rail,

(1) The ACofS, supply, based primarily FASCOM air and motor transport, and support
on information received from the supported brigade motor transport. Short distances and
corps, establishes priorities for the movement rapid transportation reduce transit times, in
of supplies. From time to time, however, the many cases, to hours or minutes.
FASCOM may establish priorities for move- (5) For all matters concerning transpor-
ment of supplies based on the overall situation tation movements, the MCC designates a TMO
in the field army. The ACofS, movements, im- to be the single point of contact for each ship-
plements these priorities through the MCC. ping or receiving activity and for each mode
The movements staff function extends into the operating unit within the support brigade.
field transportation movements offices. (6) The MCC, TMO's, and HRP's (includ-

(2) The MCC reviews forecasts of move- ing TCP's performing highway regulation
ment requirements from all sources. Based on functions) are essential sources of information
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in throughput operations. They advise the coordinated through the appropriate highway
COMMZ MCC (through movements channels) traffic headquarters.
of the passing and receipt of all COMMZ or c. Motor Transport Battalion. The support
FASCOM shipments as well as those that are brigade motor transport capability normally is
generated within the support brigade area. employed within the corps and division areas
This information is essential for maintaining to carry out the support brigade's movement
an in-transit shipment file and for preventing requirements. However, FASCOM may direct
shipments to an activity in excess of the activ- employment of a portion of the battalion's re-
ity's ability to receive and unload. sources in support of another corps or in inter-

(7) The FASCOM or independent corps corps movements; e.g., supply stocks may have
MCC may be directed to establish a combined to be balanced between corps, or a corps that is
movements center to coordinate the movement heavily committed may require additional
of shipments and the use of highways for all motor transport support. In the army service
movements originating outside the support bri- area, motor transport battalions of the trans-
gade area and terminating in or transiting the portation brigade provide service to the army
support brigade area. The combined move- support brigade. Requirements for movement
ments center is also the coordinating point for of personnel and materiel within the service
allocation of COMMZ FASCOM, other Ser- area or to corps and division destinations are
vices, or host- or allied-nation transport capa- processed through the FASCOM MCC. Attach-
bility to support brigade movement require- ment and detachment of motor transport com-
ments, either forward or retrograde. Normal panies to motor transport battalions or to sup-
representation in the support brigade com- port groups are normal procedures to meet
bined movements center includes the MCC's constantly changing requirements for motor
and highway traffic headquarters for the sup- transport support.
port brigade and the FASCOM and, if applica- d. Headquarters and Headquarters Detach-
ble, the MCC's and traffic headquarters of con- ment, Transportation Motor Transport Battal-
tiguous brigades or allied nations. Notably, the ion (TOE 55-16).
MCC is the only movements agency concerned (1) This detachment exercises command
with intrasupport brigade plans, movement and control of all units assigned or attached to
programs, and movements by organic or at- the battalion. In addition, it can operate a
tached transport. The additional capabilities of truck terminal and/or a trailer relay system
a combined movements center aid the support when required and when augmented by cellu-
brigade in obtaining intercommand movements lar teams.
and transport capability. (2) As the nucleus of the transportation

b. Highway Traffic Headquarters. The corps motor transport battalion, it controls the one
staff establishes priorities for movement over transportation light truck company, one trans-
controlled routes. The support brigade ACofS, portation heavy truck company, one transpor-
movements, implements these priorities tation car company, and six transportation
through its highway traffic headquarters, light-medium truck companies that form the
which provides planning and coordination for typical battalion.
both tactical and logistic highway movements. e. Transportation Light _Truck _Company
The highway traffic headquarters receives re- (TOE 55-17). This company provides truck
quests (proposed itineraries) for highway transportation for the movement of personnel
routings and for schedules of movements from and general cargo. When equipped with 5-ton
units within its area of jurisdiction. This head- trucks, 1,080 short tons of cargo or 3,600 per-
quarters consolidates itineraries and road sons can be moved on local hauls daily. For
movement tables; makes adjustments, as neces- line hauls, based on two trips daily, the capa¢-
sary; and issues movement instructions. High- ity is 540 short tons or 1,620 persons.
way movements entering or transiting the f. Transportation Light-Medium Truck Com-
corps area and terminating in another area are pany (TOE 55-67). Six of these companies are
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normally attached to the transportation motor to transport 45 persons or 61/4 tons of light
transport battalion and provide the bulk of the cargo per lift while 3/4-ton vehicles raise the
motor transport in the corps support brigade. unit's capabilities to 120 persons or 111/4 tons
One of these companies can haul up to 552 tons of cargo per lift.
of general cargo or 2,600 persons in one lift, h. Transportation Heavy Truck Company
line haul. (TOE 55-28). The motor transport of heavy

g. Transportation Car Company (TOE cargo and tracked vehicles is accomplished by
55-19). Sedans or l/4-ton or 3/4-ton vehicles or this company. On local hauls (four trips per
a combination thereof is used by this company day), up to 2,880 tons of cargo can be trans-
to support the corps. When equipped with se- ported. Line hauls reduce this capability in
dans, 75 persons can be transported per lift. half.
One-quarter-ton vehicles enable the company
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CHAPTER 7

MILITARY POLICE SERVICES

Section I. GENERAL

7-1. Military Police Service under the direct command and control of the
a. Missions and Functions. The army sup- corps support brigade. The military police

port brigade provides no military police service physical security company (TOE 19-97) nor-
and has no military police units assigned. The mally is attached to an ammunition battalion
field army support command (FASCOM) mili- and operates under its control. The military
tary police brigade provides military police. police company (TOE 19-77) is attached as
service for the field army service area. The follows: the company headquarters and two
military police units assigned to the corps sup- platoons to the corps headquarters and the re-
port brigade provide general military police maining platoon to the corps support brigade
support by maintaining a capability- headquarters.

(1) To control traffic. 7-2. Operational Concepts
(2) To handle prisoners of war (PW) and a. The military police battalion assigned to

civilian internees. the corps support brigade normally has the
(3) To maintain discipline, law and order. same area of responsibility as the brigade.
(4) To prevent crime and to perform in- This battalion normally consists of-

vestigation. (1) A headquarters and headquarters de-
(5) To confine U.S. military prisoners. tachment that provides command and control.
(6) To provide physical security of criti- (2) Three military police companies that

cal and sensitive movements. are assigned specific areas of responsibility.
(7) To provide physical security of instal- (3) A military police physical security

lations, facilities, and property. company that is attached to the ammunition
(8) To provide circulation control of indi- battalion (direct support/general support

viduals. (DS/GS)) for close-in physical security of spe-
(9) To assist in rear area protection cial ammunition in transit and storage.

(RAP) activities. (4) A separate military police company
(10) To select, train, organize, and employ that provides headquarters physical security

indigenous paramilitary and military police and general circulation control at both corps
personnel in such activities as nonsensitive se- and corps support brigade headquarters.
curity missions, RAP, and control of the indig- b. The companies of the military police bat-
enous population. talion establish patrols and fixed posts

b. Organizations. The military police battal- throughout the area of responsibility to per-
ion provides military police support to the form area-oriented functions, such as traffic
corps support brigade and other functional control; maintenance of discipline, law and
units collocated in or assigned to the corps sup- order; criminal investigation; physical secur-
port brigade area. Figure 7-1 shows the organ- ity of selected movements; straggler control;
ization of the military police battalions. refugee control; and assisting in RAP. In addi-

c. Command Relationships. _Figure 7-1 tion to these daily operations, this battalion
shows that the military police battalion is and its assigned companies assist the function-
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Corps
Spt Bde

UP Bn

1Attached to ammunition bn employed in a general support role.
21 co (minus) attached to corps headquarters with 1 platoon attached to corps spt bde headquarters.

Figure 7-1. Military police support, corps support brigade.

ally oriented military police units for the headquarters to maintain an en route inven-
movement of PW's, the security of critical in- tory of selected vehicles or convoys while they
stallations, and other similar functions that are moving throughout the theater of opera-
the unit with primary responsibility cannot tions. It provides the traffic headquarters with
fulfill. Also, this battalion supports the divi- locator information on designated convoys.
sion military police companies whenever addi- Certain military police fixed posts such as traf-
tional military police are required to support a fic control posts, checkpoints, and information
special operation or in an emergency. posts are assigned the additional mission of re-

c. A four-man criminal investigation detach- porting certain information regarding vehicles
ment (see TOE 19-500) is habitually assigned and convoys. This provides the MCC with rela-
to the above military police battalion. It prov- tively real time locations of vehicles and desig-
ides sufficient personnel for the criminal inves- nated convoys. As each vehicle or convoy
tigative functional responsibility when this passes a designated control point, a preprinted
battalion is assigned to the corps support bri- card is handed to the military policeman, who,
gade. Operationally, this detachment is ab- in turn, transmits the information through the
sorbed into the small, organic investigations highway traffic headquarters to the MCC via
section of the battalion and operates under the the most rapid communications means availa-
command and control of the battalion com- ble.
mander. (2) Traffic diversion system. By having a

relatively real time location inventory of se-
7-3. Operational Considerations lected vehicles and convoys, en route diversions

a. Traffic Control. Traffic control functions can be made. Again, via the fastest means of
include military police participation in en communications available, the MCC sends a di-
route inventory, traffic locator, en route diver- version order to the next control point that the
sion, and traffic information systems. vehicle or convoy should pass. The military po-

(1) En route inventory and traffic locator liceman at the control point relays the neces-
system. This system supports the responsibility sary reroute information and then transmits to
of movement control centers (MCC) and traffic the MCC a confirmation of the diversion.
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(3) Traffic information system. An auto- ploy indigenous paramilitary and military po-
mated traffic information system is needed to lice forces in such activities as nonsensitive se-
provide complete route information to any au- curity missions, RAP, and control of the indig-
thorized subscriber. This system, when quer- enous population.
ied, provides printouts to commanders or other
personnel requiring routine information. This 7-4. Organizational Considerations
printout information can be transferred to a The headquarters and headquarters detach-
conventional map for working purposes. For ment, military police battalion (TOE 19-76)
example, the printout provides a complete de- is used throughout the theater of operations
scription of the route about which information for area and command-oriented military police
is desired; and it provides the locations of the functions. Depending on the characteristics of
ne t maintenance activity, medical treat- the area of responsibility, the troop density
ment facility, military police station, and sup- and strength, and the general police problems,
ply points along the route. Also, the military this battalion may consist of from two to six
police operating radio frequency is made avail- military police companies (TOE 19-77) or any
able to each subscriber in an emergency. other functional military police company that

b. Discipline, Law and Order. The discipline, is required to perform a given mission. The
law and order operations include the applica- military police company is used throughout the
tion of automatic data processing equipment theater of operations as an area- and command
(ADPE) to the subfunctions law enforcement headquarters-oriented military police supportheadquarters-oriented military police support
and confinement activities, unit. It is normally employed as an attached

c. Security. Military police units provide unit of the military police battalion referred to
movement security to units that cannot secure above. However, this company also provides se-
themselves. curity for major headquarters, for inventory

d. Indigenous Paramilitary and Military Po-d Indigenous Paam tr and Mita P- control centers (ICC), and for supply control
lice Operations. Military police units, regard- centers (SCC) throughout the area of opera-
less of their area of assignment, have a capa- tions.
bility to select, train, organize, equip, and em-

Section II. ORGANIZATIONS AND CAPABILITIES

7-5. The Headquarters and (3) Perform operational planning for the
Headquarters Detachment, battalion.
Military Police Battalion (TOE (4) Operate the battalion radio and wire
19-76) communications systems.

a. This detachment provides command, con- (6) Perform organizational maintenance
trol, staff planning, and criminal investigation of organic communications equipment.
for from two to six military police companies (6) Perform criminal investigation.
and other assigned or attached units. (7) Select, train, equip, organize, and em-

b. It is assigned in FASCOM on the basis of ploy indigenous paramilitary and military po-
one per corps support brigade and two per mil- lice forces in such activities as nonsensitive se-
itary police brigade, curity missions, RAP, and control of the indig-

c. The headquarters and headquarters de- enous population.
tachment can- (8) Provide technical advice and assist-

(1) Perform command, staff planning, ance on traffic control matters to headquarters.
and control of from two to six military police
companies and other assigned or attached 7-6. Military Police Company (TOE
units.

(2) Supervise and assist subordinate a. This company provides for control of traf-
units in training, personnel, administration, fic; maintenance of discipline, law and order;
maintenance, and supply matters. crime prevention; criminal investigation;
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physical security; movement security; circula- ters on the basis of one per special ammunition

tion control of individuals; assistance in RAP; company, GS (TOE 9-48).
and selection, training, organization, equip- c. The military police physical security com-
ping, and employment of paramilitary police pany can-
forces in such activities as nonsensitive secur- (1) At full strength, perform the above
ity missions, RAP, and control of the indige- mission to include the following:
nous population. (a) Establish a maximum of nine

b. It may be assigned to the theater army motor patrols and 24 physical security posts
support command (TASCOM), FASCOM, sup- over a 24-hour period when the three physical

port brigade headquarters, and to military po- security platoons are engaged in no other du-
lice brigades, groups, and battalions, as re- ties.
quired. Normally it is attached to the head- (b) Provide local and internal security
quarters and headquarters detachment, mili- for classified operating areas and sensitive lo-

tary police battalion (TOE 19-76) ; but it may gistic facilities, to include the operation of spe-
be employed as a separate company. cialized physical security devices.

(c) Provide escort and security of
c. The military police company can- high-priority shipments and movements by mo-

(1) At full strength, perform the above torized traffic patrols with an off-road capabil-
mission in its assigned area. it

(2) Engage in effective, coordinated de- ity. Control the circulation of individu-fense of the unit's area. (d) Control the circulation of individu-
als in conjunction with physical security oper-
ations.

7-7. Military Police Criminal Investigation (e) Provide liaison with the area mili-
Detachment, Team LA (TOE tary police commander, as necessary, to coordi-
19-500) nate the internal and in-transit sensitive and

a. This detachment provides services re- classified physical security requirements of

quired for the prevention and investigation of supported logistic units.
crime among military personnel and other per- (f) Enforce military law, orders, and
sons subject to the Uniform Code of Military regulations.
Justice. (g) Conduct physical security surveys

b. It is assigned to units and commands, as to evaluate the adequacy of existing safeguards

required, on the basis of one per 3,000 person- and to determine the protection necessary for
nel subject to the Uniform Code of Military sensitive or critical materiel and supplies.
Justice. (h) When directed, perform rear area

security by providing movement security, route
c. This unit consists of two criminal investi- reconnaissance, roadblocks, checkpoints, and

gators, one senior assistant criminal investiga- assisting in establishing liaison with indige-
nous paramilitary and military police forces.

(i) Provide organizational maintenance
7-8. Military Police Physical Security of organic communications and vehicular

Company (TOE 19-97) equipment.

a. This company provides close-in physical (2) At reduced strength, operate a maxi-
security for special ammunition systems, field mum of six motor patrols and 16 physical se-
depots, pipelines, and other facilities. It can curity posts over a 24-hour period when the
operate as a rear area security strike force. two physical security platoons are engaged in

b. It is assigned to TASCOM and FASCOM. no other duties.
When assigned to a corps support brigade, it is (3) When a handler and sentry dog sec-
normally attached to the headquarters and tion from TOE 19-500 is attached, employ dog
headquarters company, ammunition battalion patrols to enhance security of facilities where
(TOE 9-36), or other appropriate headquar- the use of dogs is feasible.
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CHAPTER 8

SUPPLY AND SERVICES

Section I. SUPPLY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

8-1. Management Centers grams and a necessary machine capability, to
The supply management system has an inven- perform, except for class V, as an alternate for
tory control center (ICC) at the field army the FASCOM ICC for a limited time. If the
support command (FASCOM) level to exercise FASCOM ICC becomes inoperative, the army
integrated inventory management plus support support brigade SCC assumes the duties of the
brigade stock control centers (SCC) as deci- FASCOM ICC and function on a reduced scale
sionmaking agencies in the routine processing until the ICC is restored to operation. For class
of supply actions. Operationally, the system is V supplies, the supply and maintenance com-
predicated on decentralized stock locations and mand (SMCOM) ICC serves as the alternate
centralized stock management activities that for the FASCOM ICC.
are provided with automatic data processing c. If alternate ADP facilities are not availa-
(ADP) services and electronic communications ble below FASCOM, scheduled periodic ADP
facilities. Class VIII materiel is managed by a printouts from the brigade SCC's are used.
medical ICC located at the army medical depot. These printouts, which are prepared for stor-

age locations, include at least the requisition-
8-2. Alternates ing objectives, on-hand quantity, individual
There are shared ADP facilities for stock con- dues-in, and individual dues-out. These listings
trol at brigades and shared ADP facilities for are provided to supply managers and storage
integrated inventory management at the FAS- sites to be used for short periods in a manner
COM ICC. Designation of alternates, primarily similar to the manual stock record system.
from front to rear, is made. The FASCOM ICC Under such circumstances, requesting organi-
serves as the alternate for any one of the bri- zations go directly to the storage locations
gade SCC. The army support brigade SCC rather than to the SCC's. When contact with
serves as the alternate for the FASCOM ICC, combat units and forward supply units is bro-
except for ammunition supply. ken long enough to warrant emergency resup-

a. In a contingency, the FASCOM ICC as- ply, the GS units in the army service area
sumes the functions of the brigade SCC's with and/or field depots in the communications zone
the least disruption of the supply system so far (COMMZ) automatically ship predetermined
as the requisitioner and the storage locations survival supplies to affected forward areas,
are concerned. Normally, the brigade SCC's based on directives from the FASCOM or the
transmit to the FASCOM ICC periodic sum- SMCOM ICC. When storage locations fail to
mary information of the general support (GS) receive shipping directives from SCC'§ or
units in the brigade covering issues, receipts, ICC's for a specified time, automatic shipment
adjustments of on-hand balances, dues-in, and of items on predetermined lists are made.
back orders for requisitioners. Detailed infor-
mation back orders by requisitioner is provided 8-3. Centralized Control
the ICC on a weekly or semimonthly basis. Stock control functions performed at support

b. The army support brigade SCC is pro- brigade headquarters provide centralized con-
vided sufficient information, plus the ICC pro- trol of all GS supply within the corps and
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army support brigades and enhance the res- ploited at the support brigade stock control
ponse to demands of supported troops. Central- and FASCOM inventory control levels. Trans-
ized control gives the support brigade com- ceivers, card-punch machines, and other me-
mander control over his assets as well as his chanical devices and a reliable communications
operating units. net combine to complete the means available

for rapid and accurate transmission of supply
8-4. Stock Control System information. From division and nondivisional
The system is organized basically into three DS units, supply requirements are transmitted
echelons ranging from a stock locator element to the appropriate support brigade SCC where
at the GS level, through a stock control capa- shipping instructions are issued to storage
bility at the support brigade level, to an ICC units. If the required items are not available
directed primarily to supply management at among the stocks controlled by a particular
FASCOM headquarters level. Formal stock center, the requirements are transmitted to the
control at the ICC is not maintained for sup- FASCOM ICC which, depending on the situa-
plies at the direct support (DS) level. For tion, may direct shipment from a support bri-
stock control purposes, supplies issued to DS gade which has the item or may refer the re-
units and division support commands (DIS- quisitions to TASCOM for action. All ship-
COM) are deleted from stock record accounts ments are made in accordance with routing in-
and are not included in army or theater assets. structions and releases issued by the MCC.

a. GS Storage. Minimum records are main- a. Consumable Commodities. Instead of sin-
tained at the GS storage location consisting of gle-line requisitions, strength reports and re-
locator files and shipment records. ports of equipment densities, with the addition

b. Brigade SCC. The brigade SCC meets de- of any special requirements, act as the trigger-
mands from supported units by directing ship- ing device to cause consumable commodities to
ments from any source under brigade jurisdic- be shipped (fig. 8-1). Strength data are ob-
tion or by referral to FASCOM. It makes rec- tained from the personnel services company of
ommendations concerning levels of supply and the appropriate support brigade or the person-
additions to or deletions from authorized stock- nel service division of the administration com-
age lists. It forecasts and determines or corn- pany of the DISCOM. The using unit submits
putes support brigade requirements and prov- any special requirements to its DS unit or DIS-
ides necessary, specified stock records support COM. The DS unit or DISCOM submits
activities as outlined in army field stock con- strengths and special requirements for its sup-
trol regulations. The SCC, together with other ported units to the brigade SCC. Communica-
functional control centers, is serviced by a tions concerning requirements between DS
common computer complex. units and GS units are not required. The bri-

c. ICC. The FASCOM ICC is the heart of the gade SCC submits strengths and special re-
supply management system. Its mission is to quirements to FASCOM ICC which, in turn,
provide integrated inventory management for submits the field army requirements to the
all classes of supply (except class VIII) for SMCOM ICC. Shipments of consumables from
which the FASCOM has jurisdiction, a task COMMZ bypass GS units, where practicable.
that involves requirements computation, distri- Supply shipments are in accordance with a dis-
bution direction, procurement direction, dis- tribution plan prepared by the brigade SCC.
posal direction, and development of guidance When feasible, shipments originating at the
for maintenance priorities. GS level go directly to the using unit.

b. Class IV, Class VII, and Regulated Items.
8-5. Flow of Requisition and Supply Even with the use of automated systems, class

Distribution IV, class VII, and regulated items normally are
In operation, the full potential of automatic controlled through command channels as
data processing equipment (ADPE) is ex- shown in figure 8-2. User units submit re-
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FASCOM Level GS Level DS Level Field Army User

Per Svc

Consol c t
ToF- FASCnsol Str Str/Sp Rqr

SMCOM ip Rq Bde SCC Rqr User

aproin cmmnerTeOCadie sthActivity summara consist of receipts,
requested inventory status reports, and
material release denials.

Figure 8-1. Items consumed according to strength.

quests through intermediate commands to the supply control elements as shown in figure 8-3.
approving commander. The SCC advises the GS supply units are considered as storage
appropriate commander on availability of points and react to instructions from the SCC's
items. On command approval, the appropriate in the form of materiel release orders or ship-
stock control agency issues shipping instruc- ping directives. They provide minimum essen-
tions to the storing GS unit that makes ship- tial reports of supply actions. DS units, includ-
ment directly to the user. ing divisions, fill user requirements from avail-

c. Nonrergulated Class II Supplies and Pack- able stocks. Requirements for nonstockage list
aged Petroleum, Oil, and Lubricants. Require- items and replenishment needs are submitted
ments for class II supplies that are nonregu- by DS elements to the brigade SCC using auto-
lated and packaged petroleum, oil, and lubri- mated communications. The brigade SCC di-
cants (POL), in the form of single-line requisi- rects shipment from available GS stocks and
tions, flow from the user through the various coordinates with movement control center
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Figure 8-2. Class IV, class VII, and regulated items.
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Figure 8-3. Class II supplies (nonregulated), Class III packaged
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Throughput ShipmentsSup from COMMZ ,-,,t,
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Figure 8-4. Flow of class IX requirements and distribution.

(MCC) for the movement. When the required hand, the brigade SCC transmits the require-
items are not available, the brigade SCC sub- ment to the FASCOM ICC. The brigade SCC,
mits requirements to FASCOM ICC. The bri- through balancing operations, laterally trans-
gade SCC also reports status of authorized fers stock from repair parts units having ex-
stockage to the FASCOM ICC. The FASCOM cess available stocks to repair parts companies
ICC submits requirements and excess stockage requiring stock replenishment. Redistribution
to the SMCOM ICC. Shipments from COMMZ of repair parts stock within the support bri-
depots and field army GS units proceed as far gades can also be accomplished by the FAS-
forward as feasible, bypassing intermediate COM ICC.
storage locations, when practicable. (2) At the DS level, repair parts are pro-

d. Class IX, Repair Parts. Requirements and vided through maintenance channels. At the
supply distribution for repair parts (fig. 8-4) GS level, all repair parts, including aircraft
follow a system similar to that for class II and missile parts, are provided through supply
items. channels. Aircraft and missile repair parts in

(1) Requisitions for repair parts are ini- the army service area are handled at the GS
tiated by maintenance DS and GS elements. level by the aircraft and missile repair parts
These requirements are placed directly on the supply company. In the corps area, however,
support brigade SCC by the maintenance sup- aircraft repair parts are provided by the GS
port elements. The support brigade SCC re- repair parts company, forward, which has an
leases stocks, if available, from one of the GS aircraft repair parts platoon for this purpose.
repair parts companies and coordinates the e. Bulk Petroleum, GS.
transportation requirement for movement. If (1) Flow of bulk petroleum and require-
none of the repair parts companies within the ments. The TASCOM SMCOM forwards bulk
brigade has the required items or quantities on petroleum to the farthest points practicable in
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Figure 8-5. Organization for GS supply and distribution of bulk petroleum.

the field army whether by pipelines or other product (already moving) from its assigned
means. Tankage is erected in the army area to destination to meet an unexpected requirement.
receive and store the product. Transportation Other options may occur at the FASCOM ICC,
medium truck companies (petroleum) make according to the supply plan or standing oper-
bulk deliveries from this tankage to the supply ating procedures (SOP) necessary for the par-
points operated by the GS and DS units in the ticular operation. FASCOM may request the
corps areas and to DS units in the army ser- supporting COMMZ to ship petroleum to GS
vice area. Many situations arise where a user elements or brigades; direct the army support
is closer to the GS element and actually re- brigade to move the petroleum to meet the re-
ceives resupply from that level. For schematic quirement; 'or if the ICC has knowledge of
purposes, however, the requirement is contin- stocks that are moving, divert the petroleum
ued from the DS level to the centralized SCC shipment.
(fig. 8-5) at the support brigade, where op- (2) Control. Centralized control of bulk
tions are available. The SCC may direct petro- petroleum is exercised by support brigades and
leum battalions under brigade to move stocks FASCOM (fig. 8-6). The corps support bri-
to meet the requirements; request FASCOM gade headquarters are decisionmaking head-
ICC to support the requirement; or divert a quarters that receive requirements for petro-
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leum from division and DS and GS units. (COMSEC) materiel within FASCOM is exer-
These headquarters will either direct shipment cised by a cryptographic section that, within
from brigade assets or request shipment from policies and limitations established by appro-
FASCOM. priate FASCOM and TASCOM directives, di-

f. Cryptographic Supplies and Equipment. rects the receipt, storage, issue, and mainte-
The cryptographic supply and maintenance nance of COMSEC materiel. The maintenance
function is a responsibility of the FASCOM. management function is collocated with the
Control and direction are placed in the ICC supply management function at the SCC and
and SCC's under the general supervision of the ICC for security purposes. FASCOM reserve
assistant chief of staff (ACofS), supply, and stocks of COMSE materiel are carried in the
ACofS, maintenance, in their respective areas. storage elements of the army support brigade.
For security, supply and maintenance opera-
tions are located in a single combined unit (in 8- Supply Levels
the headquarters and headquarters company The Department of the Army prescribes levels
(HHC) of the support groups in the corps and of supply for the theater army in terms of
army support brigades). These operating units days of supply, and the theater army com-
provide DS and GS maintenance to using units. mander prescribes levels for the combat zone
However, only GS is provided to signal organi- and the COMMZ. For purposes of this manual,
zations that have organic DS maintenance. field army stockage levels are established as 10
Stock control at the SCC and inventory control days for all groups of supplies except repair
at the ICC for communications security parts, petroleum, and medical items.
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a. Except for repair parts, petroleum, and 8-8. Grouping of Supplies
ammunition, the stockage level is 2 days at the Supplies are characterized at the GS level by
DS level; 3 days at the GS level; and in the the operational requirements for processing
field army service area an additional 5 days for their flow to supported units. Functionalization
the entire field army. of supply support requires that supplies be

b. Repair parts are stocked in varying grouped to coincide with the storage and dis-
amounts up to 15 days at all supply levels in tribution requirements rather than their end
the FASCOM. The days of supply stocked are use. To meet these requirements, supplies at
determined by the characteristics of particular the GS level are grouped into categories of
repair parts. general supplies, heavy materiel, repair parts,

c. The petroleum stockage level of supply petroleum, and cryptographic supplies.
within the field army is 2 days of supply at the a. General Supplies. General supplies include
DS level and 3 days of supply at the GS level; subsistence (class I), clothing and organiza-
in the army service area, an additional 2 days tional equipment (classes II and VII), pack-
of supply is stocked for the entire field army. aged POL (classes III and IIIA), and in-
To maintain a 7-day level, about a 2-day level dustrial gases. Included in this group are also
of bulk fuels may have to be stored in COMMZ the multitude of end items that may be found
pipeline terminals as part of the field army re- in tables of organization and equipment
serve. (TOE), tables of distribution and allowances

d. Medical supplies are controlled by the (TDA), and other authorizing documents. Ex-
FASCOM medical brigade. Normally, a 5-to-7- cluded from this category are items that are
day level of medical supplies is maintained by supplied through other sources; for example,
the brigade medical depot. medical items, cryptographic material, heavy

materiel, repair parts, airdrop equipment, and
8-7. Functionalization of Supply items supplied through the ammunition sys-
At the GS level, supply support is functional- tem.
ized for command and control purposes in the b. Heavy Materiel. This category includes
supply and services battalion. However, supply items that require special processing while in
operations can best be performed by company- supply channels; for example, wheeled and
size units that are organized and equipped to tracked vehicles, artillery (self-propelled and
perform specified functions. These functions towed), and mobile assault bridging. Because
include- of their critical nature and high-dollar value,

a. Providing storage points to regulate the special command control governs the issue of
flow of supplies. these items. Also included in this group are

b. Handling large tonnages of supplies by fortification and construction materials (class
use of materials handling equipment. IV), special machinery, and other controlled

c. Providing for breakdown of bulk ship- types of equipment.
ments. c. Repair Parts (Class IX). Included in this

d. Processing heavy materiel prior to issue. category are supplies required to repair and
e. Providing for supply of construction and maintain army materiel less parts to maintain

fortification materials, medical and cryptographic items. This group
f. Providing for GS supply of repair parts. consists of components, subassemblies, assem-

Jewett 104 job 1051 tape 8 start blies, and small parts for end items.
g. Providing for stockage of "fringe" items d. Bulk Petroleum. Bulk petroleum consists

not carried by supply units located in forward of liquid products that are normally trans-
areas. ported by pipeline, rail, tank car, tank truck,

h. Providing for emergency supply when tank trailer, barge, or ocean tanker and stored
normal throughput shipments are interrupted. in tanks or containers having a fill capacity

i. Carrying a portion of the field army re- greater than 55 gallons. Packaged bulk petro-
serve stocks. leum is bulk petroleum that, because of opera-
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tional necessity, is packaged and supplied c. Mechanization of the Storage Operation.
(stored, transported, and issued) in 5-gallon GS is essentially a wholesale operation. The
cans or 55-gallon drums. objective is to group those supplies adaptable

e. Cryptographic Supplies. This group in- to palletization and containerization in one
cludes communications, security equipment, supply unit and then to take full advantage of
supplies, parts, and publications. mechanized handling techniques. However, it

is not enough just to equip the supply units
8-9. Storage Operation with appropriate mechanized capabilities.
Functional supply units are organized into gen- Preparation, handling, and movement of sup-
eral supplies, repair parts, and heavy materiel plies in a manner compatible with mechaniza-
categories to streamline the field army supply tion are essential. Thus, supplies are palletized
system. Storage operation principles include in continental United States (CONUS) and
throughput of supplies, minimum administra- passed through the supply system to the lowest
tion, maximum mechanized handling of sup- practical echelon before the mechanization
plies, and improved specialization of labor. chain is broken. Maximum use of materials

a. Throughput of Supplies. _Throughput handling equipment (MHE) in supply han-
shipment of supplies, bypassing the GS level, is dling is the goal. However, substantial quanti-
one of the most significant means of reducing ties of small lot shipments that are not adapta-
inventory requirements. Differences in areas of ble to mechanized handling must be antici-
operations, tactical plans, and enemy capabili- pated.
ties will influence the quantity of throughput
that is desirable or that can be built into the d. Improved Specialization of Labor. The GS
supply system and movements control system. supply functions can be subdivided into the

b. Minimum Essential Administration. Sinceb. Minimum Essential Administration. Since tasks and skills required to perform storage
the stock control functions are in the central- operations To maximize the productivity ofoperations. To maximize the productivity of
ized SCC's and ICC's, the supply units perform supply units, they are organized to perform re-
only those administrative functions that per- lated tasks with groups of supplies having sim-
tain to storage operations. These functions are ilar handling requirements. Based on these re-
limited to maintaining a locator system, re- lated tasks, supply units are organized to han-porting receipts, and processing shipments. dle general supplies repair parts, and heavy
The locator system is simple, accurate, and res- materiel.
ponsive to mobile storage operations.

Section II. SERVICE OPERATIONS

8-10. General ing in corps areas and the army service area.
Field service functions include laundry, bath, The supply and service company, supply and
clothing exchange, bakery, textile renovation, transport battalion organic to divisions, does
salvage, decontamination, graves registration, not contain laundry and bakery facilities. This
clothing and post exchange sales, and provision requires that these DS services be furnished by
of general duty labor. other supporting units. The supply and service

company, DS (TOE 29-147), which furnishes
8-11. Direct Support DS services for nondivisional troops, does con-
DS services as authorized within the divisions tain both laundry and bakery facilities. The
are furnished by the supply and service com- capabilities of this company in providing DS
pany (TOE 10-7), which is organic to the sup- services are discussed in paragraphs 8-19 and
ply and transport battalion for each division. 8-20. The differences in the two types of units
For nondivisional units, DS services are pro- that furnish DS services to divisional troops
vided by the supply and service companies, DS and nondivisional troops further influence the
(TOE 29-147), which are assigned, as re- organization and operation of GS field service
quired, to supply and service battalions operat- units.
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8-12. General Support (4) Capture of enemy materiel.
At the GS level within the field army, field ser- (5) Turn-in of excess supplies.
vice support is provided by the field service GS (6) Maintenance operations (replacement
company, forward (TOE 29-114), and the field of worn or damaged parts and components, and
service GS company, army (TOE 29-124). The cannibalization).
field service GS company, forward, supports a b. The salvage and service platoon of the
division slice. Because of variations in divi- field service GS company, forward (TOE
sional and nondivisional DS units, these GS 29-114), and the two service platoons of the
units are organized into two configurations. In field service GS company, army (TOE 29-124),
the corps areas, the units include a bakery ca- collect and receive excess supplies, seasonal
pability; a laundry capability for support of turn-ins, abandoned or captured materiel, and
divisional units; and a graves registration, col- useful scrap, which is turned in or reported to
lection, and evacuation capability required for it by supported units. Generally these are items
support of divisional units. In the army service of a nonmechanical nature such as clothing,
area, the bakery function is deleted and a cem- footwear, webbing, tentage, canvas, individual
etery capability is substituted for the collection equipment, field furniture equipment cases, 5-
and evacuation capability. gallon gasoline cans, 55-gallon drums, lan-

8-13. Laundry Service terns, and one-burner stoves. These platoons
may also collect and receive mechanical-type

DS laundry service (includes clothing ex- items in the above categories, which are within
change) for nondivisional troops in the field their handling capability such as rifles, genera-
army is provided by DS supply and service tors, small engines, radios, and similar light-
companies. Laundry service for divisional units weight items. These are turned over to an ap-
is provided by field service GS companies, for- propriate maintenance unit for classification
ward. and disposition.

8-14. Renovation c. The integrated inventory management
Renovation of clothing and lightweight (laun- system, operating through the SMCOM ICC
derable) textiles is a function of the DS supply and maintenance management center (MMC),
and service company to complement the laun- the FASCOM ICC/MMC, and the SCC MMC of
dry service provided in support of nondivi- the corps and army support brigades provide
sional units. At the GS level, the field service supply and maintenance managers at each of

these echelons with continuous information onGS company, forward, provides renovation ser-
vice for divisions; and the field service GS the status of all supply and maintenance re-
company, army, provides backup support for quirements. Managers at each control center
DS supply and service companies and the field are kept constantly aware of which items are
service GS companies, forward. Canvas and critical, where they are most needed, where
leather repair is a function of the maintenance they can be stored, and where they can be re-
leather repair is a function of paired, if necessary. Such information enables

managers to publish and maintain, through the
8-15. Salvage automatic data processing centers (ADPC),

a. Salvage is generated from the following current lists of items that are to be recovered
sources: and to correlate them with the availability of

(1) Normal turn-in by troops of worn or storage and maintenance facilities. This per-
damaged supplies and equipment for replace- mits both salvage and maintenance collecting
ment. points to make automatic shipment or other

(2) Recovery of unneeded clothing and disposition of collected items without reporting
equipment from casualties. receipts and awaiting distribution instructions

(3) Finding of lost, abandoned, or dis- from the support brigade SCC/MCC. Only in
carded materiel on the battlefields and in bil- exceptional cases (e.g., capture of a large
lets and bivouac areas. enemy supply dump) will it be necessary for a
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collecting point to request disposition instruc- supply and service company, supply and trans-
tions from its parent support brigade port battalion organic to divisions. DS graves
SCC/MMC. registration service is provided for nondivi-

(1) When the collecting points receive sional units by supply and service companies,
nonmechanical materiel, the materiel is segre- DS (TOE 29-147), operating in corps and
gated either as serviceable, unserviceable but army service areas. At the GS level, graves
reparable, or scrap items. Disposition is made registration activities vary between the corps
in accordance with established standing oper- and army service areas. The graves registra-
ating procedures (SOP). tion platoon in the field service GS company,

(2) Transportation requirements exceed- forward, is organized to provide for collection,
ing the organic capabilities of the supply and indentification, and evacuation of deceased per-
service battalion and requirements for line sonnel in the corps area. In the field service GS
hauls are met by the local transportation company, army, this platoon is designated as a
movements officer (TMO). Maximum use is cemetery platoon.
made of returning transport.

8-19. Bakery
Bakery service for nondivisional troops is pro-

The field service GS company, forward, and vided by the supply and service company (DS).
the field service GS company, army, provide Bakery support for divisions is provided by a
limited decontamination capabilities for the bakery section in the field service GS company,
field army. forward.

8-17. Labor Service 8-20. Bath
The service platoons of field service companies, Bath DS service is provided divisional units by
army, provide military labor necessary to sup- the supply and service company, supply and
port supply operations. In the field service GS transport battalion and for nondivisional units
company, forward, military labor is provided by the supply and service company, DS (TOE
in the salvage and service platoon to support 29-147).
supply operations and the operation of a corps
salvage collecting point. 8-21. Clothing and Post Exchange Sales

Clothing and post exchange types of sales ser-
vices are provided in the field army by sales de-

Graves registration in the field army encom- tachments BA, BB, and BC (TOE 10-500E),
passes recovery and identification of deceased which may be attached as required to supply
personnel, handling and processing their per- and service battalions in the corps and army
sonal effects, evacuation and interment, and support brigade areas. Sales detachments are
preparation and maintenance of necessary rec- designed to provide both mobile and static fa-
ords and reports. DS graves registration func- cilities for the nonprofit sale of health and
tions are provided for divisional units by the comfort items.

Section III. ORGANIZATIONS AND CAPABILITIES

8-22. Stock Control Company, Support within guidelines established by support bri-
Brigade (TOE 29-404) gade headquarters.
(fig. 8-7) b. It is assigned on the basis of one per corps

a. This company provides personnel to direct support brigade and one per army support bri-
stock control of all classes of supplies for gade.
which the support brigade has jurisdiction, c. This company can-
supplementing ADP and related equipment, at (1) Provide centralized stock control for
the support brigade headquarters. Day-to-day a support brigade supporting from two to four
commodity management direction is provided divisions in combat, or their equivalent.
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Stock Con
a tck TOE 29-404

Co, Spt Bde

Co HQ Plans &Prog Ofc

Msl & Mun Br Equip Br PeM r fo at Br

Rep Parts Svc Spt Br PetrI Br
Br

Figure 8-7. Stock control company, support brigade.

Bn HQ S Sec S2/3 Sec S4 HQ Co

Bn S&M Sec Io,-Oe eComm Sec

Figure 8-8. HHC, supply and service battalion.

(2) Provide- (f) Personnel for operation of a special
(a) Storage and distribution direction. ammunition logistical element (SALE) at
(b) Receipt and processing of requisi- corps headquarters.

tions from DS and other designated activities. (g) Operation of two 12-hour shifts, as
(c) Review and analysis of demands required.

and computation of requirements for supplies (3) Initiate, within policies and directions
and equipment for supported forces. of higher headquarters, actions to fulfill sup-

(d) Direct stock control for 50,000 line ply requirements by requisition on the FAS-
items required by support units. COM ICC, local procurement, or redistribution

(e) Continuous study of the supply sys- of supplies.
tem.
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Gen Sup (GS) Co TOE 29-118

iCo HQ Sup Op Sec ! Equip P!,lat en pu

Figure 8-9. General supply GS company.

(4), Recommend additions to, or deletions area, handle daily approximately 800 short
from, support brigade stockage lists and ad- tons of supplies of which approximately 80
justmnents to requisition objectives. percent is handled mechanically and 20 percent

(5) Report significant supply data to the is handled manually.
brigade staff. (2) In the field army, maintain a stock of

(6) Direct, as authorized and directed, up to approximately 12,500 line items, which
local procurement, rebuild, and disposal of sup- constitutes the authorized stockage list.
plies and equipment for which the support bri- (3) When employed in the field army ser-
gade has jurisdiction. vice area, maintain a portion of the army or

theater reserve stocks for which the unit is
8-23. HHC, Supply and Service responsible

Battalion (TOE 29-146) (4) Handle class I perishable subsistence
a. This company provides command, admin- when appropriate refrigeration teams from

istrative, and technical supervision for at- 10-500 series TOE are provided.
tached DS and GS supply and service units. (5) Provide industrial gases and forestry

b. It is assigned on the basis of one per two products when supplemented with appropriate
to five operating companies in a FASCOM, in- TOE 5-500 engineer service organization teams.
dependent corps force, or COMMZ. Such teams will normally operate in the army

service area.
8-24. General Supply GS Company service area.8-24. General Supply GS Company (6) With its equipment platoon, pool

(TOE 29-118) MHE and provide flexibility to meet varying
a. This company establishes and operates a workloads between the supply platoons.

general supply facility for the receipt, storage,
and issue of general supplies, except those sup-
plies associated with medical and crypto- Rep Parts
graphic functions; repair parts; those supplies Cor s
delivered directly to a user (marine and rail
supplies); airdrop supplies; and those supplies
associated with the heavy material supply com-
pany. When employed in the field army service
area, it maintains a portion of the field army Co H Ge Equip Parts
reserve stocks.

b. It is assigned in FASCOM to support bri-
gades and normally is attached to HHC, supply Sup Op Elec Parts
and service battalion, on the basis of four per Plat Plat
support brigade.

c. This company can-
(1) When employed in the field army Figure 8-10. Repair parts supply company, GS, corps.
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Rep Parts
Sup Co, TOE 29-119

GS, Army

0 o HP Gen Equip Hv Equip
Co H Parts Plat PartsPlat SptSec

Sup Op Elec Parts
Plat Plat

Figure 8-11. Repair parts supply company, GS, army.

8-25. Repair Parts Supply Company, b. The company is assigned in FASCOM to
GS, Corps (TOE 29-119) support brigades and normally is attached to
(fig. 8-10) HHC, supply and service battalion, on the

a. This company provides wholesale repair basis of two per support brigade.
parts for all items of materiel except airdrop c. This company can-
items, cryptographic and topographic materiel, (1) Provide supply support for the equiv-
items peculiar to missile systems, medical alent of from two to four maintenance DS bat-
items, and class V supplies. Repair parts sup- talions and two maintenance GS battalions.
ply companies operating in the corps area (2) When employed in the corps area,
provide repair parts for aircraft and parts for stock about 35,000 line items of repair parts.
aircraft and aircraft armament subsystem When employed in the army service area, the
items. Repair parts companies operating in the company can stock about 40,000 to 45,000 line
army service area (fig. 8-11) do not provide items.
repair parts for aircraft and aircraft arma- (3) In the corps area, store up to 15 days'
ment subsystem, missile, or special weapon re- supply of selected fast-moving repair parts. In
pair parts. the army service area, the company stores up

Acft Msl
Rep Parts TOE 29-129

Sup Co, GS

Acft Rep Msl Rep
Co HQ Op Sec Parts Sup Parts Sup

Figure 8-12. Aircraft and missile repair parts supply company, GS.
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to 15 days' supply of repair parts, excluding
parts for aircraft and aircraft armament sub- Hv Mat Sup GS Co TOE 29-127
systems.

8-26. Aircraft and Missile Repair
Parts Supply Company, GS (TOE
29-129) Ftn Const
(fig. 8-12) Co HQ Sup Op Ofc

a. This company provides repair parts sup-
port for Army aircraft, Army aircraft arma-
ment subsystems, avionics, and missiles, less
repair parts peculiar to special ammunition, Proc Plat t
Stock control functions are performed by the l
SCC in the same manner for these companies
as for other supply units. This company issues Figure 8-13. Heavy materiel supply GS company.

repair parts to GS and DS aircraft and missile
maintenance companies located in the field
army service area and to the repair parts GS divisional and nondivisional units; receives,

company, forward, in the corps area based on stores, and issues fortification and construction
materiel release orders and shipping instruc- supplies and bridging equipment; and combat
tions from the SCC. loads equipment prior to issue.

b. It is assigned in FASCOM to the army b. It is assigned in FASCOM to support bri-
support brigade and normally is attached to gades and is normally attached to HHC, supply
the HHC, supply and service battalion (TOE and service battalion, on the basis of two per
29-146), on the basis of two per field army. army support brigade and one per corps sup-

c. This company can- port brigade.
(1) Provide wholesale repair parts sup-

port for Army aircraft and Army armament (1) Provide GS supply of class VII
systems and avionics. The total number of re- wheeled, tracked, and towed end items(
pair parts to support Army aircraft, avionics, (2) Perform all required operations inci-
and Army aircraft armament subsystems is d (and Army aircraft; armament subsystems is dent to the receipt, storage, processing for
about 10,000 items. The items provided include issue, and issue r eceipt, storage, processing and tacti-
only those that are peculiar to Army aircraft, issue, and issue of combat equipment and tacti-

only those that are peculiar to Army aircraft, cal and special purpose vehicles. Processing in-
avionics, and Army aircraft armament subsys- eludes the initial processing, deprocessing, in-

(2) Provide wholesale repair parts sup- storage (organizational) maintenance, installa-

port (less repair parts peculiar to special am- tion, and inspection of vehicular-mounted com-
munition) for missile systems. Items provided munications equipment.
by this unit include only those that are pecu- (3) Perform combat loading of vehicles
liar to the missile systems; however, this may prior to issue, when required.
total as many as 50,000 items. (4) Operate a supply point for the re-

(3) When employed in the army area, ceipt, storage, and daily issue of approximately

stock up to 15 days' supply of selected fast- 150 tons of fortification and construction sup-

moving repair parts. plies.
(5) Maintain a stock of approximately

8-27. Heavy Materiel Supply GS 2,200 line items, which constitutes the autho-
Company (TOE 29-127) rized stockage list.
(fig. 8-13) (6) When employed in the army support

a. This company receives, stores, maintains brigade, maintain a portion of the army re-
in-storage, prepares for issue, and issues all serve stocks for which the unit is responsible.
types of self-propelled and towed equipment to
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8-28. Air Delivery Company (TOE to FASCOM by the most expeditious means,
10-407) consistent with security. Requests are trans-
(fig. 8-14) mitted through logistic channels, directly from

division to the FASCOM ICC. Corps and field
army headquarters monitor and may amend,
adjust, or disapprove requests. As requests are

Air Dlvr Co TOE 10-407 received, the FASCOM ICC immediately coor-
dinates with movement control. The inventory
control and movement control agencies jointly
direct the actions of the supply and transporta-

Air DIvr tion activities. To provide adequate responsive-
Co HQ l OSup Off Plat ness to requirements, the air delivery company

'-/6,v . . T stocks appropriate quantities of class I, III, V,
and other supplies as determined by the FAS-
COM ICC. The FASCOM ICC maintains inven-

Figure 8-14. Air delivery company. tory data on stocks located at the 'air delivery
supply unit. Concerning class V items, inven-
tory data are maintained by the FASCOM ICCing, temporary storage, and rigging of supplies for each corps slice. A separate, small account
for each corps slice. A separate, small account

,and equipment fotr Seairdrop by Army, Air will be maintained for the class V stocks lo-Force, and/or other Service aircraft and prov- cated at the air delivery company The FAS-
ides technical assistance in the recovery and COM ICC determines which unit will lose the
evacuation of airdrop equipment. class V stocks required by the air deliveryb. It is assigned in FASCOM to an army sup- company. Corps allocations of class V items
port brigade and is normally attached to HHC, are not affected by this method of control If
supply and service battalion, on the basis of the supplies requested are not on hand in the

the supplies requested are not on hand in the
one per airmy support brigadey cair delivery supply unit, the FASCOM ICC di-

c. The air delivery comprandy can- pr e rects the appropriate supply activity to deliver
ce(1) Receive, store, and prepare (to in- o the items required to the air delivery unit. As

dude packing of parachutes and rigging of these shipments are directed, coordination isloads) 150 tons daily of selected items of all made with movement control. As airlift is ar-
classes of supplies and equipment for airdrop. ranged, materiel release orders are transmitted

(2) Maintain those stocks of airdrop sup- to the air delivery unit. The air delivery unit
plies and selected items of all classes of sup- prepares the supplies according to mode of de-
plies and equipment required for airdrop oper- livery employed and, in coordination with

ation as determined by the FASCOM ICC. movement control, insures delivery to the re-
quired point at the air terminal. In most cases,

on organic airdrop equipment and provide di- this will be to the cargo aircraft door. The
rect exchange for personnel parachutes used in FASCOM ICC takes action to insure that
Army aircraft. stocks delivered by airdrop are replaced.

(4) Assist, as required, in the loading of
supplies in aircraft for airdrop and for ejec- 8-29. Field Service GS Company,
tion from aircraft in flight. Forward (TOE 29-114)

(5) Supplement, when necessary, the cap- (fig. 8-15)
abilities of other units engaged in parachute a. This company provides field services in-
packing, parachute maintenance, and airdrop cluding laundry, lightweight textile renova-
support operations. It can provide technical as- tion, graves registration services, decontamina-
sistance in recovery and evacuation of airdrop tion service, fresh baked bread, salvage, and a
equipment. pool of general duty (labor) personnel.

d. Requests for airdrop supplies flow directly b. It is assigned in FASCOM to corps sup-
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Figure 8-15. Field service GS company, forward.

port brigades and is normally attached to the corps area and provide limited classifica-
HHC, supply and service battalion, on the tion of items turned in at each point.
basis of one per division supported. (7) Provide a pool of general duty

c. This company can- (labor) personnel to augment operating ele-
(1) Operate graves registration collec- ment of GS units.

tion, evacuation, and identification points in
support of divisional and nondivisional DS 8-30. Field Service GS Company, Army
graves registration activities. (TOE 29-124)

(2) Provide, when operating on two 10- (fig. 8-16)
hour shifts per day, bulk laundry and clothing
exchange service in support of approximatelyvides field services in-
13,650 troops, or provide emergency clothing cluding laundry, lightweight textile renova-
impregnation service. It can maintain pr .e- tion, graves registration services, decontamina-

scribed stocks of clothing for issue on an emer- tion service, and a pool of general duty (labor)
gency basis to replace contaminated clothing. personnel.

(3) Provide renovation of lightweight b. It is assigned in FASCOM to an army sup-
textiles in. support of approximately 15,000 port brigade and is normally attached to HHC,
troops. supply and service battalion, on the basis of

(4) Perform field chemical, biological, two per army support brigade.
and radiological, decontamination of critical c. This company can-
installations, terrain, and materiel in support (1) Establish, operate, and maintain a

of 16,000 troops; operate emergency personnel temporarry cemetery. It-
decontamination station with a capacity of 480 (a) Receives remains of deceased mili-

required, adapt tary and other personnel, as authorized or as

for emergency firefighting and mobile shower firms field identification of such remains.
service. Individual section capabilities are as
listed in FM 3-85. (b) Conducts appropriate burial ser-

(5) When operating on two 10-hour shifts vices, supervises interment of remains, and
prepares and maintains required burial rec-

per day, bake and provide fresh bread for ap- prepares and maintains required burial rec-
proximately 15,000 divisional troops based on a ords.
normal bread ration of 0.5 pound per man per (c) Collects, inventories, records, and
normday. bread ration of 0. pound per man per makes disposition of personal effects accompa-

(6) Operate a salvage collecting point in nying remains.
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8-31. Supply and Service Company,
Fld Svc GS TOE 29-124 DS (TOE 29-147),
Co, Amy (fig. 8-17)

a. This company provides DS supplies and
services to nondivisional troops.

b. It is assigned in FASCOM to support bri-
Co HQLdry & Renv SvcPlat gades and is normally attached to HHC, supply

Plat and service battalion, on the basis of one per
15,000 nondivisional troops supported.

c. This company can-
Cem Plat Decon Plat (1) Provide DS supplies and services for

approximately 15,000 nondivisional troops.
(2) Operate supply and service points.
(3) Requisition, receive, store, issue, and

Figure 8-16. Field service GS company, army. distribute class I, class III, and all class II and
VII supplies, except maintenance materials,

(2) Provide reclamation laundry services cryptographic supplies, medical supplies, and
or provide emergency clothing impregnation airdrop equipment.
services. It can maintain prescribed stocks of (4) Provide the following class III supply
clothing for issue on an emergency basis to re- support:
place contaminated clothing. (a) Bulk storage (collapsible tank

(3) Provide renovation of lightweight 10,000 gallons)-140,000 gallons.
textiles in backup support of supported DS and (b) Local delivery (two trips-75 per-
GS renovation activities., cent availability of vehicles):

(4) Perform field chemical, biological, 1,200-g-allon tank trucks (eight
and radiological decontamination of critical in- each)--14,400 gallons.
stallations, terrain, and materiel in support of 5,000-gallon tank trucks (nine
16,000 troops; operate emergency personnel de- each) -67,500 gallons.
contamination station with a capacity of 480 (c) Bulk reduction to augment the cap-
individuals per hour; and, as required, adapt abilities of supported units, when required.
for emergency firefighting and mobile shower (5) Provide graves registration (collec-
service. Individual section capabilities are as tion, evacuation, and identification) services.
listed in FM 3-85. (6) Provide, operating two 10-hour shifts

(5) Provide a pool of general duty per day, field laundry service for approxi-
(labor) personnel to augment operating ele- mately 13,650 nondivisional troops based on a
ments of GS units. support requirement of 6 pounds per man per

S&S Co (DS) TOE 29-147

SS Sup lat Petr Plat Org Ma-

Bath Plat I GRREG Sec

Figure 8-17. Supply and service company, DS.
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HHC, Petri TOE 10-226
Sup Bn

| PetrliS Sup&M
I Sec I Sec

Figure 8-18. HHC, petroleum supply battalion.

week. It can maintain prescribed stocks of clo- portation medium truck companies (petro-
thing for issue on an emergency basis to re- leum).
place contaminated clothing. (2) Provide for the distribution of petro-

(7) Provide bath and clothing exchange leum products to class III supply installation
service. (DS units and divisions) in the corps and army

(8) Provide renovation service for clo- service areas.
thing and lightweight (launderable) textiles. (3) Maintain a prescribed portion of the

(9) Provide, operating two 10-hour shifts field army petroleum stockage through its at-
per day, fresh bread based on a bread ration of tached units.
0.5 pound per man per day.0.5 pound per man per day. 8-33. Petroleum Supply Company (TOE

(10) Maintain prescribed reserves of sup-um Supply Company (TOE
plies for which the unit is responsible. (fig. 8-19)(fig. 8-19)
8-32. HHC, Petroleum Supply Battalion

(TOE 10-226) e up
(fig. 8-18) TOE 19-227

a. This company commands, controls, and su-
pervises the operations of attached petroleum
units (both storage and distribution) that op-
erate and maintain storage facilities and prov-
ide for wholesale distribution of petroleum Maint
products. Co HQ Sec

b. It is assigned in FASCOM to support bri- 1/6,

gades on the basis of one per support brigade.
c. This company can- Figure 8-19. Petroleum supply company.

(1) Maintain operational control of at- a. This company provides and operates pe-
tached petroleum supply companies and trans- troleum storage facilities for the wholesale
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transfer operations to DISCOM's and DS pe-
troleum supply platoons of the supply and ser-Trans
vice companies. The company lays, operates, Trk Co TOE 55-18F
and retrieves petroleum hoselines, as required,
and maintains a prescribed portion of the field
army bulk petroleum stocks.

b. It is assigned in FASCOM to support bri-
gades and is normally attached to HHC, petro- HQ Tr Plat Maint Sec
leum supply battalion, on the basis of its capa-
bilities.

c. This company can-
(1) Provide and operate collapsible bulk Figure 8-20. Transportation medium truck company.

petroleum storage facilities.
(2) Conduct bulk transfer operations in d. Each supply platoon can operate indepen-

the forward movement (line-haul) of petro- dently when provided administration, messing
leum, as required, facilities, and organizational supply and motor

(3) Lay up to 22 kilometers (13.5 miles) maintenance support.
of hoseline per day, operate, and retrieve 6 kil- 8-34. Transportation Medium Truck
ometers (3.7 miles) simultaneously over roll- Company (TOE 55-18)
ing terrain. (fig. 8-20)

(4) Maintain a prescribed portion of the a. This company provides transportation for
field army bulk petroleum stocks. the movement of bulk petroleum products by

(5) Operate limited mobile filling station motor transport.
service. b. It is assigned in FASCOM to support bri-

(6) Operate organic bulk storage and gades and is normally attached to HHC, petro-
handling equipment as shown in table 8-1. leum supply battalion, on the basis of three per

Table 8-1. Storage Capability (Gallons) battalion.
c. This company can-Collapsible tanks Company Platoon Section

(1) Perform local hauls (four round trips1,250 barrel ----------- 945,000 315,000 157,500
10,000 gallon --------- 360,000 120,000 60,000 per day) 900,000 gallons.

TOTAL 1,305,000 435,000 217500 (22) Perform line hauls (two round trips
500-gal collapsible cells per day): 450,000 gallons.

(number) . . ...... 60 20 10
8-35. Sales Detachments

(7) Establish and operate supply points Sales detachments, consisting of TOE 10-500E
at a maximum of six different locations. teams, are attached to a supply and service

(8) Operate on a 24-hour basis. battalion, as required.
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CHAPTER 9

AMMUNITION SERVICE

Section I. INTRODUCTION

9-1. General corps support brigade. This method of provid-
a. Ammunition service embraces supply and ing ammunition service has the advantage of

maintenance support of conventional and spe- requiring the least organizational change to
cial ammunition to include maintenance of support an independent or a separate corps
guided missile systems. Figure 9-1 shows the force and is easily expanded to support either
typical structure of ammunition service per an eight- or a 12-division force.
corps slice. (FM 9-6-1 (TEST) contains speci- c. Tactical Control of Ammunition.
fic details concerning ammunition service.) (1) Conventional ammunition. The the-
Ammunition service includes- ater army commander allocates ammunition

(1) Direct support (DS) and general sup- credits to the field army. After evaluating the
port (GS) supply of all types of conventional required supply rates submitted by divisions
and special ammunition. and corps, the field army commander an-

(2) DS supply of all special ammunition nounces the available supply rate to subordi-
repair parts and repair parts of high density nate corps; the corps then announces the avail-
missiles. able supply rates to subordinate divisions. The

(3) GS supply of repair parts peculiar to field army support command (FASCOM) head-
special ammunition (excluding nonexplosive quarters provides the inventory control center
missile parts). (ICC) control information based on the alloca-

(4) Maintenance of conventional ammuni- tion information that it receives from the field
tion. army. The stock control center (ICC) control

(5) DS and GS maintenance of special information based on the allocation informa-
ammunition materiel to include test and han- tion that it receives from the field army. The
dling equipment and nuclear weapon trainers. stock control center (SCC) receives similar in-

(6) DS maintenance of high-density mis- formation from the corps through the corps
sile systems. support brigade headquarters.

(7) GS maintenance of all missiles, rock- (2) Special ammunition. The allocation of
ets, and missile system-peculiar ground guid- special ammunition is through tactical com-
ance, launching equipment, special tools, and mand channels to the field army, corps, and di-
peculiar test and handling equipment used in vision commanders. Therefore, the command-
support of mission items. ing officer of an intermediate logistic head-

(8) Explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) quarters (e.g., FASCOM, corps support bri-
service. gade, or ammunition group) can only provide

(9) Surveillance and escort functions. the means to carry out the desires of the tacti-
b. Ammunition Service. Ammunition service cal commander. A special ammunition logisti-

to the field army is based on a corps slice of the cal element (SALE), formed from the re-
combat zone. Ammunition operating units re- sources available within the ICC/SCC, accom-
quired in support of a corps slice are organized plishes control of special ammunition. Gener-
under the ammunition group attached to each ally, the mission of the SALE is immediate
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Corps Spt
Bde

(TOE 54.22)

Ammo
DS/GS Gp

(TOE 922)

DS/GS En DS/GS Bn
(TOE 936) (TOE 9936)

ainto o I mo o

~(TOE 98 (TOE 9-48(TOE9 (TOE 9-38)I °9.7) (TOE 9-59)

L

MP Phys PERSH GS Rkts and 5 Do K
Scty Co1 Maint Co2 | Msl Spt De t2 4and

(TOE (TOE Det (GS)3 (TOE 9- Ms Spt
1947) 9-577) (TOE5 550) l 3

1 per sp ammo co, GS.

21 per FASCOM.

3As required by density of supported systems.

41 dot KB and 5 dot KA.

Figure 9-1. Typical ammo service structure for a corps slice, field army.

response to the field army and the corps com- b. Ammunition, as a commodity, is under the
manders' requests in expediting the supply and management of the ICC at FASCOM and the
resupply of special ammunition. The SALE SCC of each corps support brigade. The FAS-
may be physically located at the corps and COM ICC coordinates the distribution of credit
army tactical operations centers. information (allocation of ammunition by field

army to subordinate corps) with the SCC's and9-2. Ammunition Service Management provides centralized control to reroute or redis-
a. Ammunition service personnel are inte- tribute ammunition between corps. Routinely,

grated into the FASCOM and corps support however, the corps support brigade SCC has
brigade staffs. FASCOM provides staff super- complete logistic control over ammunition ser-
vision over ammunition service for the entire vice within the support brigade's particular
corps slice of the combat zone. corps slice of the combat zone.
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9-3. Ammunition Service at the DS 9-4. Ammunition Service at the GS
Level Level

a. Ammunition service at the DS level in the a. Ammunition service at the GS level pro-
combat zone is divided according to the type of vides both special and conventional supply and
ammunition. maintenance support.

(1) Conventional ammunition is supplied b. Ammunition stored at the GS level is posi-
by ammunition companies, conventional (TOE tioned to provide-
9-38), operating in a DS role. Four of these (1) Dispersion of stocks.
companies per corps slice provide area support (2) A source of supply if forward
within the corps rear area through the ammu- ASP's/SASP's are overrun.
nition supply points (ASP) that they establish. (3) Replenishment shipments to forward
Each company (TOE 9-38) can operate two supply points when requirements cannot be
ASP, if required. Maintenance of conventional met by communications zone (COMMZ) de-
ammunition at the DS level is normally lim- pots.
ited. However, if required, the theater conven- (4) A source of ammunition to units lo-
tional ammunition maintenance capability can cated in the army service area.
be increased by using U.S. Army Materiel The actual positioning of these reserve stocks
Command (USAMC)-provided special equip- will vary in depth (rear of corps and through
ment and supervisory personnel in conjunction army service area) and laterally (one or more
with militaty ammunition maintenance person- stockage locations) dependent on the tactical
nel and equipment already within theater am- situation.
munition companies. If required, an ammuni- c. Conventional ammunition service at the
tion supply and renovation detachment (TOE GS level is provided by ammunition companies,
9-530) may be utilized. DS maintenance of conventional (TOE 9-38), operating in a
conventional ammunition-type missile systems DS/GS role. There are normally two ammuni-
(high density) is covered in paragraph 9-6d. tion companies DS(GS per corps slice. Whether

(2) Special ammunition is supplied by the both companies establish one large GS ASP
special ammunition DS companies (TOE complex or function as two separate ASP will
9-47). Three of these companies per corps slice depend on the tactical and the geographical sit-
provide DS through the special ammunition uations and the desires of the tactical com-
supply points (SASP) that they establish. mander.
Each company (TOE 9-47) can operate two d. Special ammunition service is provided by
SASP, if required. DS maintenance of high- special ammunition companies, GS (TOE
cost, low-density missiles is covered in para- 9-48). There is normally one special ammuni-
graph 9-6d. tion company, GS, per corps slice. This com-

b. Supply point distribution will be the nor- pany can operate either as one large SASP or
as two smaller SASP depending on tactical re-

tional and special) to all using unitions. (quirements. GS maintenance of high-cost, low-tional and special) to all using units. density missile systems is covered in para-
graph 9-6d(2).

Section II. SUPPLY AND MAINTENANCE

9-5. Ammunition Supply level and the remaining 7 days' reserve ammu-
a. Stockage Levels. The theater will nor- nition stock is positioned at the GS level.

mally be authorized a 45-day supply level of b. Shipment of Conventional Ammunition
ammunition. Ten of the 45 days' supply will be (fig. 9-2). All conventional ammunition
authorized the combat zone. Within the combat shipped from COMMZ depots is destined for
zone, 3 days' supply is positioned at the DS the DS level; however, that amount in excess
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of DS requirements may be diverted to the GS changes. Conventional ammunition is shipped
level. through a "push-type" supply system to insure

c. Shipment of Special Ammunition (fig. that requisite quantities by type are available.
9-3). Forward supply points are replenished daily.

(1) The decision to supply field army-allo- Order and ship time from COMMZ depots to
cated special ammunition to subordinate corps the DS level is computed at approximately 3
-rests with the field army commander. Af- days. Conventional ammunition normally will
firmative decisions are acted on logistically by be assembled in palletized or containerized
the field army SALE and the corps SALE. The loads in CONUS for distribution down to and
field army SALE informs the FASCOM ICC including the DS level in the combat zone. Pal-
and the corps SALE. The corps SALE deter- lets must be compatible with theater lift and
mines the desires of the corps commander in handling capability. Loads of ammunition will
regard to supply action and informs the corps be assembled consistent with the explosive
supportbrigade SCC. The SCC, in turn, directs compatibility requirements of applicable Army
the appropriate DS or GS SASP to make the explosive safety regulations.
desired issue. The corps SALE is kept informed (2) Special ammunition. As with conven-
of actual issues by the corps support brigade tional ammunition, throughput will be the
SCC. prime consideration and goal when shipping

(2) The resupply of field army-allocated special ammunition forward. Maximum reli-
special ammunition stored at COMMZ special ance will be placed on air shipments. The
ammunition depots will flow as shown in figure highly mobile characteristics envisioned for
9-3. The flow begins when the field army com- firing units will allow only a very small per-
mander gives an affirmative decision to the centage of special ammunition to be through-
field army SALE. The field army SALE places put to the firing battalion or battery level. The
the supply directive on the FASCOM ICC majority will be directed into the mobile
which, in turn, calls the special ammunition SASP's. Once the ammunition is in a SASP,
forward through the supply and maintenance firing unit resupply will be by supply point dis-
command (SMCOM) ICC. The SMCOM ICC tribution.
directs the appropriate special ammunition e. Special Ammunition Escort
depot to ship the item or items forward to the (1) Technical escort concerns the use of
GS level stockage point or other supply point qualified" personnel to accompany shipments
as designated by the field army SALE. Coordi- of chemical and biological ammunition and ra-
nation between the COMMZ and the field army dioactive material or waste. These personnel
SALE is continuous. are provided by the losing special ammunition

d. Throughput Ammunition. supply organization. These personnel must be
(1) Conventional ammunition. The technically qualified to take necessary "first

throughput of conventional ammunition per aid" action to minimize the hazards involved if
corps slice is depicted in figure 9-2. The equal an accident or incident occurs during ship-
or average distribution to each corps slice is ment. They are also concerned with physical
subject to change with each mission assigned security. Instructions to include identification
to corps by the field army commander. The of contact media for EOD and decontamination
field army commander allocates conventional units on standby will be furnished escort per-
ammuniton to the corps, based on main and sonnel.
secondary tactical missions. The efficiency of (2) Escort of nuclear components is in
throughput of conventional ammunition per many ways similar to the technical escort of
corps slice depends on the ability of the move- chemical, biological, and radiological (CBR)
ment control centers (MCC) and ICC/SCC to material. However, in the case of nuclear ship-
maintain in-transit control to insure that am- ments, emphasis is on physical security rather
munition is routed or rerouted to meet tactical than technical expertise. Escort personnel
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Figure 9-3. Flow of special ammunition and special ammunition-peculiar repair parts.

must be familiar with what they are escorting, military ammunition surveillance specialists
but they do not have to be qualified in nuclear assigned to ammunition units. A surveillance
weapons. Losing units again supply the escort program is necessary within every ammunition
personnel who will be familiar with actions to service unit to insure that-
be taken in an emergency. (a) Ammunition is serviceable and

ready for issue.
9-6. Ammunition Maintenance ready for issue.(b) Items that are not serviceable are

a. Surveillance. promptly reported and subsequently repaired,
(1) Ammunition surveillance includes the salvaged, destroyed, or evacuated, as required.

observation, inspection, and classification of (3) Within a theater of operations, the
conventional and special ammunition compo- theater army ammunition officer usually lo-
nents during movement, storage, maintenance, cated in the supply and maintenance command
and disposal. It also includes the inspection of has staff responsibility for the establishment
all attendant equipment, facilities, and opera- of standards of serviceability for class V ma-
tions. Ammunition surveillance is conducted at teriel within the theater. He prepares plans,
all theater installations responsible for the policies, and standing operating procedures for
storage, maintenance, disposal, and shipment the modification, maintenance, and preserva-
of ammunition and ammunition components. It tion of ammunition materiel in accordance
ends only when the ammunition is either ex- with DA policies. The FASCOM and the corps
pended or destroyed. support brigades exercise a similar function

(2) Ammunition surveillance is conducted within their assigned areas of responsibility.
by both military and civilian personnel. In es- Each commanding officer of an ammunition
tablished oversea theaters of operation, sur- unit is responsible for the surveillance of all
veillance activities are performed by qualified ammunition components under his control to
civilian ammunition surveillance advisors and
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include the equipment, facilities, and opera- and the latter on the basis of one per field
tional procedures employed. army. These companies provide GS mainte-

b. Conventional Ammunition. Maintenance nance to those missile systems requiring sys-
of conventional ammunition normally is lim- tem-oriented tools and equipment. GS mainte-
ited at both the DS level and the GS level; e.g., nance support for the high-density missile sys-
repairing containers, removal of rust, cleaning, tems is provided on an area basis by detach-
spot painting, and restenciling. Ammunition ments from TOE 9-550, as required by system
requiring more extensive maintenance will ei- density and deployment.
ther be demilitarized, destroyed, or otherwise
disposed of; or appropriate, specialized super- 9-7. Repair Parts Distribution
visory personnel and equipment from the a. Special Ammunition-Peculiar Repair
USAMC, CONUS, will be provided to insure Parts. GS supply of repair parts peculiar to
its return to a serviceable condition. Theater special ammunition is provided by the special
will provide military ammunition maintenance ammunition company, GS (TOE 9-48). DS
personnel assigned to ammunition organiza- supply of these repair parts will be provided
tions to actually perform these extensive main- by the special ammunition DS company (TOE
tenance operations. 9-47).

c. Special Ammunition (Less Missiles and b. Common Repair Parts of Special Ammu-
Missile System Components). The levels of nition. Class IX common repair parts for spe-
special ammunition maintenance include or- cial ammunition are provided by the repair
ganizational, DS, and GS. Organizational parts companies of the corps support brigade's
maintenance consists of that maintenance re- supply and service battalion.
quired to insure materiel readiness. It is per- c. Class IX Repair Parts for Missile Sys-
formed by the using unit. Generally, DS main- tems. GS supply of class IX repair parts pecu-
tenance of special ammunition consists only of liar to missile systems is provided by the air-
direct exchange. There is little or no mainte- craft and missile repair parts supply company,
nance capability at the DS level. The actual re- GS (TOE 29-129), of the army support bri-
pair of unserviceable special ammunition is at gade's supply and service battalions. However,
the GS level. It is performed by the special am- GS supply of common class IX repair parts for
munition company, GS (TOE 9-48), for return missile systems is provided by the repair parts
to stock. supply companies of corps and army support

d. Missile Systems and Missile System Com- brigades. DS supply of both types of repair
ponents. parts is provided by the missile maintenance

(1) DS maintenance of high-cost, low- support detachments (DS/GS) for the high-
density missile systems (Hawk, Nike-Hercules, density systems and by the DS maintenance
Sergeant, and Pershing) is provided by DS elements organic to the missile firing battal-
maintenance elements organic to missile firing ions for the high-cost, low-density missile sys-
battalions. However, high-density missile sys- tems.
tems (Lance, Shillelagh, TOW, Dragon, Cha-
parral, and Redeye) are provided DS mainte- 9-8. Explosive Ordnance Demolition
nance support on an area or unit basis by de- EOD service is provided the combat zone by
tachments from TOE 9-550. control and disposal detachments. This service

(2) GS maintenance support of high-cost, will be consistent with the policies and proce-
low-density guided missile systems is provided dures of the assistant chief of staff (ACofS),
by the maintenance company, guided missile, security, plans, and operations, FASCOM.
GS (TOE 9-59), and the Pershing GS mainte- EOD service is requested through rear area pro-
nance company (TOE 9-577). The former is tection (RAP) channels. The requirements are
assigned to the ammunition battalion on the placed on the EOD control detachment, which,
basis of one per corps slice of the' combat zone in turn, directs the appropriate disposal de-
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tachment to take necessary action. If neces- ance with the policies of the ACofS, security,
sary, priorities will be established in accord- plans, and operations.

Section III. ORGANIZATIONS AND CAPABILITIES

9-9. Ammunition Service, Army Support is a functional control element known as the
Brigade stock control center (SCC). Within this table
(fig. 9-2) of organization and equipment (TOE) organi-

The army support brigade is not responsible zation are commodity-identified branches. An
for providing ammunition service functions example is the missile and munitions branch
within the combat zone. Therefore, organiza- which is subdivided into a missile section, a
tions which make up the army support brigade munitions section, a special ammunition sec-
such as the headquarters and headquarters tion, and a surveillance section. The branch
company, support brigade (TOE 54-22); the and its sections contain the personnel required
stock control company (TOE 29-404); and the for the performance of centralized stock con-
maintenance management detachment (TOE trol of ammunition including missiles within a
29-403) have no requirement to be staffed with corps slice of the combat zone. The corps sup-
personnel who are experts in the supply and port brigade SCC TOE has sufficient manning
maintenance of ammunition including missiles. and equipment to establish a SALE, should the
The army support brigade does, however, con- need arise.
trol the aircraft and missile repair parts sup- cd. Subordinate to the ACofS, maintenance
ply companies which provide wholesale mis- section, is a functional control element provid-
sile-peculiar repair part supply support for the ing integrated routine maintenance manage-
entire field army. ment. Included is the area of guided missile

systems maintenance (excluding explosive
9-10. Ammunition Service, Corps Support components).

Brigade
(fig. 9-1) 9-11. Headquarters and Headquarters

The corps support' brigade is responsible for Company, Ammunition DS/GS
providing ammunition service support for a Group (TOE 9-22)
corps slice of the combat zone. To accomplish (fig. 9-4)
this function, ammunition service staff person- a. Funetion. This group-
nel are integrated into the corps support bri- (1) Provides command and operational
gade headquarters as follows: control over the ammunition battalions provid-

a. Each corps support brigade has an ACofS, ing ammunition service to a corps slice of the
supply section, which is subdivided into func- combat zone.
tional branches. Within these branches are (2) Supervises supply and maintenance of
qualified staff personnel responsible for the conventional and special ammunition, the sup-
supply and maintenance of conventional am- ply of special ammunition-peculiar repair
munition and the supply and maintenance of parts, and the maintenance of guided missile
special ammunition (less maintenance of mis- systems.
sile systems nonexplosive components).

b. Each corps support brigade has an ACofS,
maintb. Ea c h corps support brigade has as a n ACofS, activities associated with subordinate units ofmaintenance section, which has as a responsi-

bility to direct and supervise missile system
maintenance (less explosive components). The b. Description. The group is a major subor-
section is subdivided into branches containing. dinate headquarters of the corps support bri-
personnel who are specialists in matters con- gade, FASCOM, and is assigned to the corps
cerning missile system maintenance. support brigade on the basis of one per corps

c. Subordinate to the ACofS, supply section, slice or one per COSCOM.
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Figure 9-4. HHC, ammunition DS/GS group.

HHC, Ammo DS/GS TOE 9-36
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Figure 9-5. HHC, ammunition DS/GS battalion.

9-12. Headquarters and Headquarters erating companies and detachments providing
Company, Ammunition DS/GS ammunition service in the combat zone.
Battalion (TOE 9-36) b. Description. The battalion is a major sub-
(fig. 9-5) ordinate headquarters of the ammunition

a. Function. This battalion provides com- group. It is employed in both the DS and the
mand and operational control over attached op- GS roles and is attached to the ammunition

group, corps support brigade, on the basis of
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Figure 9-6. Special ammunition DS company.

one DS and one DS/GS battalion per corps slice corps support brigade or COSCOM. One stor-

or COSCOM. One ammunition battalion head- age and issue platoon is used for an indepen-

quarters is normal for an independent division dent division. The company can establish two

force. SASP.

9-13. Special Ammunition DS Company
(TOE 9-47) CoConvl TOE9-38
(fig. 9-6)

a. Function. This company-
(1) Provides complete-round special am- Tech Mait &

munition DS supply to using units located in Con Ma

the combat zone. Sec Plat Plat

(2) In addition, provides maintenance and
maintenance calibration support for nuclear
weapons test and handling equipment technical
assistance, technical supply support (including Plat aint Svc

both special ammunition-peculiar and common HQ Sec Sec

repair parts) for internal and supported unit
requirements, and an evacuation channel to the
special ammunition GS level.lat Mag

HQ Sec
b. Description. This company is attached to

the ammunition battalion and is assigned in a
DS role on the basis of three companies per Figure 9-7. Ammunition company, conventional.
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9-14. Ammunition Company, 9-15. Special Ammunition Company,
Conventional (TOE 9-38) GS (TOE 9-48)
(fig. 9-7) (fig. 9-8)

a. Function. This company provides ammuni- a. Function. This company-
tion service to DS ammunition units and to (1) Provides special ammunition GS to
using units for all items of conventional ammu- ammunition DS units and special ammunition
nition. Included are certain high-density, low- DS to using organizations, as required. In-
maintenance missiles. cluded are DS and GS supply support for low-

b. Description. This company is attached to density missiles (nuclear and chemical and bio-
the ammunition battalion, corps support bri- logical large rockets and warheads); nuclear
gade, on the basis of four companies in the DS projectiles; atomic demolition munitions;
role and two companies in the GS role per chemical lethal and incapacitating artillery
corps slice or COSCOM. The basis of allocation shells; land mines and bulk chemical agents;
per independent division is one company. The GS supply for repair parts peculiar to special
conventional ammunition maintenance capabil- ammunition (less missile-peculiar nonexplosive
ity of the company is limited unless augmented repair parts); and, when required, DS supply
by additional resources as indicated in para- of explosive and special ammunition repair
graph 9-3a(1). Each company can establish parts (less missile-peculiar nonexplosive repair
two ASP. parts) to using units.

Sp.Ammo
Co,GS TOE 9-48

fI 7 i t S CCo HQ S&S lat

M~~~~~~~~Plat

Ffat Hf EC

Ilat HQ r SI v crepc Iuec I

C&B Msl, Rkt
Plat HQ WPn Nuc Wpn and

a StrStor Stor Sec Explo
Sec

Figure 9-8. Special ammunition company, GS.
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Maint Co ITOE 9-59
GM, GS

Co HQ Const cnlit Spt Spt Spt a()D and Smaintenanc speal lat e lo clat

Fl SvFec Plat lat
| HQ | | Sec | < L HQ HQ HQ

Msl-Gnd Msl-Gnd P&S
Hand idHandce

Gnd Gnd Guidance i(a Guidance Guidance MCon
Spt Spt Spt
Sec Sec Sec

Figure 9-9. Maintenance company, GM, GS.

(2) Also provides-- can inspect and maintain guided missile and
(a) DA and GS maintenance for special large rocket explosive components with assist-

ammunition (less missile-system nonexplosive ance from the guided missile maintenance
components) and associated test and handling units. Maintenance overloads must be evacu-
equipment. ated to special ammunition companies, GS, in

(b) An evacuation channel for repara- the COMMZ.
bles to the guided missile maintenance organi- 9i16. Maintenance Company, G bided
zation or to other designated facilities. Missile, GS (TOE 9-59)

(c) Evacuation, demilitarization, sal-(fig 99)
vage, and/or destruction of unreparables. a. Function. This company provides GS mis-

b. Description. This company is assigned to sile system maintenance for all nonexplosive
the corps support brigade and is attached to components of supported missile systems (e.g.,
the ammunition battalion on the basis of one Hawk, Nike-Hercules, and Sergeant) to in-
company per corps slice of the combat zone. clude missile system-peculiar ground guidance,
Since little or no maintenance of special ammu- launching, test, and handling equipment.
nition is performed at the DS level, this com- b. Description. This company, when re-
pany absorbs both the DS and GS maintenance quired, is assigned to the corps support brigade
workload within the field army. This company and is attached to the ammunition group on
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the basis of one per corps slice of the combat tion is one per field army, when required. It
zone. It provides GS maintenance to the DS will be attached to the ammunition group of
missile maintenance elements organic to the one of the corps support brigades.
missile firing battalions. It normally does not Note. System-peculiar GS maintenance companies for
have a repair parts supply mission. The com- Hawk and Nike-Hercules are envisioned for the near
pany does furnish technical assistance to using future.
units and to special ammunition companies, 9-18. Military Police Physical Security
GS, as required. Individual detachments of Company (TOE 1967)
rockets and missile support detachments (TOE a. Function. This company provides close-in
9-550) may be attached to this company, if re- physical security of special ammuniton stocks.
quired. b. Description. This company is attached to

9-17. Pershing GS Maintenance the ammunition battalion of the corps support
Company (TOE 9-577) physical security of special ammunition stocks.
(fig. 9-10) nition company, GS (TOE 9-48).

9-19. Rockets and Missile Support
Detachments (TOE 9-550)

PERSH GS TOE 9-577 (fig. 9-11)Maint Co I
a. Function. These detachments provide DS

or GS maintenance on an area or unit basis for
heavy rockets (including explosive components

Msl other than warheads and warhead adaption
MCo HQCont S&SS Maint kits) and for nonexplosive components of the

lat Shillelagh, Redeye, Lance, Chaparral, Dragon,
and TOW missile systems when these systems
are deployed. Included in this support are Vul-
can electronics and forward area altering ra-

aPlat Svc Sup dars and system-associated ground guidance,
a Q Sec I handling, launching, and test equipment. Main-

tenance support for high-density missiles such
as Redeye and Shillelagh may include checks
involving the complete round (class V item),

I Msl but will not include maintenance of explosive
HQIIt Gnd St Sec IContact components. Supply support includes DS sup-

7m Tm ply of nonexplosive components and repair
parts required by the supported systems.

b. Description. The detachments of TOE
Figure 9-10. PERSH GS maintenance company. 9-550 can be assigned or attached to fixed-

strength missile maintenance or ammunition
a. Function. When required, this company units or headquarters or may be organized into

provides GS missile system maintenance in the service units to perform technical and service
combat zone for the Pershing missile nonnu- functions under varying conditions, as re-
clear components and system-associated equip- quired.
ment. 9-20. Explosive Ordnance Disposal

b. Description. This company performs the Detachment (Det KB, TOE,
same type of functions as a maintenance com- 9-520)
pany, guided missile, GS (TOE 9-59), but is
known as a "system-peculiar" company serving a. Function. This detachment provides oper-
known as a "system-peculiar" company serving ational control, planning, and administrativeonly the Pershing system. The basis of alloca-

services related to mission operations of as-
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Rkts and Msl TOE 9-550
Spt Det
OS/GS (Less Det EA)

Det HQ Msl Maint Spt Chap/Vulc/FAAR
.Sec HQ Maint Spt Sec HQ

LCSS Test
and Maint Shillelagh Chap Maint

Contact TmMaint Spt Sec DS/GS
DS/GS

Shop Ofc

VuLc Elect Maint
Redeye Msl Maint Contact Tm

Spt Sec GS/DS
Tech Sup

FAAR MaintLance Msl Maint Cact TCon tac t Tm
LCSS Maint Spt Sec DS/GS

Shillelagh MaRedeye int Tow Maint
Maint Contact I Contact Tm Tow Mso Maint Contact Tm

Tm DS/GS I DSGS SptSecDS/GS

Lance Maint Dragon Msl Dragon Maint
Contact Tm Maint Spt Sec Contact Tm

DS/GS DS/GS

Figure 9-11. Rockets and missile support detachments, DS/GS.

signed disposal detachments (KA) within a 9-21. EOD Detachment (Det KA, TOE
corps slice of the field army. 9-520)

a. Function. This detachment is responsible
b. Description. This detachment operates an for-

EOD control center on an allocation basis of (1) Performing final reconnaissance iden-
one per corps support brigade. The control de- tification, rendering safe, recovery, evaluation,
tachment commander also serves as the EOD and disposal of U.S.- and foreign-unexploded
staff officer. ordnance.
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(2) Disposing of ammunition rendered anced and flexible ammunition or renovation
hazardous by damage or deterioration. (maintenance) support under the following

(3) Rendering technical assistance. conditions:
b. Description. This detachment is under the (1) Where less than company-size units

control of detachment KB on the basis of five are required.
detachments per one detachment KB per corps (2) To increase the productive capacity of
slice or one detachment KA per 30,000 troops, fixed-strength units where less than company-
whichever is the larger allocation. size units are needed.

(3) To perform specialized ammunition
9-22. Ammunition Supply and supply or renovation (maintenance) functions

Renovation Detachments (TOE when no comparable standard TOE exists.
9-530) b. Description. Detachments of this TOE

The ammunition renovation (maintenance) de- will be assigned or attached to fixed-strength
tachment will be used only on an "as required" units or headquarters or may be organized into
basis within the theater during the TASTA-70 service units to perform ammunition supply or
time frame. renovation (maintenance) functions under

a. Function. These detachments provide bal- varying conditions.
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CHAPTER 10

SIGNAL COMMUNICATIONS AND ENGINEER SUPPORT

Section I. FIELD ARMY SIGNAL COMMUNICATIONS

10-1. General consists essentially of interconnected area sig-
The field army signal officer exercises staff su- nal centers installed between the field army
pervision over signal units operating under the rear boundary and division rear boundaries.
field army headquarters. These units are orga- The signal centers are located to facilitate al-
nized into a signal brigade, which consists of ternate routing and easy access to users. Sole-
units directly associated with the field army user and common-user circuits are provided on
area communications system and units which the basis of need and availability. Main links
provide command communications facilities in the system extend to each corps and to each
and miscellaneous services. The supply and division. The field army obtains long-lines com-
service battalions of the support brigades prov- munications services behind the army rear
ide signal supply. The maintenance battalions boundary through the theater army communi-
perform signal maintenance. cations system, operated by the United States
10-2. Field Army Area Communications Army Strategic Communications Command

System (USASTRATCOM) (theater), FM 11-23.
The field army area communications system

Section II. SUPPORT BRIGADE SIGNAL COMMUNICATIONS

10-3. Introduction the formulation of signal plans, policies, and
The signal communications system enables the procedures and the integration of signal plans
support brigades to react quickly and deci- with other tactical and logistic operations. The
sively to changes in operational plans and com- ACofS, services, exercises this general staff su-
mand requirements. The system must be able pervision over signal communications opera-
to integrate the organic signal communications tions. He has in his staff section a COMMEL
of the various support units and organizations officer, who advises and assists in planning and
assigned or attached to the brigades. A signal staff supervision of the operational communica-
small headquarters operations company is as- tions of the brigade.
signed to the signal brigade to provide com- b. Staff Coordination. The COMMEL officer
munications for the support brigade. must assume the initiative in determining

COMMEL requirements and in obtaining nec-
10-4. Responsibilities of the Brigade essary staff coordination on all matters within

Staff his area of responsibility. Specifically, he must
Staff responsibilities for signal communication effect coordination on COMMEL operationas
operations are charged to the assistant chief of by dealing directly with-
staff (ACofS), services and the communica- (1) The general staff.
tions and electronics (COMMEL) officer. (2) The field army support command

a. General Staff. The general staff supervises (FASCOM) signal officer.
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(3) The COMMEL officers of subordinate for technical supervision over the brigade com-
assigned and attached units. munications system. He exercises operational

(4) The signal officer of the corps that control over the communications units assigned
the support brigade is supporting. or attached to the brigade. In discharging this

(5) The representative of the army signal responsibility, the brigade COMMEL officer
brigade commander for communication-trunk- must consider-
ing. a. The internal communications system for

(6) 4 The supporting army area signal cen- brigade headquarters and for the support
ter commander on local communications mat- group headquarters subordinate to the brigade.
ters. b. The communication links between these

(7) The U.S. Army Security Agency headquarters, combining the facilities provided
(USASA). by the army area communications system with

the facilities organic to the support brigade.
10-5. Signal Communications and c. The communication links between the sup-

Electronics Planning port brigade headquarters, the support group
Signal communications and electronics plan- headquarters, the supported headquarters, and
ning encompasses all staff actions that the sup- the supporting army area signal centers in the
port brigade COMMEL officer takes in prepar- army area communications system.
ing for projected operations. The major signal d. The communication links between the sup-
planning techniques are signal estimates, sig- port brigade headquarters and FASCOM head-
nal plans, and signal orders. FM 24-16 and FM quarters, combining the facilities of the army
101-5 contain details on signal planning and communications system with the facilities of
the format and content of signal orders and in- the support brigade.
structions. e. The communications system organic to the

support battalions and the linking of these sys-
10-6. Communications Considerations tems into a cohesive brigade system.
The brigade COMMEL officer is responsible

Section III. COMMUNICATIONS FOR OPERATIONS

10-7. The Army Area Communications quarters of the support groups and the organic
System communications systems of the support battal-

The field army area communications system is ions and other support units assigned or at-
composed of area signal centers interconnected tached to these groups. A signal small head-
by trunk circuits under the centralized control quarters operations company is assigned to the
of the army signal brigade commander. The signal brigade to provide communications for
signal army area battalions of the field army the brigade headquarters; a communications
signal brigade install and operate these cen- platoon is integral to each support group head-
ters. Each area signal center is assigned a geo- quarters. The company and the platoons prov-
graphical area for operations. The size of this ide the internal communications that these
area is determined by the location, disposition, headquarters require.
and the COMMEL requirements of the sup-
ported forces. FM 11-21 and FM 11-85 contain 10-9. Integrated Communications
details covering the army area communications System
system, a. Control of the field army communications

system is exercised at field army. Each support
10-8. Support Brigade Internal brigade COMMEL officer coordinates with the

Communications System representatives of the army signal brigade
Each support brigade communications system commander, the FASCOM signal officer, and
consists of communications personnel and fa- the commanding officer of the supporting area
cilities assigned to the support brigade head- signal center to insure that the service pro-
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vided by the Army area signal system is ade- provide technical information on the status of
quate to support the brigade. Additional ser- all components of the brigade signal system.
vice is usually requested through the com- c. Since the support brigade does not have
manding officer of the area signal center. Re- the capability to install the trunks required to
quirements for service beyond the capability of interconnect the various headquarters of the
the signal center are referred to the signal bri- brigade, resources available to the signal bri-
gade commander for necessary action. gade commander are used. The COMMEL

b. The support brigade COMMEL officer ex- officer of each support brigade must coordinate
ercises control of the brigade communications with the commanding officer of the supporting

army area signal center to secure communica-
system. This control is confined to personnel,
equipment, and facilities organic to brigade tions between-
headquarters and to subordinate communica- (1) FASCOM headquarters and the head-
tions units that may be assigned or attached to quarters of the support brigade.
the brigade. Extension link facilities (person- (2) The support brigade headquarters
nel, equipment, and circuits) provided by the and the headquarters of the support groups
supporting army area signal center remain and ther elements subordinate to the brigade
under the operational control of the command- and the supported divisions.
ing officer of the center. The COMMEL officer (3) The support brigade
maintains complete and current signal com- corps supported by the brigade.
munications records to provide accurate direc- (4) The headquarters of the support
tory and routing information. These records groups, the support brigade, and the support

battalions within these groups.

Section IV. ORGANIZATION FOR OPERATIONS

10-10. Support Brigade Headquarters nance officer, an assistant electronics mainte-
Signal Staff Personnel nance officer, and various enlisted specialists.

The table of organization and equipment a. The COMMEL officer advises the com-

(TOE) of the headquarters and headquarters mander on signal communication and elec-
company (HHC) of the support brigade autho- tronic matters and exercises technical supervi-

rizes a COMMEL officer, an electronics mainte- sion over the installation, operation, and main-

Small Hq Op C TOE 11-147

Co HQ Op Rdo

Plat HQ Ilat HQ Cen c
Sec

Figure 10-1. Signal small HQ operations company.
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tenance of the brigade signal communications nal communications and photographic equip-
system for electronic operations and for future ment.
locations of headquarters and command posts. c. Employment.

b. As a member of the ACofS, services staff (1) Company headquarters. The company
section, the COMMEL officer is included in headquarters, organized along conventional
staff planning actions so that he can present to lines, coordinates administration, training,
the commander and the other members of the and operational mission activities of the com-
staff the communications-electronics aspects of pany.
projected operations. (2) Telephone operations platoon. The

telephone operations platoon installs, operates,10-11. Signal Small Headquarters and maintains the wire facilities of the brigade
Operations Company (TOE headquarters.
11-147) (a) Central office section. The central

The signal small headquarters operations com- office section installs, operates, and maintains
pany is organized into a company headquar- the manual telephone central office. The equip-
ters, a communications center platoon, a tele- ment provided can terminate 200 local and 20
phone operations platoon, a mobile radio sec- long distance lines. Units of the army signal
tion, and a photographic section (fig. 10-1). brigade install and operate long distance trunk

a. Assignment and Control. The signal oper- lines.
ations company is assigned to the support bri- (b) Wire-telephone Installation section.
gade. Although the company commander com- The wire-telephone installation section installs,
mands, the COMMEL officer exercises techni- operates, and maintains the patch panel that is
cal supervision over its operations. used as a circuit control, as a circuit testing

b. Capabilities. The signal operations com- and line termination facility, and as a point of
pany, when at full strength, is 80-percent mo- access into the army area communications sys-
bile. It can- tem. The section also installs and maintains

(1) Install, maintain, and operate termi- the local telephone system and lays the field
nal-type communications facilities for the sup- cable between the patch panel and the exten-
port brigade headquarters, including- sion facility provided by the supporting area

(a) A manual telephone central office signal center or centers.
and the local telephone wire system. (3) Mobile radio section. The mobile

(b) A communications center (CO- radio section has three RATT sets and operat-
MMCEN) with message center cryptographic, ing personnel. These sets normally are em-
facsimile, teletypewriter service, and trans- ployed-
ceiver service. (a) As a station in the designated net

(c) Facilities for operations in three se- of the supported corps.
cure radioteletypewriter (RATT) nets. (b) As a station in the FASCOM net.

(2) 'Establish and operate a ground mes- (c) As the net control station in the
senger service. support brigade net including the DS and gen-

(3) Perform photographic services, in- eral support (GS) groups.
eluding- (4) COMMCEN platoon. The COMMCEN

(a) Still and motion picture coverage platoon installs, operates, and maintains a CO-
(except airphotography). MMCEN and secure teletypewriter terminal

(b) Operation of a mobile photographic facilities and cryptographic and facsimile fa-
laboratory for the processing of ground and cilities for the brigade headquarters.
air still photographic coverage (except air (a) The message center provides 24-
combat surveillance), as required. hour daily message center service for the head-

(4) Perform organizational and direct quarters. It also provides off-line crypto-
support (DS) maintenance on all organic sig- graphic, facsimile, and local messenger service.
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(h) The teletypewriter operations sec- army area signal center through which mes-
tion installs, operates, and maintains two tele- sages are routed to and from any'teletypewri-
type terminals. Communications security ter stations of the system. FM 24-17 contains
(COMSEC) equipment (on line and off line) is details of message center operations.
provided. The teletype trunks are connected to c. Telephone Operations Section. The tele-
the patch panel operated by the wire section phone operations section installs, operates, and

-from this point, they enter into the army area maintains a 60-line manual telephone switch-
communications system. board and installs and maintains the local tele-

(5) Photographic section. The photo- phone and lines. Long distance telephone ser-
graphic section takes still and motion pictures vice is provided through facilities installed and
and provides still photograph laboratory ser- operated by units of the army signal brigade.
vice. This service does not include processing
motion picture film, still color film, or air com- 10-13. Cryptologistics Platoon, HHC,
bat surveillance photographic film. Support Group

10-12. Communications Platoon, The cryptologistics platoon consists of a pla-
HHC, Support Group toon headquarters, a material support section,

a DS maintenance section, and a GS mainte-Each support group HHC has an organic com-
i prov- .nance section. The platoon provides both DS

mide i nternal radio and wirhose communications and GS cryptologistics services. It distributes
iervintern and wirporttothe rommunieplations and, as an officer of record, accounts for cryp-service and support to the group. The platoon tomaterial and maintains equipment

consists of a platoon headquarters, a message
center section, and a telephone operations sec- 10-14. Connection With the Army
tion. Area Communications System

a. Platoon Headquarters. The platoon head- The communications platoon furnishes internal
quarters has the group COMMEL officer and communications for group headquarters only;
two enlisted men to provide command and con- therefore, a means of entry into the army area
trol of the activities of the platoon. communications system is needed. This re-

b. Message Center Section. The message cen- quirement is met from extension facilities
ter section accepts and processes messages for available to the supporting army area signal
transmission and delivery to the addressee. center commanding officer. These extension fa-
The section provides off-line cryptographic ser- cilities (links between the army area communi-
vices only. It has a radio receiver to monitor cations system and group headquarters) cons-
warning nets. This section is also equipped ist of personnel and radio and/or carrier multi-
with terminal teletypewriter and associated se- plexing equipment installed, operated, and
curity equipment and has personnel for 24- maintained by the army area signal center.
hour-a-day operation. The teletypewriters are Connections are then made between the multi-
used on circuits from the teletypewriter plexing equipment and the group headquarters
switching and relay center of the supporting wirehead.

Section V. ENGINEER INSTALLATIONS SUPPORT

10-15. General are further assigned to both army and corps
support brigades with subsequent attachmentEngineer installations support consisting of to the support group.engineer repairs and utilities, firefighting, and

real estate services in the combat zone is a res- 10-16. Installations Support Teams
ponsibility of FASCOM. This support is ac- a. Utilities teams are designed to work in
complished by cellular teams of the TOE forward areas on repairs and utilities. There
5-500-series assigned to and under the com- are two types of engineer utilities teams as-
mand and control of FASCOM. These teams signed to the FASCOM organization:
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(1) Team HF (utilities) (TOE 5-530) supply, equipment maintenance, and adminis-
normally is assigned to the army support bri- trative services are the principal users of re-
gade and, in turn, to the support groups of the pairs and utilities support and fire protection
brigade. This team having a strength of one and prevention. Medical service in the combat
officer, one warrant officer, and 52 enlisted men zone is also a user of this type of engineer sup-
can provide maintenance of utilities at installa- port.
tions of from 2,500 to 4,000 individuals. b. The principal requirements for repairs

(2) Team HE (utilities) (TOE 5-530) and utilities support outside the FASCOM or-
normally is assigned to the corps support bri- ganization are in the army and the corps head-
gades. This team having a strength of one quarters. One team, or a part of one team, nor-
officer and 30 enlisted men can provide mainte- mally supports field army or corps headquar-
nance of utilities at installations with a popu- ters. Installations support is also required by
lation of up to 2,500 individuals. the FASCOM, the army and the corps support

(3) In an eight-division force two teams brigades, and medical service activities. In ad-
HF are assigned to the army support brigade dition to headquarters support missions, the
and four team HE are assigned to the corps utilities teams may be assigned to support field
support brigade. These teams are normally at- installations on a periodic basis or in response
tached to subordinate units of the support to work order requests. Utilities teams at-
groups of the brigades. tached to the support groups may be further

b. Firefighting teams provide fire protection atached to subordinate elements as required to
and prevention for FASCOM. Normally, the provide utilities support.
four firefighting teams of the TOE 5-510-series c. Firefighting teams operate under support
are combined to form a firefighting platoon. groups but may be attached to subordinate
One team FA (firefighting headquarters), one units with area responsibility assigned in ac-
team FB (fire truck), one team FC (water cordance with the density of supply and main-
truck), and three teams FD (brush fire truck) tenance activities. However, firefighting teams
from a firefighting platoon. These platoons are operate under centralized control so that area
assigned to both army and corps support bri- responsibility can be rapidly shifted when
gades and are, in turn, attached to the subordi- teams are committed to firefighting operations.
nate units of the support groups of these bri- d. The real estate team normally is attached
gades. Four firefighting platoons are normally to the army support brigade but is under the
assigned to the eight-division force. direct control of the ACofS, services, FAS-

COM. It operates throughout the combat zone
c. An engineer real estate team performsc. An engineer real estate sers team performs to acquire, inventory, record, and dispose of

(eal estate service. Thss team HC (reas estate) real property required by elements of the field
(TOE 5-530) consists of five officers and 11 aarmy.
enlisted men. e. FM 5-142 contains a further discussion of

engineer installation support in the combat
10-17. Method of Operation zone. FM 5-33 contains a more detailed discus-

a. The support brigades of the FASCOM sion of the mission, organization, and capabili-
with responsibility for storage and issue of ties of the teams.

Section VI. OTHER ENGINEER SUPPORT

10-18. Supply combat zone. There are three such teams:
In addition to the engineer teams above, cer- GA-GC. Their mission, organization, and capa-
tain other engineer teams of the TOE 5-500- bilities are discussed in more detail in FM
series may be attached to the support brigades 5-33. Army and corps engineer combat battal-
and, in turn, to the support groups to produce ions of the engineer combat brigades provide
industrial gases and lumber required in the potable water to FASCOM units, while the
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army engineer topographic battalion and the engineer combat brigades. The commanders of
corps engineer topographic companies of the these brigades accomplish the required con-
engineer combat brigades provide them maps. struction (which includes both combat support
10.0-19 Construction and combat service support tasks) in their

areas of responsibility in accordance with
Engineer combat brigades of the field army priorities established by the army and the
provide engineer construction to FASCOM corps commanders respectively. FM 5-142 con-
units. FASCOM places requirements for engi- tains a detailed discussion of the engineer com-
neer construction on the army and the corps bat brigades and the support that they provide.
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CHAPTER 11

REAR AREA PROTECTION

Section I. GENERAL

11-1. Purpose and Scope enemy threats large enough to endanger the
Overall area security is the responsibility of command. Attacks so great as to endanger the
the senior commander in the area. Rear area command as a whole are part of the main bat-
protection (RAP) presents problems different tie requiring use of reserves or combat units
from those in the forward area. The primary from forward areas and are beyond the scope
missions performed in rear areas are command of rear area security.
operations and combat service support. The C. Area damage control includes those meas-
purpose of RAP is to prevent interruptions of sures taken before, during, and after attack by
command operations and combat service sup- nuclear or other weapons, or by natural disas-
port by enemy action or natural causes. The ter, to avoid and reduce their effects and to aid
threat of such interruption is much greater in in the continuation or reestablishment of com-
warfare today than in the past. Nuclear, chem- bat service support. In forward areas, avoid-
ical, and radiological weapons; airborne ance and control of damage to a significant ex-
forces; guerrillas; infiltrators; and saboteurs tent is automatically included as a normal part
are major components of this threat. Installa- of tactical planning and operations; for exam-
tions formerly protected from the front by ple, tactical warning and information nets and
distance are now within range of mass destruc- boundaries are used to delineate and control
tion and mass casualty weapons. Extended dispersion areas.
frontages and wide gaps between combat d. Within the rear area, all commanders are
forces increase the vulnerability of rear areas responsible for local security and damage con-
to attack and require greater emphasis on RAP trol for their own units and installations. Ov-
(including counterintelligence measures). erall responsibility for RAP within a specific

area is the responsibility of a designated com-
a. RAP includes all actions taken to counter mander. He is responsible for the integration

enemy threats to units and to reduce damage to of local security and damage control plans into
activities and installations in the rear area. the overall area plan. When necessary for op-
RAP includes those actions taken before, dur- erational control and coordination, subareas
ing, or after attacks to avoid or reduce the ef- are formed within the rear area. All units
fects of enemy actions, major accidents, or nat- physically within the subarea, including table
ural disasters. RAP specifically includes con- of organization and equipment (TOE) unit re-
sideration of political actions taken before, placements awaiting assignment, are inte-
during, or after the creation of a threat and grated into the RAP plans for that subarea.
the separate and specific actions of rear area These plans are coordinated between adjacent
security and area damage control. units and with higher headquarters.

b. Rear area security measures include all
actions to prevent, neutralize, or destroy enemy 11-2. Composition of Forces
attacks on units, activities, and installations in RAP forces consist of army combat and com-
rear areas. These measures do not include ac- bat support units specifically assigned RAP
tive air defense operations or actions against - missions; combat service support units or
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elements thereof; and friendly national mili- defined clearly. Unity of command on an area
tary, paramilitary, and police forces, and basis for execution of RAP is essential.
civilians. During emergencies when authorized a. The FASCOM commander is assigned res-
by Department of Army and theater policy and ponsibility for the preparation and execution
when available, prisoners of war may be used of RAP plans within the field army service
for labor in damage control operations on the area. Normally, he further assigns this mission
approval of the field army support command- to the-army support brigade commander.
(FASCOM) commander. b. The field army service area is divided into

a. Combat service support units and desig- a number of subareas with a subarea controller
nated security detachments and damage con- responsible for RAP within each subarea.
trol teams from these units are used for RAP When enemy operations warrant, separate
functions at their own installations. When an boundaries are established for rear area secur-
emergency warrants, these units may assist ity to coordinate tactical operations against
other installations, retaining their unit integ- enemy forces. Normally, support group com-
rity or by activating their designated RAP po- manders are appointed subarea controllers. In
tential listed in their table of organization and addition to commanding his own units, each
equipment (TOE). subarea controller is responsible for controlling

b. Combat and combat support units, when and coordinating RAP plans and operations of
required, are assigned specific security mis- other units within his area of responsibility.
sions in the rear area. They also assist in dam-
age control operations. 11-4. Rear Area Operations Center

c. In emergencies, units in reserve and indi- a. In the FASCOM, a rear area operations
vidual and unit replacements may be used to center (RAOC) (TOE 29-408) is assigned to
augment rear area security forces. Such em- each support group in the army support bri-
ployment will not be of such duration or scope gade to provide the services enumerated for
as to disrupt the replacement system. the area support. group.

d. Use of friendly local personnel for RAP b. RAOC are organized into five sections as
reduces the number of U.S. troops regularly follows:
committed to these functions. In RAP opera- (1) Detachment headquarters, which
tions, friendly local forces can be particularly provides supervision over and support to
effective in countering enemy guerrilla activ- the other RAOC sections.
ity. In area damage control operations, local ci- (2) The plans and operations section is
vilians and prisoners of war may provide an designed and staffed to provide the area com-
important source of labor. mander with current information of the situa-

e. When rear areas are in or include national tion in his area and the resources available to
territory of an allied country, the interests, cope with RAP emergencies. It provides, in ad-
responsibilities, and capabilities of the friendly dition to the area headquarters, all tenant
government and its forces figure prominently units, and adjoining RAOC's with pertinent in-
in determining the source of troops and the or- formation and assistance in rear area security
ganization for RAP. area damage control functions and operations.

It supervises and coordinates the planning for
11-3. Command Relationships and operations concerned with rear area secur-
The presence of combat, combat support, and ity and area damage control activities. It im-
combat service support organizations in the plements the RAP policies and plans of the
field army service area and in corps rear areas supported headquarters.
complicates RAP missions. To provide for (3) The rear area security task force
coordinated and effective RAP operations, the command section provides for planning and
relationships between these organizations and control for rear area security emergencies.
between the functions they perform must be Provision is also made for inspection and su-
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pervision of all rear area security functions. It c. The RAOC normally is assigned directly
includes a task force commander, who, when so under an area commander and is further under
directed, assumes operational command over the general staff supervision of the assistant
activated rear area security potential. chief of staff (ACofS) security, plans, and op-

(4) The area damage control task force erations.
command section provides for developing area d. Functions and responsibilities are-
damage control plans, coordination, control, (1) To create RAP forces, plan for their
training and rehearsing area damage control employment, and command them when acti-
forces. It provides for inspection and supervi- vated.
sion of all area damage control functions. The (2) To collect, collate, and disseminate in-
section includes a task force commander, who, formation pertaining to operations of the area.
when so directed, assumes operational, com- e. Radio teletypewriter (RATT) will provide
mand over activated area damage control po- the primary means of insuring adequate com-
tential. munications to forces engaged in RAP opera-

(5) The administrative and logistical sec- tions. The theater army signal communications
tion, which provides the necessary command system (United States Army Strategic Com-
and supervision for the center enlisted person- mand (USASTRATCOM)) will satisfy re-
nel and facilitates unit level support to include quirements for flexibility, reliability, surviva-
administration, mess augmentation, organiza- bility, redundancy, security, capacity, and qual-
tion support and maintenance, security, train- ity. The RAOC TOE provides separate mobile
ing, and communication support for the opera- tactical communications equipment for emer-
tion center. gencies.

Section II. OPERATIONAL PHASES

11-5. General b. Field Army Service Area.
RAP operations are conducted in three phases: (1) The FASCOM commander is respon-
phase I-before occupation of terrain; phase sible for RAP in the army service area.
II-before hostile attacks or natural disaster; (2) He normally charges the army sup-
and phase III--during and after an incident. port brigade commander with RAP responsi-

bility for the entire field army service area.
1 1-. Responsibilities

a. Corps Area. Within each corps area are
located subordinate elements of the FASCOM; Rear area security provides for the coordina-
e.g., the support brigade. Rear area security provides for the coordina-e.g., the support brigade.

(1) The corps commander has territorial tion of local security of installations and units
jurisdiction over the corps area, controlling and the relief of attacked installations and
both movements and space allocation. As the units; route and cross-country patrolling and
territorial commander, he has command re- convoy escort; surveillance of suspected bases
sponsibility for RAP operations within his of operations of guerrillas and infiltrators; de-
area. nial of drop and landing zones; and finding and

(2) The corps commander issues policy destroying hostile forces operating in rear
directives regarding RAP. These policies estab- areas.
lish the basis for the noncorps unit's (such as a. Rear Area Security Operations. These op-
the support brigade) coordination with the erations are performed in three phases.
corps headquarters regarding RAP operations. (1) Phase I includes the development of

(3) The corps commander is also respon- intelligence requirements, planning for the
sible to assign combat forces within the corps grouping of units in relation to ther RAP cap-
area with the specific mission of providing se- ablities and requirements, the planning for
curity throughout the corps area. dispersion of activities, the coordination of
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communications and tactical support require- from which a subordinate echelon can recuper-
ments, and the delineation of boundaries. ate. Normally, these plans are fully coordi-

(2) Phase II ranges from the initial plan- nated within the area RAOC. Plans provide for
ning for security and training in all its aspects assistance to stricken units, installations,
to the actual conduct of reconnaissance, coun- areas, or subareas from adjacent units, instal-
terreconnaissance, surveillance, and counterin- lations, areas, or subareas. These operations
telligence operations. Essential measures im- are conducted in three phases.
plemented during this phase include establish- a. Phase I, before the establishment of an
ing local installation security elements; desig- area, includes consideration of location, disper-
nating combat units, when required, to consti- sal, construction, and mutual support of facili-
tute the regular security forces; organizing, ties within a base area.
equipping, and training the units for their spe- b. Phase II includes preventive measures to
cifically designated security missions, initial avoid or lessen the effects of enemy attacks or
assignment of area responsibilities to the rear natural disaster and readiness measures to pre-
area security forces; and establishing commun- pare for phase III operations.
ication and warning systems. Standing operat- (1) Preventive measures. Dispersion,
ing procedures (SOP) are developed and re- warning systems, protective shelters, counter-
hearsed. Patrolling and convoy escorting are intelligence, and deception are the main pre-
performed. During this phase, counterintel- ventive measures used to avoid or reduce the ef-
ligence units and personnel are fully employed fects of mass destruction and mass casualty
in all aspects of counterintelligence activities. weapons or natural disaster.

(3) Phase III includes locating and at- (2) Readiness measures. Readiness mea-
tacking enemy guerrillas, saboteurs, and con- sures are completed insofar as possible before
ventional forces and actively defending against mass destruction and mass casulaty attacks or
these forces. The primary security mission of natural disaster to insure prompt and effective
the service support units is to protect them- implementation of phase II activities. These
selves. The mission of any regular security readiness measures include designating quali-
forces is to fix and destroy the enemy or to fled personnel to take charge at the scene of at-
keep the hostile elements sufficiently off bal- tack; organizing, equipping, and training area
ance to prevent their launching successful of- damage control potential teams to implement
fensive operations. If hostile attacks do occur, damage control measures; preparing for the
regular security forces are deployed rapidly to detection on chemical, biological, and radiologi-
defeat the enemy elements or to contain the at- cal hazards and prediction of fallout; and mak-
tack until additional assistance is provided. ing provisions for caring for a large number of

b. Rear Area Security Forces. In rear areas sick and wounded and for disposing of the
where combat service support units and dead. Readiness measures also include desig-
friendly local elements are incapable of provid- nating areas of primary responsibility, estab-
ing adequate security, specific combat or com- lishing communications and warning and re-
bat support units are assigned rear area secur- porting systems and, conducting practice al-
ity missions. erts. The care of the wounded and sick and dis-

position of the dead will also require particular
11-8. Area Damage Control Operations advance consideration because of the great
Each unit and installation commander and the numbers of casualties that may occur at any
commander of each successively higher echelon moment.
in the organization for area damage control c. Phase III includes those actions that begin
prepare area damage control plans and super- when an incident occurs. Designated supervi-
vise and coordinate the planning of subordi- sory personnel from the headquarters having
nate echelons for area damage control. The area damage control territorial responsibility
commander at each echelon prepares plans de- immediately proceed to the scene of the inci-
signed to avoid or reduce the effects of damage dent, assess damage to determine its impact on
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forces and on operations, and initiate actions to 11-9. Chemical, Biological, and
overcome the situation. If the installation com- Radiological Functions and
mander or his representative can control the Responsibilities in Support of RAP
situation, the RAOC area damage control task a. Chemical, biological, and radiological
force command section or a designated areaforce command section or a desgnated area (CBR) responsibilities in support of RAP per-
damage control party assists him. In some situ- tain largely to measures for avoiding or min-
ations, when the damage sustained can be con- mazng the elects of enemy chemical, boologn-
trolled by the installation headquarters, only imizing the effects of enemy chemical, biologi-trolled by the installation headquarters, only cal, and nuclear attack. These responsibilities
necessary area damage control squads or teams and nuclear attack. These resp ons
may be sent to the area to assist in the recov- performed in the RAOC include-
ery operations.

(1) An immediate problem following to (1) Assisting in the preparation of plans
to minimize the damage effects of enemy mass

nuclear attack is fallout prediction and radiol- ma
ogical survey and monitoring. The chemical, destruction and mass casualty attacks, major

accidents, and natural disasters.biological, and radiological element (CBRE) of
the field army collects and disseminates infor- (2) Preparing vulnerability analyses of
mation on fallout. As soon after an incident as units and installations within their area of res-
possible, predicted fallout data are dissemi- ponsibility in accordance with available intel-
nated to all installations. Survey and monitor- ligence.
ing procedures are initiated in accordance with (3) Receiving, collating, evaluating, and
SOP. disseminating nuclear, biological, and chemical

(2) An important early step in phase III reports as specified in STANAG 2103 and dis-
area damage control operations is damage as- cussed in detail in FM 21-40 and FM 3-12.
sessment. Assessment consists of a direct ex- (4) Preparing and disseminating predic-
amination of the affected area by units in the tions of fallout from enemy-delivered nuclear
area, the RAOC area damage control task weapons.
force command section or a designated area (5) Providing data on the casualty-pro-
damage control party to estimate damage. The ducing effectiveness of and degree of hazard
damage assessment forms the basis for subse- from enemy chemical and biological attacks.
quent area damage control actions. Reports on (6) Planning, controlling, and coordinat-
the nature and extent of damage are expedited ing chemical and biological detection and ra-
to the command headquarters to allow for nec-al monitoring and survey operations,
essary estimates and orders for establishment and decontamination operations of decontami-
of actions to reconstitute order and resume op- ating elements
erations. By expeditious reporting, the inter-
ruption of operations is kept to a minimum and (7) Plotting and displaying forecasts
forces are provided with timely data that may and/or information on areas of chemical and
dictate adjustment of priorities and plans. biological contamination and the areas of nu-

dict(3) Inathose adjustmenstanies ara plam e clear detonations, to include radiological fall-(3) In those instances where area damage out.
control plans can be employed profitably, the
designated supervisory personnel from the (8) Assisting in planning, controlling,
command having territorial jurisdiction imme- and coordinating area damage control teams.
diately implement area damage control phase (9) Providing advice on CBR matters to
III operations. Under certain conditions, the the commander and staff.
severity of the attack or disaster may be so
great that no worthwhile purpose would be b. Detailed information pretaining to the
served by implementing phase III area damage CBR functions and responsibilities of units in
control plans in a given area; for example, the RAP is contained in FM 19-45-1 (TEST) and
total destruction of an installation by a nuclear FM 3-1 (TEST).
weapon.
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Section III. SUPPORT BRIGADE RAP

11-10. General port available. The boundaries are delineated
a. Each combat service support unit in each in accordance with above and the units physi-

corps area is responsible for its own local se- cal requirements.
curity and area damage control efforts and for c. Phase II includes the following:
providing mutual assistance to adjacent units (1) Coordinating local security plans and
within its capability. However, when hostile SOP's with those of adjacent units.
attacks are so great that they threaten the suc- (2) Coordinating with any designated
cessful accomplishment of the combat service rear area security combat elements within the
support mission, the corps must use combat area.
units to overcome the threat. (3) Enforcing prescribed camouflage and

b. RAP operations in the field army service light discipline measures.
area are normally delegated to the army sup- (4) Employing an alert system for rapid
port brigade commander by the FASCOM com- communication if the enemy threatens.
mander. The principal means available to the (5) Coordinating to insure unified effort.
army support brigade commander for RAP op- (6) Training personnel for local and in-
erations are the personnel and equipment of ternal security.
the combat support and combat service support d. Phase III includes implementing phase II
units in the field army service area. The field plans and rendering such rear area security
army commander will make available other support as the corps commander directs and
army forces in the area, as necessary, includ- which is within the capabilities of the combat
ing combat forces, to protect critical areas and service support units. When rear area security
to counter hostile threats. When feasible, local operations approach such proportion that they
friendly forces may also be used. The army threaten the accomplishment of the combat
support brigade ACofS, security, plans, and op- service support mission, the tactical com-
erations, is responsible for planning and super- mander is responsible for providing combat
vising RAP operations in the field army service
area. 11-12. Area Damage Control Operations

11-11. Rear Area Security Operations a. Area damage control operations of each
a. Rear area security operations of the corps corps support brigade are under the control of

support brigade and other FASCOM units in the corps commander. The corps support bri-
each corps area are planned and executed on gade ACofS, security, plans, and operations,
the basis of the rear area security operational supervises and coordinates these activities for
plan of the corps. The corps support brigade the support brigade and other FASCOM units
ACofS, security, plans, and operations, super- in each corps area, as necessary.
vises and coordinates these activities for the b. Area damage control activities, conducted
corps support brigade and other FASCOM by the army rear support brigade and other
units in the area. However, in the field army units in the field army service area, are essen-
service area, the army support brigade has tially the same as those conducted in the corps
complete responsibility for planning and oper- area by the corps support brigade. However,
ations. the army support brigade has full responsibil-

b. Phase I involves the initial planning re- ity for area damage control plans and opera-
quired before the occupation of an area. The tions in the field army service area.
units to occupy an area are considered in rela- c. Phase I involves the planning before the
tion to their security requirements, abilities for occupation of an area. Planning includes the
self-protection, and their vulnerability. The ov- consideration of base development, construc-
erall communications and tactical support re- tion, dispersion, accessibility, and mutual sup-
quirements are weighed in relation to the sup- port. An initial analysis of the planned facili-

ties, their vulnerability to various incidents,
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and what support both organic and otherwise port units in each corps area, includes the fol-
would be required to implement area damage lowing:
controls is made during this phase and should (a) Implementing phase II plans.
be conducted on the continuing basis as re- (b) Providing area damage control as-
quired; sistance, within capabilities, as directed by the

d. Phase II includes the following: corps commander.
(1) Coordinating local SOP's and imple- (2) The army support brigade imple-

menting instructions for self-help within com- ments phase II plans and, in addition to its
bat service support units. RAOC, designates, as required, area damage

(2) Preventive measures such as disper- control parties consisting of high-ranking,
sion factors, protective shelters, etc. to be em- technically trained, supervisory personnel and
ployed to avoid or reduce the effects of mass necessary equipment (aircraft, radios, etc.).
destruction and mass casualty weapons. The parties move into critical areas when local

(3) Designating area damage control po- command becomes inoperative and assume
tential of units to be activated during emergen- complete command and control of any field
cies based on their RAP priority designation. army units required to combat or alleviate the

(4) Establishment of communications and situation. They use provisional area damage
warning and reporting systems. control and other specialized teams from any

(5) Designation of alternate operational units in the field. army service area, as re-
sites or alert areas. quired, to accomplish recovery operations. The

e. Phase III: RAOC is responsible for preparing, coordinat-
(1) Phase III, conducted by the corps ing, and publishing area damage control plans

support brigade and other combat service sup- for the army service area.
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CHAPTER 12

CORPS SUPPORT COMMAND AND DIVISION SUPPORT BRIGADE

Section I. CORPS SUPPORT COMMAND

12-1. General *a three-division independent or separate corps
a. The support brigade of the field army force. The typical COSCOM shown in figures

support command (FASCOM) provides the nu- 12-1 and 12-2 are typical organizations de-
cleus for a corps support command (COXCOM) veloped for planning. They do not depict any
or a division support brigade. This nucleus is organization in being. They are not designed to
augmented with sufficient theater army sup- meet the needs of a particular theater.
port command (TASCOM) combat service sup-
port elements to enable it to perform the func-
tions of a FASCOM and TASCOM in support COSCOM provides combat service support to
of an independent or separate corps or a divi- army forces in a theater of operations and to
sion on an independent mission.

b. A COSCOM provides combat service sup-
port for an independent or separate corps COSCOM
force. It is assigned to the force commander
and receives its direction from him. One COS-
COM per independent or separate corps is re-
quired. The COSCOM exercises command, con-
trol, and supervision of all combat service sup- Med Bde Spt Gp P&A Bn
port units assigned or attached for support of
the corps force.

Invt
12-2. Concept of Organization Con Co
The COSCOM is organized with a headquar-
ters, associated functional control centers, and
assigned or attached operating units. The or- MP Gp Ammo Gp Con Co
ganization of COSCOM headquarters is similar
to the support brigade headquarters; however,
the COSCOM has an assistant chief of staff Maint
(ACofS), for psychological operation and civil POL Gp Mgt Det

affairs, added from TOE 41-500. Staff func-
tions are similar to those of FASCOM head- Fin ADP
quarters. The COSCOM is a readily structura- Unit
ble organization that can support a variety of 9-a,'

forces by adding or deleting operating units. 1May be assigned or attached.
The operating units used in a COSCOM are Normally six assigned.

generally the same types that support a
FASCOM or a TASCOM. Figures 12-1 and Figure 12-1. Typical COSCOM, three-division
12-2 show a typical COSCOM for support of independent corps.
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other forces as designated. The corps must as- 12-4. Concept of Employment
sutne the status of a theater army with area The COSCOM headquarters actively engages
responsibilities encompassing the theater base. in operations. It-
The COSCOM is responsible for all types of

a. Performs the normal staff functions of acombat service support, including theater base
activities. higher headquarters such as the development

and provision of policies, planning guidance,
priorities, and allocations to its subordinate
units and reviews the implementing plans of
those units.

b. Develops overall plans for providing com-
bat service support to the corps force.

$ Med Gp I Spt Gp P&A EBn c. Computes requirements for the supported
forces, manages assigned stocks, develops and
coordinates movement planning and control
and throughput, develops and manages the

_ Gp T _ AGpmmo Con Co r maintenance plan, and maintains centralized
control of personnel management and records.

d. Exercises operational control through its
_ MP CoGp Fin DS Mov functional control centers: inventory, mainte-

nance management, personnel, and movement.

CA Bnl Mait 12-5. Troop List
A listing of combat service support units to
support a typical three-division independent

ADP corps force is contained in appendix B. This
tMay be assigned or attached. Unit _ listing, with modifications and reductions
2Normally six assigned. based on the mission and area of contemplated

si- asemployment, can be used to plan the nucleus of
a division support brigade.

Figure 12-2. Typical COSCOM, three-division

separate corps.

Section II. DIVISION SUPPORT BRIGADE

12-6. General 12-7. Concept of Employment
A division support brigade provides combat a. The division support brigade actively en-
service support to an independent division and gages in operations under command and con-
to such other forces in the theater directed. The trol of the force commander. The headquarters
independent division must assume the status of operates similarly to the COSCOM headquar-
a theater command with area responsibilities ters.
encompassing a theater base. The division sup- b. The division support brigade provides di-
port brigade is responsible for all types of rect support combat service support to nondivi-
combat service support, including theater base sional users attached to the independent divi-
activities. sion in the same manner that the division sup-
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port command (DISCOM) provides support to independent division force as a whole. Figure
organic divisional users. Further, the brigade 12-3 shows a typical division support brigade
provides general support combat service sup- for support of an independent division.
port, encompassing theater base support, to the

Div Spt Bde

Air ADP DetC Maint Mgt Mov Con ADP DetSec Sec SecADc

Fin OS Maint BnS&SnTa Bn P&A Bn ns Bn

Med Bn ngr

1When attached to div spt bde.

Figure 12-3. Typical division support brigade.
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APPENDIX A
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APPENDIX B

COMBAT SERVICE SUPPORT OF A TYPICAL INDEPENDENT CORPS

(THREE DIVISIONS)

B-i. Force Structure provided by using the company as the basic
Div trps ------ -47,500 (one division-15,830) unit. There are no fixed organizations above
Corps trps -------- 30,500 the company level. Many of the tables of or-
Army trps -------- 15,500 ganization and equipment (TOE) contained in
Cbt svc spt trps ---- 46,500 (est for planning pur- these lists are currently under development.

poses) Refinements of TOE may cause changes in ov-
140,000 erall totals.

b. Users of this manual must consider the
B-2. Troop List--General operational environment and the organization

a. The following troop list represents a typi- and missions of the supported forces as influ-
cal corps support command (COSCOM) in sup- encing factors in the development of a COS-
port of a three-division force. Flexibility is COM.

B-3. Troop List: Combat Service Support of a Typical Three-Division Force
Unit TOE Strength Number Total

Headquarters:
HHC, COSCOM ---------------------------------- 54-22 350 1 350
HHC, spt gp ------------------------------------- 29-102 118 2 236

586

ADP DPU ---------------------------------------- 29-550 156 1 156

Personnel services:
HHD, P&A bn ------------------------------------ 12-66 61 1 61
Pers svc co --------------------------------------- 12-67 136 6 822
Admin svc det . 12-570 76 1 76
Fin DS co ---------------------------------------. 14-17 101 6 606
Repl reg det -------------------------------------- 12-560 36 6 216
Pstl svc org -------------------------------------- 12-550 36 6 216
SPS det ---------------------------------------- 12-18 40 2 80
Band ---------------------------------------- 12-107 29 1 29
Ch GS det --------------------------------------- 16-4G 18 1 18

2,124

Civil affairs:
HHD, CA bn ------------------------------------ 41-500 106 1 106
CA co ---------------------------------------- 41-500 113 4 452

558

Judge advocate general (JAG):
JAG det (det HQ) -------------------------------- 27-500 (AA) 4 1 4
JAG det (claims) --------------------------------- 27-500 (FA) 4 4 16
JAG det (claims) --------------------------------- 27-500 (FC) 11 1 11
JAG det (GCM trial) ----------------------------- 27-500 (HA) 6 2 12
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unit TOE Strength Number Total

JAG det (legal asst) ------------------------------ 27-500 (IA) 3 5 15
JAG det (war crimes) ----------------------------- 27-500 (GA) 4 1 4

62

Medical service:
HHD, med bde ----------------------------------- 8-112G 71 1(-) 54
HHD, med gp 8-122G 37 4 148
HHD, med bn ------------------------------------ 8-126G 39 4 156
Med holding co ----------------------------------- 8-57G 91 2 182
MASH ---------------------------------------- 8-571G 121 3 363
Med air amb co ----------------------------------- 8-137G 201 1 201
Med amb co -.-------..-----------....... 8-127G 102 6 612
Med clr co ----------------- --------------------- 8-128G 130 6 780
Med coll co --------------------------------------- 8-129G 191 2 382
Med dep ---------------------------------------- 8-187D 107 1(-) 93
GH, 1,000-bed ------------------------------------ 8-551G 589 5 2,945
Sta hosp, 100-bed --------------------------------- 8-563F 82 2 164
Sta hosp, 200-bed --------------------------------- 8-564E 123 2 246
Sta hosp, 300-bed --------------------------------- 8-565G 224 3 672
Sta hosp, 500-bed --------------------------------- 8-566G 340 1 340
Conv cen ---------------------------------------- 8-590E 225 1 225
Evac hosp ---------------------------------------- 8-581E 229 6 1,374
PVNTMED svc unit, fid --------------------------- 8-204E 114 1(-) 84
Med lab -.----------------------------------- 8-650E 114 2(-) 172
Fld hosp ---------------------------------------- 8-510G 255 1 255
Army med dep ------------------------------------ 8-667G 226 1(-) 116
Med svc org 8-500G:

HQ, med prof svc -.................... Tm AG 15 1 15
HQ, hosp cen --------------------------------- Tm AH 42 1 42
HQ, den prof svc .-............................ Tm AI 4 2 8
Vet small animal hosp det ------------------ Tm ID 15 1 15
Vet small animal disp det -.---------...... Tm IE 8 2 16
Vet svc det, small ----------------------------- Tm JA 6 1 6
Vet svc det, large ----------------------------- Tm JB 54 1 54
Surgical det ----------------------------------. Tm KA 7 3 21
Ortho det ------------------------------------ Tm KB 7 3 21
Shock det ------------------------------------ Tm KC 4 2 8
Maxillo-facial det ----------------------------- Tm KD 7 1 7
Neurosurgical det ----------------------------- Tm KE 7 3 21
Thoracic det ---------------------------------- Tm KF 7 1 7
Med trmt det (cml agt) ----------------------- Tm KG 14 1 14
Den op det .-................................. Tm KI 2 6 12
Den svc det ----------------------... Tm KJ 37 9 333
Den prosthetic det, mbl ----------------------- Tm KK 4 5 20
Den prosthetic det, fixed ----------------------- Tm KL 7 1 7
Psychiatric det ------------------------------- Tm KO 19 1 19
Renal and elec metab -------------------------- Tm KP 35 1 35
PVNTMED con det --------------------------- Tm LA 11 1 11
PVNTMED surv det ------------.............. Tm LB 11 1 11
Disp ---------------------------------------- Tm MA 18 3 54
Gen disp ------------------------------------- Tm MC 40 1 40
Blood coll det --------------------------------- Tm NB 10 2 20
Blood dist det -------------------------------- Tm NC 8 1 8
Med det -------------------------------------- Tm OA 9 20 180
Hel amb det ---------------------------------- Tm RA 48 8 384
Amb det ------------------------------------- Tm RB 14 2 28
Air crash rsq -------------------------------- Tm RC(P) 16 5 80
Air crash rsq --------------------------------- Tm RD(P) 7 3 21

11,082
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Military police service:
HHD, MP gp ------------------------------------- 19-272 39 1 39
HHD, MP bn ------------------------------------- 19-76 59 2 118
HHD, MP bn h------------------------------------ 10-500 28 1 28
MP co ----------------------------------------- 19-77 186 8 1,488
MP ESCRG co ----------------------------------- 19-47 140 1 140
MP gd co ---------------------------------------- 19-247 123 1 123
MP phys scty co --------------------------------- 19-97 141 1 141
MP crim inves det -........................... 19-500 14 1 14
MP cnf det --------------------------------------- 19-500 25 1 25
MP hosp scty det --------------------------------- 19-500 38 7 266
MP PW proc det ---... _ 19-500 27 1 27
RAOC ---------------------------------------- 29-408 81 2 162

2,571
Ammunition service:

HHC, ammo DS/GS gp ---------------------------- 9-22 92 1 92
HHC, ammo bn (GS) ------------------------------ 9-36 101 2 202
Ammo co, convl .-................................. 9-38 315 5 1,575
Sp ammo DS co ---------------------------------- 9-47 194 2 388
Sp ammo co, GS ---------------------------------- 9-48 176 1 176
Maint co GM, GS (DS/GS) ------------------------ 9-59 212 1 212
Pkts and Msl spt dets ----------------------------- 9-550T 202 2 404
EOD det con (KB) -------------------------------- 9-520 11 1 11
EOD det dspo (KA) ------------------------------ 9-520 13 5 65

3,125
Maintenance service:

Maint mgt det ------------------------------------ 29-403T 26 1 26
HHD, maint DS/GS or bn ------------------------- 29-136G 63 5 315
Main co rear, DS --------------------------------- 29-208G 305 3 915
Lt maint co, DS ----------------------------------- 29-207G 214 6 1,284
Trans acft maint DS co -.......................... 55-457G 265 3 795
Hv equip maint co (GS) --------------------------- 29-137G 303 4 1,212
Coil & clas co ------------------------------------- 29-139G 216 1 216
LE maint co GS ---------------------------------- 29-134G 276 2 552
HHD, trans acft maint GS bn ---------------------- 55-456G 134 1 134
Trans Acft maint GS co .------------------------- 55-458G 290 3 870
Diesel-elec loco rep co ----------------------------- 55-247G 118 1 118
Trans Ry car rep co, GS -------------------------- 55-248G 236 1 236

6,673
Supply and service:

Invt con co (COSCOM) -.................... 29-402 363 1 363
HHC, S&S bn -----.-.--------------------.......... 29-146 101 6 606
S&S co, DS -..................................... 29-147 302 7 2,114
Fld svc GS co, fwd -..--- 29-114 306 3 918
Fld svc GS co, army ------------------------------ 29-124 295 1 295
Gen sup co, GS -.------------------------- 29-118 215 5 1,075
Rep parts sup co, GS (fwd) -.------------------- 29-119 226 2 452
Rep parts sup co, GS (fwd) ----------------------- 29-119 277 1 277
Hv mat sup GS co --------------------------------- 29-127 200 2 400
Air dlvr co ---- 10-407 271 1 271
HHC, fld dep ------------------------------------- 29-512 233 1 233
Proc tms ------------------------------------------ TD unit 5 8 40
Prop dspo co -...... - - - - - - 29-504 226 1 226
Ldry and renv co, GS ----------------------------- 10-437 147 2 294
QM air equip rep and dep co ----------------------- 10-417 196 1 196
Gen cml lab -. . . . --------------------------------- 3-97 52 1 52
HHD, petrl gp ------------------------------------ 10-202 75 1 75
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Petrl op co ___.---------------------__ ___-------_ 10-207 174 11 1,914
HHC, petri op bn -------------------------------- 10-206 146 2 292
HHC, petrl sup bn ------------------------------. 10-226 84 1 84
Petrl sup co -------------------------------------- 10-227 306 1 306
LS co ---------------------------------------- 29-449 166 2 332
Tm BA, sales det, mbl .---------------------------- 10-500 3 7 21
Tm BB, sales det, smbl ---------------------------- 10-500 5 1 5
Tm BC, sales det supv ----------------------------- 10-500 8 1 8
Tm JC, aeft and msl rep parts sup co ------------- 29-129 274 1 274
Tm AB, plat HQ (sep) -.. . ...................... 5-500 4 2 8
Tm FA, fftg HQ -............................... 5-510 4 6 24
Tm FB, fire trk ___________________________________ 5-510 6 31 186
Tm FC, water trk _______________________________- 5-510 2 6 12
TM GG, tm GC, engr det (C02 genr) ---------------- 5-520 4 20 80
Tm GH, water purif ------------------- 5-520 12 4 48
Tm GB, gas genr -............................ 5-520 27 1 27
Tm GC, CO2 genr -.............................. 5-520 13 1 13
Tm HF, util ____-_____---------------------------- 5-530 52 4 208
Tm HC, real estate ___________________________---- 5-530 16 1 16

11,745
Transportation service:

HHD, trans MCC --------------------------------- 55-6 166 1(+) 165
HHC, trans bde -................................ 55-62 105 1 105
HHD, TMT gp ----------------------------------- 55-12 59 1 59
HHD, TMT bn -................................ 55-16 41 5 205
Trans car co (+), spt comd or abn corps ---------- 55-19 107 1 107
Trans It trk co (21/2-ton) ------------------------- 55-17 175 25 4,375
Trans It trk co (5-ton) -......................... 55-17 179 2 358
Trans It-mdm trk co -.......................... 55-67 202 2 404
Trans mdm trk co (cgo) --------------------------- 55-18 183 4 732
Trans mdm trk co (petrl) -..................... 55-18 384 6 2,304
Trans hv trk co ---------------------------------- 55-28 155 1 155
HHD, trans tml bn ------------------------------- 55-116 58 2 116
Trans TS co -.................................. 55-117 329 7 2,303
Trans tml trf co -............................... 55-118 266 2 532
Trans mdm bt co --------------------------------- 55-128 181 1 181
Trans mdm amph co ------------------------------ 55-139 171 1 171
Trans lighterage maint co, DS -.----------------- 55-158 175 1 175
Watercraft maint tms ---------------------------- 55-500 Various' 110
HHC, trans ry bn --------------------------------- 55-226 133 1 133
Trans ry engr co, trans ry bn ---------------------- 55-227 236 1 236
Trans ry equip maint co, trans ry bn ----------------. 55-228 116 1 116
Trans tn op co, trans ry bn ------------------------- 55-229 218 1 218
HHC, avn bn ------------------------------------ 1-256 77 2 154
Avn svc spt co ------------------------------------ 1-407 165 1 165
Avn mdm hel co ---------------------------------- 1-258 239 3 717
Avn hv hel co ------------------------------------- 1-259 129 1 129

11,425
Engineer :

HHC, engr const bde ----------------------------- 5-111 132 1 132
HHC, engr const gp ------------------------------- 5-112 94 2 188
HHC, engr const bn -............................ 5-116 125 6 750
Engr topo bn, army ------------------------------- 5-305 368 1 368
Engr const spt co -.............................. 5-114 166 2 332
Engr equip and maint co, engr const bn ------------- 5-117 189 6 1,134
Engr const co, engr const bn ---------------------- 5-118 207 18 3,726
Engr dptrk co .-... .......................... 5-124 114 2 228
Engr pl const spt co ------------------------------- 5-177 187 1 187
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Tm GA, forestry plat ----------------------------- 5-520 44 2 88
Tm HA, diving ----------------------------------- 5-530 9 1 9
Engr co, port const -------------------------------- 5-129 239 1 239

7,399 c
Total COSCOM --..-----------.............-------------------- 49,089

a Number and types of teams (tug, barge, crane, amphibian, boat) determined by actual environment and operating methods.
b Not part of COSCOM. Normally attached to the corps combat engr bde as augmentation for combat apt and base development projects.

Not included in total COSCOM.
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Adjutant general -.------------ 3-6i, 3-6, Service ------------------- 3-2b, 3-1,
Adjutant general, support 3-9b 3-11 9-4 9-3,

9-7, 9-7,
brigade 3-6i 3-6 9-9, 9-8,

Administrative service 9-10 9-8
detachment 4-. c 4-c 44 Shipment 9-5b 9-3

Administrative services ---------- 4-4d 4-3 Special 9-1a, 9-1,
Administrative support: 9-5d, 9-5,

General 4-1 4-1 9-6c, 9-7,
Operational concepts ------- 4-4 4-1 9-7 9-7

ADP (See Automatic data pro- Stockage levels ------------- 9-5a 9-3
cessing) Supply 9-1, 9-1,

ADPE (See Automatic data pro- 9-3a 9-3
cessing equipment) Surveillance ------------- 9-6a 9-6

Air delivery Company ---------- 8-28 8-16 Tactical control ------------ 9-1c 9-1
Air transport ------------------ 6-4a 6-3 Ammunition battalion ---------- 7-8b, 7-4,
Aircraft and missile repair parts 9-12 9-9

supply company -------------- 8-26, 8-15, Ammunition company,
9-7c 9-7 conventional 9-4, 9-3,

Aircraft maintenance and supply _ 3-2b, 3-1, 9-14 9-11
5-4e, 5-4, Ammunition supply and renova-
5-6e,h,i 5-6, tion detachments ---------- 9-22 9-15
8-26 8-15 Ammunition flow --------------- 9-5b 9-3

Allocation, combat service support. 2-1, 2-1, Ammunition group ------------ 3-2a, 3-1,
2-2b, 2-2 5-1a, 5-1,
2-3b, 9-11 9-8
2-4b Ammunition supply points

(ASP) -.------------------ 9-3, 9-4 9-3, 9-3
Ammunition: APO (See Army Post Office)

Allocation 2-2b, 2-1, Area damage control:
9-1c, 9-1, Army Support brigade ------ 11-12 11-6
9-2b, 9-2, Command relationships ---- 11-3 11-2
9-5c, 9-6 Composition of forces - - 11-2 11-1

Control ------------------- 9-1c 9-1 Corps support brigade ----- 11-12 11-6
Conventional ------------- 9-1a, 9-1, Operations phases ---------- 11-8, 11-4,

9-3a, 9-3, 11-12 11-6
9-4, 9-3, Organization -------------- 11-8 11-4
9-Sd,e 9-5, Phase I -------------------- 11-8a, 11-4,
9-6, 9-6, 11-12c 11-6
9-7 9-7 Phase II ------------------- 11-8b, 11-4,

Direct- Support -.------- 9-3, 9-6 9-3, 9-6 11-12d,e 11-7
General Support ------------ 9-4, 9-6 9-3, 9-6 Phase III 11-8b,c, 11-4,
Maintenance: 11-12e 11-7

Conventional --------- 9-1, 9-3, 9-1, 9-3, Plans -------------------- 11-8 11-4
9-6 9-6 Preventive measures -------- 11-8b 11-4

Missile system RAOC ------------------ 11-4b 11-2
components --------- 9-6c, 9-7, Readiness measures --------- 11-8b 11-4

9-7 9-7 Responsibility ------------- 11-6, 11-3,
Special 9-1, 9-6 9-1, 9-6 11-12 11-6

Repair parts --------------- 9-1, 9-7 9-1, 9-7 Support group ----------- 11-12 11-6
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Army area communications Automatic data processing center - 3-2a, 3-1,
system 10-1, 10-1, 3-6k,l, 3-10,

10-2, 10-1, 5-2, 5-1,
10-7, 10-2, 53, 5-3,
10-9 10-2 8-15c 8-10

Army group: Automatic data processing
Commander --------- - 2-2b 2-1 equipment ---- 1-2c, 1-1,
Composition - ... 2-2a, 2-1, 3-6c, 3-6,

Army Post Office -- --- 4-4f, 4-3, 4-1, 4-1,
4-5e 4-4 4-4, 4-1,

Army support brigade: 5-2c, 5-1,
Command relationship ------ 3-3 3-3 6-3b, 6-2,
Employment - . ...3-la 3-1 8-5. 8-2
Functions ---------------- 3-1b, 3-1, Automatic data processing unit ___3-6k 3-10

6-1 6-1 Automatic supply -------------- 8-2c 8-1
Location ------------------ 3-la, 3-1 Available supply rate ---- 9-1c 9-1
Mission ------------------ 3-1a, 3-1
Organization -------------- 3-2, 3-4 3-1, 3-3 Bakery service --- 8-10-
Rear area security and area 8-12, 8-9,

damage control ---------- 11-3a, 11-2, 8-19, 8-11,
11-4, 11-2, 8-29, 8-16,
11-6b, 11-3, 8-31 8-18,
11-10b, 11-6, Band ----------- 4-4a,h, 4-1,
11-11, 11-6, 4-5d 4-4
11-12b 11-6 Bath services 3-6e, 3-7,

Assignment, support brigade ----- 3-1a 3-1 4-5h, 4-5,
Automatic data processing 3-2, 3-2, 8-10, 8-9,

3-6c, 3-5, 8-20, 8-11,
5-2c, 5-2, 8-31c 8-18
8-1, 8-1, Bridging equipment -- - 8-27 8-15
8-2, 8-1, Bulk petroleum ----------------- 8-5e, 8-5,
8-22a 8-11 8-6c, 8-8,

Automatic data processing 8-8d, 8-8,
equipment ------------------- 1-2c, 1-1, 8-31c, 8-18,

4-1, 4-1,8-32-
4-4a 4-1 8-34 8-19

Assistant chief of staff: Camouflage 11- 11-6
Civil affairs --------------- 12-2 12-1 Cannibalization ---------- -5-6f, 5-6,
Comptroller 3-6ckck 8-15a 8-10
Maintenance 3-6g, 3-8, Capabilities:

5-2a,d, -1, Signal operations company
8-5f, 8-7, small headquarters 10-11 10-4
9-10b 9-8 Support brigade ------------ 3-7b 3-10

Movements.. 3-6f, 3-7, Support group - . ...3-8d 3-10
3-6h, 3-9 Categories of maintenance 5-3, 5-5, 5-3, 5-5,
6-2, 6-1, Chaplain service 3-6b, 3-5,
6-4a 6-3 4-5h 4-5

Personnel ----------------- 3-6b, 3-5, Chaplain, support brigade ------- 3-6b 3-5
4-4a 4-1 Chemical, biological, and

Security, plans and radiological element (CBRE) __ 11-8c 11-4
operations 3-6d7, Chemical, biological, and

11-4 11-2 radiological operations -------- 1-2b, 1-1,
Services ------------------ 3-6e, 3-7, 1-4, 1-1,

10-4 10-1 3-6e, 3-7,
Supply 3-6fg, 3- 7, 8-30, 8-17,

6-4a, 6-3, 9-5c, 9-5,
8-5f, 8-7, 11-1, 11-1,

11-1, 11-49-10 9-8c
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Chemical maintenance ----------- 5-6c 5-5 Communications:

Civil affairs -------------------- 3-6d, 3-7, Army area system ---------- 10-2, 10-1,
12-2 12-1 10-7 10-2

Classes of supply: Communications platoon,
Class I --------------------. 8-8, 8-8, headquarters and

8-24c, 8-13, headquarters company,
8-31 8-18 support group - -.--------- 10-8, 10-2,

Class II --------------- 5-6f, 5-6, 10-12 10-5
8-5c, 8-2, Corps support brigade ------- 10-8, 10-1,
8-8, 8-8, 10-12 10-5
8-31 8-18 Field army - -10-2, 10-1,

Class III -.----------- 8-8, 8-8, Integrated communications
8-31 8-18 system -------------- 10-9 10-2

Class IV .------------------ 5-6f, 5-6, Responsibility ..----I--... 3-6e, 3-7,
8-5b, 8-2, 10-4 10-1
8-8b, 8-8 Signal operating company,

Class V -------------------- 5-6f, 5-6, support brigade ----------- 10-8, 10-2,

8-2b, 8-1, 10-9, 10-4,
8-25 8-14 10-11 10-4

Class VII ----------------- 5-6f, 5-6, Support brigade ------------ 10-8 10-2
8-5b, 8-2, Communications and electronics
8-8, 8-8, officer:
8-27, 8-15, Field army - - --- 1- 10-1
8-31 8-18 Field army support

Class IX ------------------- 5-6f, 5-6, command - --- ---- 10-4 10-1
8-5d, 8-5, Signal operating company
8-8c, 8-8, small headquarters -------- 10-8, 10-2,
9-7 9-7 10-11 10-4

Clothing --- - ----- 8-10, 8-9, Support brigade -.---------- 10-6, 10-2,
8-13, 8-10, 10-9, 10-2,
8-15, 8-10, 10-10 10-3
8-21, 8-11, Communications platoon --------- 3-9e, 3-12,
8-29, 8-16, 10-8, 10-2
8-31 8-31 10-12, 10-5,

Collection and classification 12-2 12-1
company ------------------ 5-6f, 5-6, Communications zone ----------- 5-2, 5-1,

5-6g 5-7 6-4a, 6-3,

Combat service support: 8-5c 8-3
Allocation ----------------- 2-1, 2-1, Comptroller (See ACofS,

2-2b 2-1 comptroller)
Considerations in tactical Concept of operations (See

planning ---------------- 2-1, 2-4, 2-1, 2-2, Operations)
2-5b, Construction, supplies ----------- 8-27 8-15

Effect of nuclear, chemical, Consumable commodities --------- 8-5a 8-2
biological and radiological Control centers (See Specific
weapons ------ - 1-4 1-1 center)

Combat support .---------------- 2-3, 2-4, 2-1, 2-2, Conventional ammunition (See
11-2 11-1 Ammunition, conventional)

Command relationships ---------- 3-3, 3-3, Corps .--------------- -.... 2-4, 2-2,
3-5a, 3-3, 3-4d, 33,
3-8e, 3-11, 10-9c 10-3
4-3, 4-1, Corps support brigade:
7-1, 7-1, Assignment ------- 3-la 3-1
11-3 11-2 Command relationships ----- 3-3b 3-3

Commanding general, FASCOM 2-5b 2-2 Functions ----------------- 3-lb 3-1
Commodities ------------------- 8-5a, 8-2, Location ------------------ 3-la 3-1

9-2 9-2 Mission ------------------- 3-1a 3-1
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Organization 3-2a, 3-1, Division support brigade --------- 3-1a, 3-1,
3-4 3-3 3-4c, 3-3,

Rear area protection ------ - 11-10 11-6 12-6, 12-2
COSCOM: 3-1a, 3-1, 12-7 12-2

3-4b,d, 3-3, Division support command
4-4b, 4-2, (DISCOM) -- --------- 6-4, 8-4, 6-3, 8-2,
9-1llb, 9-8, 8-5, 8-2,
9-12b, 9-9, 8-33 8-19
12-1- 12-1
12-3 Engineer support --------------- 10-15- 10-5

Employment ------------- 12-4 12-2 10-15
Mission -------------------- 12-3 12-1 EOD service -------------------- 9-1a, 9-1,
Organization -------------- 12-2 12-1 9-8, 9-7,

Crime prevention -------------- 7-2, 7-1, 9-20, 9-13,
7-6a 7-3 9-21 9-4

Criminal investigation Exchange supplies (See Post
detachment ------------------ 7-2c, 7-2, exchange)

7-7, 7-4,
Cryptographic supplies ---------- 8-5f, 8-7,

Cp iu i8-8e, 88-9, FASCOM - ---------------- 2-1, 2-5, 2-1, 2-2,

8-25a, 8-14, 3-1- 3-1,
8-31 8-18 3-7, 3-10,

Cryptographics 5-la, 5-1, 4-2, 4-1,
5-61, 5-6 4-3, 4-3,
8-5f, 8-7 4-5, 4-3,

Cryptologistics -3-8a 3-10 5-1, 5-1,
Cryptologistics platoon --------- 3-9f 3-12 5-2c 5-2

5-2d, 5-2,
Data processing - ---------------- 3-6c 3-6 6-1, 6-1,
Decontamination ---------------- 8-10, 8-9, 6-3, 6-2,

8-16, 8-11, 6-4, 6-3,
8-29, 8-16, 7-1, 7-1,
8-30 8-17 7-8, 7-4,

Depot (See Field depots) 8-1, 8-1,
Direct exchange ---------------- 5-2b 5-1 8-2, 8-1,
Direct support --- -------------- 5-1, 5-3, 5-1, 5-3, 8-4, 8-2,

5-4, 5-3, 8-5, 8-2,
8-5, 8-2, 8-15, 8-10,
8-6, 8-7, 8-24- 8-13-
8-11, 8-9, 8-34, 8-20,
8-13, 8-10, 9-2a, 9-2,
8-17, 8-11, 10-4, 10-1,
8-31, 8-18, 10-9, 10-2,
8-33, 8-19, 11-4, 11-2,
9-1la, 9-1, 11-6, 11-3,
9-3, 9-3, 11-10- 11-6,
9-6, 9-6, 11-12, 11-6,
9-7 9-7 12-2 12-1

Direct support maintenance ------ 5-1, 5-3, 5-1, 5-3 Field army:
5-4 5-3 Commander --------------- 2-1 2-1

Direct support maintenance Composition --------------- 2-3a 2-1
battalion --------------- - 5-1, 5-3, 5-1, 5-3 Direct support .....- 8-11 8-9

5-4 5-3 Responsibilities ------------ 2-3b 2-2
DS light maintenance company --- 5-4 5-3 Signal communications ------ 10-2 10-1
Dispersion 11-8b, 11-4, Tactical control of

11-12 11-6 ammunition ------------- 9-1c 9-1
Disposal ---------------------- 4-4d 4-3 Field depots .------------------- 7-8 7-4
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Field service GS company Army 8-12, 8-10, General support maintenance ---- 5-5, 5-6 5-5
8-14, 8-10, General support maintenance
8-16- 8-11, battalion -------------------- 5-1, 5-6 5-1, 5-5
8-18, 8-11, Graves registration ------------- 3-6e, 3-7,
8-30 8-17 8-10, 8-9,

Field service GS company 8-12, 8-10,
forward 8-12- 8-10, 8-18, 8-11,

8-14, 8-10, 8-29- 8-16-
8-16- 8-11, 8-31 8-18
8-19, 8-11,
8-29 8-16 Headquarters and headquarters

Finance direct support company __ 3-6c, -6, company, support brigade:
4-5f 4-4 Ammunition DS/GS

Finance service-3-6, 4battalion ----- 9-12 9-9
Fic4-4ai, 4-1, Ammunition DS/GS group _ 9-11 9-8

4-3, Petroleum supply battalion 8-32- 8-19-
4-5h 4-5 8-34 8-20

Firefighting ------------ - 3-9d, 3-12, Supply and service battalion 8-23, 8-13,
8-30 8-17 8-24, 8-13,

Flow of supply 8-5 8-2 8-27- 8-15
Food service -------------------- 3-6e 3-7 8-30 8-17
Fortification supplies ---------- 8-27 8-15 Support group ---- 3-8, 3-10,
Fuel and lubricants (See Transportation aircraft

Petroleum, oil and lubricants) maintenance and supply
Functional control centers ------ 3-2a, 3-1, GS bn 5-6i 5-8

GS bn ------------------- 5-6i 5-8
3-6c, 3-3, Headquarters and headquarters
3-6a, _-10, detachment, personnel and

3-, 3-11, administration battalion ------- 4-5a 4-3
132- 32-11 DS maintenance battalion - - 5-4 5-3
Functions:12-4 12-2 GS maintenance battalion ---- 5-6 5-5

MilFunctions: police service ------ 7171 Military police battalion ---- 7-5 7-3
RMilitary police service-7-1 11-2 Motor transport battalion ---- 6-4d 6-4

Suppor-11-4 11i gade......-2..... Heavy equipment GS maintenance
Support brigade ----------- 3-lb, 3-1, company . .................. 5-6d 5-6

3-8a 3-10 3-8a Heavy material supply GS
Gasoline (See Petroleum fuel and company ----------------- 8-27 8-15

lubricants) Highway regulating point -------- 6-2, 6-4 6-1, 6-3
General supply GS company ----- 8-24 8-13 Highway traffic headquarters ---- 6-4b 6-4
General support ---------------- 5-1, 5-2, 5-1, Independent corps . ............. 3-1a, 3-1,

3-4d 3-3

5-6, 5-5, Indigenous labor ---------------- 3-6b 3-5
8-2 8-1, Industrial gases 8-24c 8-13
8-4- 8-2-- Inspector general -------------- 3-9b 3-11
8-9 8-9,8- Integrated communications

8-14, 8-10, system 10-9 10-2
8-16, 8-11, Intelligence 3-6d, 3-7,8-16, 8-11: 11.......11-7 11-3

8-20, 8-11,8-23_ 8-11, Inventory control center ~~_____5-2a, 5-1,
8-23- 8-13, 7-4, 7-3,
8-27 8-15, 8-1, 8-1,
8-29 8-16, 8-2, 8-1,
9-1, 9-1, 8-4, 8-2,
9-4, 9-3, 8-5, 8-2,
9-6, 9-6, 8-9, 8-9,
9-7, 9-7, 8-15, 8-10,
9-15, 9-11, 8-28, 8-16,
9-16 9-12 9-2b, 9-2,
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9-5c, 9-5, Organization -- -------- 7-lb 7-1
12-4 12-2 Physical security -- --- 7-8 7-4

Military police battalion --------- 3-2a -'
Judge advocate .-..... .3-6j 3-9 7-2 7-7-2 7-1

Labor service - ------------------ 3-9g, 3-8, Military police company -------- 7-2a, 7-1,
8-10, 8-9, 7-6 7-3

8-17, 8-11, Military police physical security

8-29, 8-16, company ---.--- --------- 7-2a, 7-1,
8-30 8-17 7-8, 7-4,

Laundry service -------------- 3-6e, 3-7, 9-18 9-13
8-10, 8-9, Missile support -----.----.--- 65-6f, 5-6,

8-11, 8-10, 8-26, 8-15,
8-13, 8-16, 9-1, 9-1,

8-29, 8-17, 9-6, 9-6,
8-30 8-17 9-7, 9-7,

Legal services -------------- -- 3-6j 3-9 9-16, 9-12,

Levels of supply -----------.-- 8-6 8-7 9-17, 9-13,

Library service ---------- --- 3-6i 3-9 9-19 9-13

Light maintenance DS company - 5-4 5-3 Missions:
Light maintenance GS company _. 5-6c 5-5 COSCOM 12-3 12-1

Military police service ------- 7-1a 7-1
Maintenance: Support brigade -------- -- 3-1, 3-5 3-1, 3-3

Ammunition Support group --------- 3-8 3-10

Data collection ------------ 5-2 5-1 Movement control ---------- ---- 3-2b, 3-1,

Direct support --- -------- 5-1, 5-3, 5-1, 5-3, 6-2, 6-1,
5-4 5-4 7-3, 7-2,

General support ---------- 5-1, 5-5, 5-1, 5-5, 8-28, 8-16,
5-6, 5-5 12-4d 12-2

Management 3-6a, 3-4, Movement control center --------- 3-2a, ' 3-1,
5-2 5-1 3-6ak, 3-4,

Organization and capabilities_ 5-4, 5-6 5-5 6-1, 6-1,

Maintenance battalion, direct 6-3, 6-2,
support --------------------- 5-1, 5-4 5-1, 5-5 7-3, 7-2,

Maintenance battalion, general 12-4 12-2

support --------------------- 6-1, 5-6 5-1, 5-5 Movements ------.----- 0----- 6-1- 6-1-
Maintenance company GM, GS ___ 9-16 9-12 6-4 6-3

Maintenance management center 3-2a, 3-1,
3-6ag, 3-4, Nuclear, biological, chemical
5-2, 5-1, weapons, impact of ---------- 1-4 1-1
5-3, 5-3,
6-4a, 6-3, Operational concepts (See
12-4 12-2 Operations)

Maintenance management Operations---- . ---- --- 2-5b, 2-3,

detachment -- 5-2, 5-7 5-1, -8 3-6, 3-4,

Medical 3-6b, 3-5, 3-9a, 3-11,
4-5h, 4-5, 4-4, 4-1,
5-6f, 5-6, 6-4, 6-3,
7-3a, 7-2, 7-1, 7-1,
8-6, 8-7, 7-3, 7-2,
8-25a, 8-14, 8-10, 8-9,
8-31 8-18 10-7- 10-2,

Military police service: 10-9 10-2,

Command relationships ------ 7-1 7-1 11-7, 11-3,

Corps support brigade ------ 3-2b 3-1 11-8, 11-4,

Criminal investigation 11-10- 11-6,

detachment -------------- 7-7 7-4 11-12 11-7

Operational concepts ------- 3-6, 7-2, 3-4, 7-1, Ammunition operations (See
7-4 7-3 Ammunition)
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Special ammunition DS Printing and publications -------- 4-4e 4-3
company ---------------. 9-3, 9-6, 9-3, 9-6, Priorities ---------------------- 2-2b 2-1

9-13 9-10 Provost marshal --------------- 3-9b 3-11
Tire repair company -------- 5-6g 5-7

Organization 3-2, 3-1, Quartermaster air delivery
3-5b, 3-3 company, army support

brigade ----------------------. 8-28 8-164-2, 4-1, brigade
5-4, 5-3, Radio communications ---------- 10-11, 10-4,
5-6, 5-5, 10-12 10-5
7-1b, 7-1, RAOC (See Rear area operations
7-4, 7-3, center)
7-5- 7-3, Rear area operations center ------ 3-2b, 3-1,
7-8 7-4, 11-4 11-2
8-22- 8-11- Rear area protection:
8-35, 8-20, Command relationships ------ 11-3 11-2
12-2 12-1 Composition of forces ------- 11-2 11-1

Packaged petroleum -.----------- 8-5c 8-3 Support brigade -. 7-la, 7-1,

Pershing GS guided missile 11-10
maintenance company -.------- 9-17 9-13 Rear area security:2

Personnel administration center - 4-4, 4-1 Re ar area security:
12-4 12-2 Organization --------- 11-8a, 11-4

Personnel and administration Phase I 11-Sa, 11-4,
battalion: 3-2a, 3-1, 11-11b 11-6,

3-6, 3-4, 11-12c, 11-6,
3-9, 3-11, Phase II ---------- 11-8b, 11-4,
4-4 4-1 11-11c, 11-6,

Commander relationship ----- 4-3 4-1 11-12d,e 11-6
Organization ----- 4-2 4-1ase 11-4,

Personnel command ------------- 4-4 4-1 11-ld, 11-6,
Personnel replacement 4-4c 4-2 11-12e 11-6
Personnel service center .-------- 3-2a, 3-1, Support brigade 11-3, 11-2,

3-6a,b,h 3-4 11-11 11-6
Renovation 9-3a 9-9,

Personnel service company ------ 4-5b 4-4 Repair parts-5-3 5_4 593Repair parts ------------------- 5-3, 5-4, 5-3,
Petroleum oil and lubricants 8-d, 8-5

(POL) ----------------------- 8-5, 8-6, 8-2, 8-7, 8-6, 8-7,
8-8, 8-8, 8-8, 8-7,
8-31- 8-18, 8-25, 8-14,
8-33, 8-19 8-26, 8-15,

Petroleum supply battalion - 3-2a,' 3-1, 9-la, 9-1,
8-32 8-19

Petroleum supply company ------- 8-32, 8-19, Repair parts GS company, army

Phase I, area damage control Repair parts GS supply company,
operations rear area security 11-7a 11-3 forward ----- 8-25, 8-14,

Phase II, area damage control 8-26 8-15
operations rear area security 11-7a 11-3 Repair parts supply- 54, 53,

Phase III, area damage control 8-25, 8-14
operations rear area security 11-7a 11-3 8-26 8-15

Pipelines 7-8, 7-4, Repairs and utilities - . .......3-6e, 3-7,
8-8d 8-8 3-9d 3-12

Post exchange services --------- - 3-6e, 3-7, Replacements 3-5,
4-5h, 4-5, 4-5g 45
8-10, 8-9, Required supply rate ------------ 9-1c 9-1
8-21 8-11 Responsibility:

Postal service ------------------ 3-6b, 3-5, Army group commander ----- 2-2 2-1
4-4a,e,f, 4-1, Corps commander ---------- 3-4b, 3-3,
4-5h 4-56a 11-3
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Field army support command Stock control center ------------- 3-2a, 3-1,
commander -------------- 2-5b, 2-2, 3-6a, f, 3-4,

11-6b 11-3 5-2, 5-1,
Rear area protection -------- 11-6 11-3 5-3, 5-3,
Support brigade commander _ 11-6 11-3 6-3, 6-2,

Rocket and missile support 7-4, 7-3,
detachment ---------------- 9-19 9-13 8-1, 8-1,

Sales detachments 8-35 8-20 8-2, 8-35
8-4, 8-2,

Salvage -........ 3-6f, 3-7, 8-5, 8-2,
8-10, 8-9, 8-9, 8-92,

8-15, 8-10, 8-15, 8-10,
8-29 8-16 8-26, 8-15,

Security ---------------------- 3-6d, 3-7, 9-1c, 9-1,
7-2; 7-1, 9-2b, 9-2,
7-3c, 7-3, 9-9 9-8
7-6, 7-3, Stock control company, support
7-8, 7-4, brigade --------------------- 8-22 8-11

11-1, 11-1, Stock control system ---------- 8-4 8-211-5, 11-3,
11-7, 11-3, Storage ----------------------- 3-6f, 3-7,
11-10 11-6 8-9, 8-9,

9-5a 9-3
Signal operations (See

Communications) Supply (See Classes of supplies)
Special ammunition ----------- 9-la- 9-1- Supply and maintenance

9-3, 9-3' command 8-2b, 8-1,
8-15 8-10

9-5e, 9-5,9-5e, 9-6, Supply and service battalion ----- 3-2a, 3-1,
9-6, 9-6,

~9-~7 9-~7 ~6-2b, 6-2,
8-23, 8-13,

Special ammunition company ...... 7-8b, 7-4, 8-26, 8-15,
9-4d, 9-3, 10-1 10-1

9-153 9-10 Supply and service company ----- 8-11, 8-9,
8-14, 8-10,

Special ammunition logistical 8-18, 8-11,
element 8-22c, 8-11, 8-31 8-18

9-1c, 9-1,
9-Sec 9_5 Supply flow ----------------- --- 8-5 8-2

Supply levels . .... ............. 3-6fL 3-7Special ammunition supply point Supply levels-6, 3-7
(SASP) --------- - 9-4d 9-3,

9-5c 9-5 Supply point distribution -.----- 7-2, 9-3 7-1, 9-3

Special services ----------------- 3-6b, 3-5, Supply, repair parts (See repair
3-9b, 3-11, parts)
4-4a, 4-1, Supply responsibility ------------ 3-6f, g, 3-7,
4-5g, 4-5, 3-9d 3-12
4-5h 4-5

Stability operations ------------- 1-2 1-1 Support brigade:

Staff (See also Appropriate Capabilities ---------------- 3-7 3-10
assistant chief of staff) ------- 83-6, 3-4, Command relationships -- 3-3 3-3

Composition 2-6a 2-4
10-4 10-1 Functions ----------------- 3-1b, 3-1,10-1

Staff judge advocate -3-1, F ton.s 3-6j 3-93-1 Groups ------------------- 3-8 3-10
Staff requirements: Headquarters ----------- - 3-5 3-3

Field army support Mission ------------------- 3-1a, 3-1,
command --------- 2-5c 2-3 3-5 3-3

Support brigade ---------- 2-6c 2-4 Operations ---------------- 3-4 3-3
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Organization -------------- 3-2 3-1 Transportation, corps support
3-4 3-3 brigade --------------------- 6-1 6-1

RAP --------------------- 11-10-- 11-6 Transportation heavy truck
11-12 11-12 company ------------------ 6-4h 6-5

Responsibility 2-6b 2-4
Staff ------------------- 2-6c, 2-4, Transportation light truck

3-6 3-4 company -... ..... 6-4e 6-4
Support group ------------- 3-2a, 3-1, Transportation light/medium

3-8, 3-10, truck company ---------- 6-4f 6-4
3-9, 3-11, Transportation medium truck
10-8 10-2 company ----------------- 8-32, 8-19,

Terminals 6-4d 6-4
Theater army commander --- - 2-1 2-1 Transportation motor transport
Throughput 8-9a, 8-9, battalion 3-2a, 3-1,

9-5d 9-5 6-2, 6-1,
6-4c 6-4

Tire repair --------------------- 5-6g 5-7
Traffic control ------------------ 7-3a 7-2 Transportation movement control

company ..... . ............... 6-2 6-1
Transportation aircraft

maintenance GS company ------ 5-6e 5-6 Transportation movements
offices (TMO) -. . . ... 6-2 6-1

Transportation aircraft 6-4 6-3
maintenance battalions -------- 3-2b, 3-1,

5-1 5-1 Transportation service:5-1 5-1
Transportation DS aircraft Employment 6-2 6-1

Operations-______________ 6-4 6-3maintenance company --------- 5-3b, 5-3 Operations- 6- 6-
5-4, 5-3 Relationships --------------- 6-3 6-25-4, 5-3,

5-6e 5-6 Unserviceable equipment --------- 8-15 8-10
Transportation aircraft U.S. Army Strategic

maintenance GS company ------ 5-6i 5-8 Communications Command ----- 10-2, 10-1,
Transportation, Army support 11-4e 11-3

brigade ..... . ............. 6-1 6-1
Vulnerability, Rear area

Transportation car company ----- 6- 4 g 6-5 protection 11-1 11-1
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